Port of Plymouth Evidence Base Study: Executive Summary

Executive Summary
Introduction
Atkins Ltd was commissioned in November 2009 by Plymouth City Council (PCC) and its partners Devon
County Council and Cattewater Harbour Commission, with support from the Tamar Estuaries Consultative
Forum, to undertake a study of the Port of Plymouth. The study aimed to provide a robust evidence base
which can be used to inform a range of future policies and plans in Plymouth and the South West region.
Furthermore, should the decision be taken to prepare a masterplan for the Port of Plymouth, the study will
provide a sound foundation from which the masterplan can be developed.
This summary sets out the key points from the study findings.

Purpose of Study
Collectively, the four ports (Cattewater, Sutton Harbour, Millbay and Devonport) in Plymouth represent one
of the South West’s and UK’s largest and most diverse ports. Whilst the ports all act independently they do
have inter-related roles which have a significant combined impact on local, regional and national economic
development and transport and, in the case of Devonport, also on our national defence capability.
The study aimed to establish a robust evidence base of the four ports with a view to providing important input
into a number of key policies and initiatives including:
•

Plymouth Local Development Framework (LDF) Core Strategy Review and relevant Area Action
Plans (AAPs);

•

Local Economic Strategy Review;

•

South West Delivering a Sustainable Transport Strategy (DaSTS); and

•

Local Transport Plan 3 (LTP3).

Approach
The key components of the study are summarised in Table 1:
Table 1 – Key Components of Study

Final Report: Volume 1
Baseline Position
• Existing role and activities
• Port Infrastructure audit
• Key policy considerations
• Transport considerations
• Coastal Environment Considerations
• Economic Significance of Port
Influencing Factors & SWOT Analysis
•
Influencing factors & SWOT
•
Future Scenarios

Final Report: Volume 2 Appendices
•
•
•
•
•
•

Appendix A – Stakeholder consultations
Appendix B – Plymouth’s Commercial Port
Facilities
Appendix C – Overview of South West
Ports
Appendix D – Policy Context
Appendix E – Coastal Environment
Appendix F – Listed Buildings and
Scheduled Ancient Monuments, Devonport
South Yard.

Recommendations & Next Steps
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Stakeholders Consulted
Engagement with the key stakeholders represented an important element of the study. This was undertaken
primarily through face-to-face meetings as well as a well attended stakeholder workshop. The latter focused
on the development and testing of future scenarios for the Port of Plymouth. The following organisations
were consulted:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cattewater Harbour Commission
Cattedown Wharf
MoD
NHNB Devonport
Plymouth City Council
Plymouth Yacht Haven
Pomphlett Wharf
Queen’s Harbour Master (QHM)
Queen Anne’s Battery Marina
Sutton Harbour Company
Sutton Harbour Marina
Tamar Estuaries Consultative Forum
Victoria Wharf
Associated British Ports
Chamber of Trade and Commerce
Department of Communities
Devon County Council
Environment Agency
Marine and Fisheries Agency
Maritime Plymouth
Natural England
Network Rail
Plymouth City Development Company
Plymouth Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Plymouth University
Princess Yachts
Regen SW
South West RDA
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Key Findings
The Port of Plymouth
The ‘Dockyard Port of Plymouth’ includes the two main elements of:
•
The Royal Navy and Ministry of Defence (MoD) facilities, including Devonport Dockyards and
other facilities; and
•

Commercial port activities including primarily Millbay (operated by Associated British Ports),
Sutton Harbour and Cattewater Harbour Authority. Cattewater sees the bulk of commercial
movements with vessels going to and from Cattedown Wharves, Victoria Wharf and Pomphlett
Wharf.

In 2009 nearly 60,000 vessel movements were recorded within the port limits of which 75% were defence
related (see Figure 1).
Figure 1: Vessel Movements in Plymouth 2009 (excluding Torpoint Ferry)
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Source: QHM/VTS, 2009

Naval Activity
Devonport is the largest Naval Base in Western Europe covering over 650 acres with 15 dry docks, 4 miles
of waterfront, 25 tidal berths and 5 basins and accommodating approximately 5,000 naval vessel movements
per year. The key services that the naval port provides today include the following:
•

Base port to many naval vessels including the largest, HMS Ocean at 21,000 tonnes, also
fourteen frigates, seven Trafalgar class submarines, four of the five hydrograhic survey ships
and two amphibious assault ships.

•

Only site in UK equipped to conduct nuclear submarine refits, including those of the Vanguard
class.

•

Surface ship refitting facilities.

•

Home to Flag Officer Sea Training (FOST) which trains officers of all surface ships, submarines
and Royal Fleet Auxilliaries as well as offering training packages to other NATO countries.

•

Home to Royal Navy Clearance Diving team from the Southern Diving Group covering
Swangage round to Birkenhead.

Many MoD related services are now provided through major contractors such as Babock Marine and Serco.
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Commercial Port Activity
Figure 2 shows that commercial ship arrivals (excluding naval) have remained relatively stable during the
period 2000 – 2008 with a peak of 1,262 in 2003.
Figure 2: Ship arrivals in Plymouth 2000-2008
(source: Maritime Statistics 2008)
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The majority of vessels arriving at Plymouth are relatively small with 82% being less that 5,000 deadweight
tonnes (dwt). This reflects the role of the Port in providing traditional short sea/coastal shipping services.
This is shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Ship arrivals at Plymouth by type and deadweight 2008. (Maritime Statistics 2008)

Deadweight Tonnes

1 - 4,999

5,000 19,999

20,000 99,999

All
vessels

Tankers

57

155

3

215

Ro-Ro vessels

487

-

-

487

Fully cellular container
vessels

13

2

-

15

Other dry cargo vessels

333

35

-

368

Total all vessels

890

192

3

1,085

Note: Although container vessels are recorded as arriving, no container movements are identified.

Table 3 sets out the main trades and markets for goods passing through Cattewater and Millbay, which
underline the regional and local significance of the Port providing goods for a relatively local market.
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Table 3: Summary of Port of Plymouth main trades & markets

Direction

Market

Outlook

Liquid Bulk
-

Oil Products

Inward (coastal UK and
near-Continent)

Far South West
(mainly Cornwall &
Devon, but extending
to Somerset, Dorset
and occasionally
further)

Stable

Dry Bulk
-

Clay

Outward

Europe (Spain)

Declining

-

Animal Feed

Inward (from Rotterdam)

Local/Regional

Stable; seasonal

-

Stone

Outward

Channel Islands, SE
England

Stable

-

Stone

Inward (from Ireland)

Local/Regional

Stable

-

Fertiliser

Inward (from Rotterdam)

Local/Regional

Declining; seasonal

-

Cement

Inward (from Germany)

Local/Regional

Growing

-

Salt (for road
treatment)

Inward

Local/Regional

Growing (but
dependent on
weather)

Fish

Inward

National

Declining

Ro-Ro HGV

Inward (mainly)

Regional/National

Stable

Economic Impact
Direct Employment: The marine and maritime sector in Plymouth accounts for approximately 13,500 jobs
of which at least 8,500 are provided at Devonport (Babcock – 4,500; MoD – 800; Major on-site contractors –
2,500; others – 700). This is equivalent to approximately 12% of total employment in Plymouth city and 10%
in the Plymouth Travel to Work Area (TTWA).
Indirect Employment: Indirectly the marine sector supports another 3,400 – 6,800 jobs in Plymouth’s
sub-region, thereby raising the sector’s overall contribution to around 19% of Plymouth’s employment and
14% in the Plymouth TTWA which is of equal significance as the education sector or the wholesale and retail
sector. At least 50% of marine related employment is accounted for by Devonport.
Value: We estimate that the marine and related sector contributes £1.7 billion in terms of GDP and nearly
£1 billion in terms of GVA representing around 25% of the city’s total GVA.

SWOT Analysis
Following a review of the key influencing factors, the following Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and
Threats were identified.

Strengths
•
•
•
•

Well established and diverse port.
Relatively deep water & natural harbour.
Significant and strategic naval, commercial and ferry port.
Major cluster of marine businesses - naval, boat building, R&D, fish market, marine services.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Devonport and naval heritage helps to define Plymouth both domestically and internationally.
12% Plymouth employment dependent on marine sector.
Major centre for higher education and research and development in the marine sector.
Major marina / waterside leisure location and important fish market.
Naval presence means that maintenance work does not fall to commercial operators.
Minimum and local coastal erosion / flood risk

Weaknesses
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Limited water depth at low tide & navigational constraints prevents larger vessels from using the port.
Limited by its peripherality, it serves largely local and regional commercial markets.
Limited mix of cargos - no containers and heavily dependant on liquid bulk oil (58% of the port tonnage).
Low level of exports and outward traffic.
Lack of single ‘champion’ for port interests – this is required to promote the Port and facilitate
communication between the industry and external organisations as well as the general public.
Rail - restricted loading gauge - limited intermodal container traffic
Limited local rail freight facilities at the Port
Loss of waterside land for higher-value uses

Opportunities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High level of planned population & employment growth
Expansion of oil-related cargoes
Growing demand for marina / leisure based activity
Strong policy support for sustainable freight transport (including short-sea shipping) with some grants
being available.
Growth in Northern European cruise market
Need to accommodate requirements to service marine renewables sector
Potential release of vital port infrastructure at Devonport could provide opportunities for commercial port
activities
4 of the 8 priorities in the South West Economic Strategy are directly relevant to the port (marine,
defence-related engineering, tourism and environmental technologies)
Plymouth well placed to capitalise on marine renewables, research and development and marine
education.
Strategic planning provides the opportunity to further capitalise on the port sector.
Feeder container facility for servicing local / regional market
Wharfs and port facilities could be enlarged.

Threats
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Small / self-contained market with competition from other ports for limited cargoes
Competition for cruise (e.g. Falmouth)
Economic & supply-chain implications of Strategic Defence Review – Devonport
Need for infrastructure investment at Devonport
Devonport listed buildings could limit opportunities
HSE Blast zone limits development
Lack of public funding for ports development
Loss of key waterside sites to non-port uses
Modal transfer will require significant capital investment
Limited expansion capacity at Cattewater & Sutton Harbour
European Marine Site designation requires any development to ensure no significant environmental
impact
Rail access to Cattewater mothballed
Port expansion constrained by local and regional transport networks
Lack of single focal point for promoting the Port of Plymouth as a whole.
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The SWOT analysis identifies some clear opportunities for the Port of Plymouth whilst also demonstrating
the complexities of port operations and future development opportunities.

Future Scenarios
Following analysis of the current operations, national and regional market trends, influencing factors and the
SWOT analysis, five scenarios were identified in order to inform the development of a port master plan for
Plymouth. These then formed the basis for discussion through the stakeholder workshop which was
attended by 30 private and public sector organisations.

Scenario 1: Safeguard existing position / business as usual
Safeguarding existing commercial port activities and facilities, retaining market share in bulk cargoes and
petroleum products. No change in marina space (except Millbay). No significant change to Devonport. Relies
on strong policy approach to safeguarding essential sites critical for port and marine operations.

Scenario 2: Targeted diversification
Scenario 1 plus targeted promotion of Plymouth towards the renewables sector and new cruise liner facility.
Will require some release of land from Devonport and/or reuse of Turnchapel, investment in some port
facilities and strong policy approach to safeguarding critical sites.

Scenario 4: Managed contraction of commercial port facilities & enhancement of
leisure role
Subject to a decline in market demand for commercial wharfs and waterside facilities, build on existing
advantages of Plymouth as marina location. Disused commercial wharfs would be developed into new
marinas and key landside sites would be redeveloped for non-port uses. Existing port cargos would be
handled through intensification of reduced number of commercial sites. Would require flexible policy
approach to safeguarding sites in key waterside locations.

Scenario 4: Major step change / re-use of Devonport land and waterfront
This scenario would be driven by a substantial release of waterside infrastructure and land at Devonport and
would involve Plymouth aggressively expanding it’s role in commercial / leisure port activities. Could include
container facility, increasing size of bulk cargo vessels accommodated, developing cruise liner facility and
development of new marina and leisure facilities. Would require sufficient market demand, significant
investment, and strong policy support for safeguarding essential sites.

Scenario 5: Radical restructure
Assuming that Yonderbury Jetty would no longer be required, then this would involve relocation of existing
liquid bulk from Cattedown, bulk services relocated to South Yard and development of leisure and cruise
facilities. Would require extremely high levels of investment.

Scenario Evaluation
At the stakeholder workshop, each scenario was evaluated against the following key criteria:
•

Economic and social implications for Plymouth and wider sub-region;

•

Commercial viability;

•

Transport implications;
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•

Environmental impact;

•

Implications for land-use planning and policy; and

•

Key strengths and weaknesses.

As a result no single preferred scenario was identified as being the outright optimal way forward for strategy
development. However, Scenarios 1, 3 and 5 were largely discounted.
Scenario 2 was considered the most realistic basis for strategy development over the next few years
although stakeholders were keen to ensure that a diversification approach as set out in Scenario 4 was also
investigated.

Progress to a full Masterplan / integrated plan – options
The purpose of the study was to provide a comprehensive evidence base for the Port of Plymouth with a
view to providing inputs into future spatial, land-use, transport and economic development plans, policies
and initiatives. The question of how best this information should be packaged together needs to be
addressed and particularly whether this should be as a single Port Masterplan, whether it should be more
aligned to the spatial planning process or some other option needs to be agreed.
The report does identify that a single document could fulfil the following:
•

Provide a strong basis for promoting the Port and the wider city of Plymouth;

•

Provide a solid framework for prioritising potential investment in the port and associated
infrastructure;

•

Enable a more strategic and coherent approach to the planning and development of the Port of
Plymouth as a whole;

•

Provide recommendations for optimising administrative arrangements to support the divese
range of activities undertaken in Plymouth; and

•

Provide links to the proposed marine plans which will be developed by the Marine Management
Organisation as set out in the Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009.

In delivering this a number of options on how best to proceed were identified as:
•

Take no further action - an opportunity missed.

•

PCC driven and funded Masterplan – discounted as recognised that this would need to be
jointly owned by the harbour authorities.

•

Private sector funded Masterplan – discounted as recognised that this would also need to be
jointly owned by the local authority.

•

Develop a Coastal/Marine Supplementary Planning Document as a de facto plan for the port
and the surrounding maritime environment.

The report recommends that the merits of each of these options be more fully evaluated relative to the
benefits of a port master plan.

Recommendations and Next Steps
1. Masterplan/Coastal Action Plan / Supplementary Planning Document Preparation:
Identify which is the best way forward.
2. Safeguarding Marine Employment Sites: Further refine the way in which the ‘Marine
Employment Site’ policy is applied using the criteria identified in the report.
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3. Coherently Raising the Profile of the Port - a ‘Champion’: Raise the profile given to the
marine and maritime sector in all spatial development and promotional plans for Plymouth and its subregions through the identification of a dedicated ‘Champion’.
4. Cruise Market Feasibility/Action Plan: Work to include the production of a market study and
action plan which identifies the most appropriate location for a new cruise facility in Plymouth.
5. Skills and Training Investment & Sector Support: Delivering integrated training programmes
which are targeted on meeting existing and emerging market needs with more employer-led training
initiatives.
6. Planning for Climate Change: Evaluating the potential effects of sea level changes on the port and
marine operations.
7. Safeguarding Cattewater Branch Line Track Bed & protecting transport links:
Safeguard the line from change of use and ensure effective transport links to the port.

9
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Notice
This document and its contents have been prepared and are intended solely for Plymouth City Council’s
information and use in relation to the preparation of an evidence base study of the Port of Plymouth.
Atkins Ltd assumes no responsibility to any other party in respect of or arising out of or in connection with
this document and/or its contents.
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Executive Summary
Introduction
Atkins Ltd was commissioned in November 2009 by Plymouth City Council (PCC) and its partners Devon
County Council and Cattewater Harbour Commission, with support from the Tamar Estuaries Consultative
Forum, to undertake a study of the Port of Plymouth. The study aimed to provide a robust evidence base
which can be used to inform a range of future policies and plans in Plymouth and the South West region.
Furthermore, should the decision be taken to prepare a masterplan for the Port of Plymouth, the study will
provide a sound foundation from which the masterplan can be developed.
This summary sets out the key points from the study findings.

Purpose of Study
Collectively, the four ports (Cattewater, Sutton Harbour, Millbay and Devonport) in Plymouth represent one
of the South West’s and UK’s largest and most diverse ports. Whilst the ports all act independently they do
have inter-related roles which have a significant combined impact on local, regional and national economic
development and transport and, in the case of Devonport, also on our national defence capability.
The study aimed to establish a robust evidence base of the four ports with a view to providing important input
into a number of key policies and initiatives including:
•

Plymouth Local Development Framework (LDF) Core Strategy Review and relevant Area Action
Plans (AAPs);

•

Local Economic Strategy Review;

•

South West Delivering a Sustainable Transport Strategy (DaSTS); and

•

Local Transport Plan 3 (LTP3).

Approach
The key components of the study are summarised in Table 1:
Table 1 – Key Components of Study
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Stakeholders Consulted
Engagement with the key stakeholders represented an important element of the study. This was undertaken
primarily through face-to-face meetings as well as a well attended stakeholder workshop. The latter focused
on the development and testing of future scenarios for the Port of Plymouth. The following organisations
were consulted:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cattewater Harbour Commission
Cattedown Wharf
MoD
NHNB Devonport
Plymouth City Council
Plymouth Yacht Haven
Pomphlett Wharf
Queen’s Harbour Master (QHM)
Queen Anne’s Battery Marina
Sutton Harbour Company
Sutton Harbour Marina
Tamar Estuaries Consultative Forum
Victoria Wharf
Associated British Ports
Chamber of Trade and Commerce
Department of Communities
Devon County Council
Environment Agency
Marine and Fisheries Agency
Maritime Plymouth
Natural England
Network Rail
Plymouth City Development Company
Plymouth Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Plymouth University
Princess Yachts
Regen SW
South West RDA
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Key Findings
The Port of Plymouth
The ‘Dockyard Port of Plymouth’ includes the two main elements of:
•
The Royal Navy and Ministry of Defence (MoD) facilities, including Devonport Dockyards and
other facilities; and
•

Commercial port activities including primarily Millbay (operated by Associated British Ports),
Sutton Harbour and Cattewater Harbour Authority. Cattewater sees the bulk of commercial
movements with vessels going to and from Cattedown Wharves, Victoria Wharf and Pomphlett
Wharf.

In 2009 nearly 60,000 vessel movements were recorded within the port limits of which 75% were defence
related (see Figure 1).
Figure 1: Vessel Movements in Plymouth 2009 (excluding Torpoint Ferry)
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Commercial
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Channel Ferry
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Serco Marine
Services
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Source: QHM/VTS, 2009

Naval Activity
Devonport is the largest Naval Base in Western Europe covering over 650 acres with 15 dry docks, 4 miles
of waterfront, 25 tidal berths and 5 basins and accommodating approximately 5,000 naval vessel movements
per year. The key services that the naval port provides today include the following:
•

Base port to many naval vessels including the largest, HMS Ocean at 21,000 tonnes, also
fourteen frigates, seven Trafalgar class submarines, four of the five hydrograhic survey ships
and two amphibious assault ships.

•

Only site in UK equipped to conduct nuclear submarine refits, including those of the Vanguard
class.

•

Surface ship refitting facilities.

•

Home to Flag Officer Sea Training (FOST) which trains officers of all surface ships, submarines
and Royal Fleet Auxilliaries as well as offering training packages to other NATO countries.

•

Home to Royal Navy Clearance Diving team from the Southern Diving Group covering
Swangage round to Birkenhead.

Many MoD related services are now provided through major contractors such as Babock Marine and Serco.
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Commercial Port Activity
Figure 2 shows that commercial ship arrivals (excluding naval) have remained relatively stable during the
period 2000 – 2008 with a peak of 1,262 in 2003.
Figure 2: Ship arrivals in Plymouth 2000-2008
(source: Maritime Statistics 2008)
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The majority of vessels arriving at Plymouth are relatively small with 82% being less that 5,000 deadweight
tonnes (dwt). This reflects the role of the Port in providing traditional short sea/coastal shipping services.
This is shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Ship arrivals at Plymouth by type and deadweight 2008. (Maritime Statistics 2008)

Deadweight Tonnes

1 - 4,999

5,000 19,999

20,000 99,999

All
vessels

Tankers

57

155

3

215

Ro-Ro vessels

487

-

-

487

Fully cellular container
vessels

13

2

-

15

Other dry cargo vessels

333

35

-

368

Total all vessels

890

192

3

1,085

Note: Although container vessels are recorded as arriving, no container movements are identified.

Table 3 sets out the main trades and markets for goods passing through Cattewater and Millbay, which
underline the regional and local significance of the Port providing goods for a relatively local market.
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Table 3: Summary of Port of Plymouth main trades & markets

Direction

Market

Outlook

Liquid Bulk
-

Oil Products

Inward (coastal UK and
near-Continent)

Far South West
(mainly Cornwall &
Devon, but extending
to Somerset, Dorset
and occasionally
further)

Stable

Dry Bulk
-

Clay

Outward

Europe (Spain)

Declining

-

Animal Feed

Inward (from Rotterdam)

Local/Regional

Stable; seasonal

-

Stone

Outward

Channel Islands, SE
England

Stable

-

Stone

Inward (from Ireland)

Local/Regional

Stable

-

Fertiliser

Inward (from Rotterdam)

Local/Regional

Declining; seasonal

-

Cement

Inward (from Germany)

Local/Regional

Growing

-

Salt (for road
treatment)

Inward

Local/Regional

Growing (but
dependent on
weather)

Fish

Inward

National

Declining

Ro-Ro HGV

Inward (mainly)

Regional/National

Stable

Economic Impact
Direct Employment: The marine and maritime sector in Plymouth accounts for approximately 13,500 jobs
of which at least 8,500 are provided at Devonport (Babcock – 4,500; MoD – 800; Major on-site contractors –
2,500; others – 700). This is equivalent to approximately 12% of total employment in Plymouth city and 10%
in the Plymouth Travel to Work Area (TTWA).
Indirect Employment: Indirectly the marine sector supports another 3,400 – 6,800 jobs in Plymouth’s
sub-region, thereby raising the sector’s overall contribution to around 19% of Plymouth’s employment and
14% in the Plymouth TTWA which is of equal significance as the education sector or the wholesale and retail
sector. At least 50% of marine related employment is accounted for by Devonport.
Value: We estimate that the marine and related sector contributes £1.7 billion in terms of GDP and nearly
£1 billion in terms of GVA representing around 25% of the city’s total GVA.

SWOT Analysis
Following a review of the key influencing factors, the following Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and
Threats were identified.

Strengths
•
•
•
•

Well established and diverse port.
Relatively deep water & natural harbour.
Significant and strategic naval, commercial and ferry port.
Major cluster of marine businesses - naval, boat building, R&D, fish market, marine services.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Devonport and naval heritage helps to define Plymouth both domestically and internationally.
12% Plymouth employment dependent on marine sector.
Major centre for higher education and research and development in the marine sector.
Major marina / waterside leisure location and important fish market.
Naval presence means that maintenance work does not fall to commercial operators.
Minimum and local coastal erosion / flood risk

Weaknesses
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Limited water depth at low tide & navigational constraints prevents larger vessels from using the port.
Limited by its peripherality, it serves largely local and regional commercial markets.
Limited mix of cargos - no containers and heavily dependant on liquid bulk oil (58% of the port tonnage).
Low level of exports and outward traffic.
Lack of single ‘champion’ for port interests – this is required to promote the Port and facilitate
communication between the industry and external organisations as well as the general public.
Rail - restricted loading gauge - limited intermodal container traffic
Limited local rail freight facilities at the Port
Loss of waterside land for higher-value uses

Opportunities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High level of planned population & employment growth
Expansion of oil-related cargoes
Growing demand for marina / leisure based activity
Strong policy support for sustainable freight transport (including short-sea shipping) with some grants
being available.
Growth in Northern European cruise market
Need to accommodate requirements to service marine renewables sector
Potential release of vital port infrastructure at Devonport could provide opportunities for commercial port
activities
4 of the 8 priorities in the South West Economic Strategy are directly relevant to the port (marine,
defence-related engineering, tourism and environmental technologies)
Plymouth well placed to capitalise on marine renewables, research and development and marine
education.
Strategic planning provides the opportunity to further capitalise on the port sector.
Feeder container facility for servicing local / regional market
Wharfs and port facilities could be enlarged.

Threats
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Small / self-contained market with competition from other ports for limited cargoes
Competition for cruise (e.g. Falmouth)
Economic & supply-chain implications of Strategic Defence Review – Devonport
Need for infrastructure investment at Devonport
Devonport listed buildings could limit opportunities
HSE Blast zone limits development
Lack of public funding for ports development
Loss of key waterside sites to non-port uses
Modal transfer will require significant capital investment
Limited expansion capacity at Cattewater & Sutton Harbour
European Marine Site designation requires any development to ensure no significant environmental
impact
Rail access to Cattewater mothballed
Port expansion constrained by local and regional transport networks
Lack of single focal point for promoting the Port of Plymouth as a whole.
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The SWOT analysis identifies some clear opportunities for the Port of Plymouth whilst also demonstrating
the complexities of port operations and future development opportunities.

Future Scenarios
Following analysis of the current operations, national and regional market trends, influencing factors and the
SWOT analysis, five scenarios were identified in order to inform the development of a port master plan for
Plymouth. These then formed the basis for discussion through the stakeholder workshop which was
attended by 30 private and public sector organisations.

Scenario 1: Safeguard existing position / business as usual
Safeguarding existing commercial port activities and facilities, retaining market share in bulk cargoes and
petroleum products. No change in marina space (except Millbay). No significant change to Devonport. Relies
on strong policy approach to safeguarding essential sites critical for port and marine operations.

Scenario 2: Targeted diversification
Scenario 1 plus targeted promotion of Plymouth towards the renewables sector and new cruise liner facility.
Will require some release of land from Devonport and/or reuse of Turnchapel, investment in some port
facilities and strong policy approach to safeguarding critical sites.

Scenario 4: Managed contraction of commercial port facilities & enhancement of
leisure role
Subject to a decline in market demand for commercial wharfs and waterside facilities, build on existing
advantages of Plymouth as marina location. Disused commercial wharfs would be developed into new
marinas and key landside sites would be redeveloped for non-port uses. Existing port cargos would be
handled through intensification of reduced number of commercial sites. Would require flexible policy
approach to safeguarding sites in key waterside locations.

Scenario 4: Major step change / re-use of Devonport land and waterfront
This scenario would be driven by a substantial release of waterside infrastructure and land at Devonport and
would involve Plymouth aggressively expanding it’s role in commercial / leisure port activities. Could include
container facility, increasing size of bulk cargo vessels accommodated, developing cruise liner facility and
development of new marina and leisure facilities. Would require sufficient market demand, significant
investment, and strong policy support for safeguarding essential sites.

Scenario 5: Radical restructure
Assuming that Yonderbury Jetty would no longer be required, then this would involve relocation of existing
liquid bulk from Cattedown, bulk services relocated to South Yard and development of leisure and cruise
facilities. Would require extremely high levels of investment.

Scenario Evaluation
At the stakeholder workshop, each scenario was evaluated against the following key criteria:
•

Economic and social implications for Plymouth and wider sub-region;

•

Commercial viability;

•

Transport implications;
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•

Environmental impact;

•

Implications for land-use planning and policy; and

•

Key strengths and weaknesses.

As a result no single preferred scenario was identified as being the outright optimal way forward for strategy
development. However, Scenarios 1, 3 and 5 were largely discounted.
Scenario 2 was considered the most realistic basis for strategy development over the next few years
although stakeholders were keen to ensure that a diversification approach as set out in Scenario 4 was also
investigated.

Progress to a full Masterplan / integrated plan – options
The purpose of the study was to provide a comprehensive evidence base for the Port of Plymouth with a
view to providing inputs into future spatial, land-use, transport and economic development plans, policies
and initiatives. The question of how best this information should be packaged together needs to be
addressed and particularly whether this should be as a single Port Masterplan, whether it should be more
aligned to the spatial planning process or some other option needs to be agreed.
The report does identify that a single document could fulfil the following:
•

Provide a strong basis for promoting the Port and the wider city of Plymouth;

•

Provide a solid framework for prioritising potential investment in the port and associated
infrastructure;

•

Enable a more strategic and coherent approach to the planning and development of the Port of
Plymouth as a whole;

•

Provide recommendations for optimising administrative arrangements to support the divese
range of activities undertaken in Plymouth; and

•

Provide links to the proposed marine plans which will be developed by the Marine Management
Organisation as set out in the Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009.

In delivering this a number of options on how best to proceed were identified as:
•

Take no further action - an opportunity missed.

•

PCC driven and funded Masterplan – discounted as recognised that this would need to be
jointly owned by the harbour authorities.

•

Private sector funded Masterplan – discounted as recognised that this would also need to be
jointly owned by the local authority.

•

Develop a Coastal/Marine Supplementary Planning Document as a de facto plan for the port
and the surrounding maritime environment.

The report recommends that the merits of each of these options be more fully evaluated relative to the
benefits of a port master plan.

Recommendations and Next Steps
1. Masterplan/Coastal Action Plan / Supplementary Planning Document Preparation:
Identify which is the best way forward.
2. Safeguarding Marine Employment Sites: Further refine the way in which the ‘Marine
Employment Site’ policy is applied using the criteria identified in the report.
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3. Coherently Raising the Profile of the Port - a ‘Champion’: Raise the profile given to the
marine and maritime sector in all spatial development and promotional plans for Plymouth and its subregions through the identification of a dedicated ‘Champion’.
4. Cruise Market Feasibility/Action Plan: Work to include the production of a market study and
action plan which identifies the most appropriate location for a new cruise facility in Plymouth.
5. Skills and Training Investment & Sector Support: Delivering integrated training programmes
which are targeted on meeting existing and emerging market needs with more employer-led training
initiatives.
6. Planning for Climate Change: Evaluating the potential effects of sea level changes on the port and
marine operations.
7. Safeguarding Cattewater Branch Line Track Bed & protecting transport links:
Safeguard the line from change of use and ensure effective transport links to the port.
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1.

Introduction

1.1

Atkins Ltd was commissioned in November 2009 by Plymouth City Council (PCC) and its partners
Devon County Council and Cattewater Harbour Commission, with support from the Tamar
Estuaries Consultative Form, to undertake a study of the Port of Plymouth. The study aims to
provide a robust evidence base which can be used to inform a range of future policies and plans
in Plymouth and the South West region. Furthermore, should the decision be taken to prepare a
masterplan for the Port of Plymouth, the study will provide a sound foundation from which the
masterplan can be developed.

1.2

This report (Volume 1) represents the first of two documents and sets out our key findings.
Volume 2 contains a series of detailed supporting appendices.

1.3

This report is divided into two key parts as follows:
•

Part A – The Baseline Position; and

•

Part B – Influencing Factors and Future Scenarios.

Background to the Study & Rationale
1.4

Collectively, the four ports (Cattewater, Sutton Harbour, Millbay and Devonport) in Plymouth
represent one of the South West’s and UK’s largest and most diverse ports. Given the
complicated relationships, varying functions, specialisms and ownership of the ports, current
circumstances are such that each port is pursuing separate agendas regarding their future role
and expansion aspirations.

1.5

The ports in Plymouth have inter-related roles which have a significant combined impact on local,
regional and national economic development and transport and, in the case of Devonport, also on
our national defence capability.

1.6

This study aims to establish a robust evidence base of the four ports with a view to providing an
important input to a number of key policies and initiatives including Plymouth Local Development
Framework (LDF) Core Strategy Review, relevant Area Action Plans (AAPs), the Local Economic
Strategy Review, the South West Delivering a Sustainable Transport Strategy (DaSTS) and
potential funding programmes and bids.

1.7

In moving forward the Plymouth Local Development Framework, PCC is taking a number of
important steps towards implementing its key polices for spatial and economic development
across the City. In light of the economic, social and physical significance of the four ports to the
city and wider region, a key priority for the Council and local stakeholders is the need to define a
clear framework for driving forward the ports’ collective contribution to economic growth and
diversification in Plymouth. Whilst the role of Plymouth as a naval port supersedes its other port
roles, the activities of the other three commercial ports operate independently of each other. The
challenge is therefore to encourage a coordinated single view of how best the ports can work
together to secure economic benefits to the city and region whilst having regard for the
environment and local communities.

1.8

A comprehensive and robust evidence base is required in order to establish recommendations
and actions for growth and change, which can be incorporated in Development Plan Documents
and other plans and programmes. Importantly and in addition to LDF requirements, DfT has
issued guidance on the preparation of Port Master Plans (PMPs). This recommends that all ports
handling over 1 million tonnes per annum should prepare a plan in consultation with key
stakeholders including the local authority. Given that the Port of Plymouth exceeds this
threshold, it is important for consideration to be given to DfT’s PMP guidance particularly in
respect of establishing a sound evidence base.
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1.9

Plymouth is in the early stages of preparation of the next Local Transport Plan (LTP) for the period
2012 – 2022. The LTP will need to address current and future landside traffic from each of the
ports, and the management and infrastructure implications. Potential issues include the scope for
providing rail connections for port freight transport as part of wider regional initiatives to transfer
freight from road to rail, together with management of traffic associated with the cross channel
ferry operating from Millbay. The outcomes from a coordinated study of current and future port
traffic could provide useful background evidence for preparation of the LTP, as well as offering an
opportunity to explore how specific initiatives and proposals could be achieved.

1.10

Objective 3 of the DaSTS work for the South West is: To identify how far freight journeys on the
road network, particularly from the Far South West of the peninsula have potential for mode shift
and the capacity and capability of rail and short sea shipping to accommodate some of these
journeys. Feeding into the DaSTS process, this study will set out the evidence regarding one key
element of Objective 3 by identifying the future role of ports and considering opportunities for short
sea shipping and onward transfer from ports to rail, where possible.

DfT Port Master Plan Guidance
1.11

Whilst the study will not in itself represent a formal PMP, it will comply with relevant aspects of the
1
DfT guidance and hence it will provide a sound basis from which to develop future priorities for
growth and change for both port and non-port activities.

1.12

Issued in December 2008, the PMP guidance emphasises the importance of flexibility in
developing masterplans. Consequently, the guidance does not take a prescriptive approach and
highlights the need for individual ports to consider the preparation of a masterplan which is most
suitable to their specific role, commercial focus and growth aspirations. The guidance indicates
that PMPs should include examination of a range of key factors including:
•

existing infrastructure provision and how to make best use of existing capacity;

•

port growth and change aspirations and plans;

•

feasibility of growth and change aspiration in light of local and strategic market trends;

•

land-use change required to support port expansion or change;

•

environmental implications of implementing growth or change proposals;

•

transport demand, implications for in-land access and scope for modal transfer including
short sea shipping;

•

how port development or change plans can complement the local and regional spatial,
planning, economic and transport policy and plan making process.

1.13

In order to assess the feasibility of future port development and change plans, the DfT guidance
highlights the importance of establishing a robust analysis of existing port operations including an
assessment of key environmental, economic and transport impacts.

1.14

Typically the time horizon considered reasonable for a PMP is 20 to 30 years. Stakeholder
consultation is highlighted in the guidance as being of critical importance.

Approach
1.15

1

This report sets out the baseline position which shapes the operation of the four harbour
authorities which together constitute the Port of Plymouth. This has required specialist input from
a range of key disciplines including:

http://www.dft.gov.uk/pgr/shippingports/ports/portspolicyreview/portmasterplans/guidanceportmasterplans1
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1.16

•

Freight and logistics;

•

Port engineering and planning;

•

Transport planning;

•

Spatial and land-use planning;

•

Economics and regeneration; and

•

Coastal environment.

•

Naval and defence activities.

Stakeholder engagement formed a central component of our approach. Widespread consultation
has taken with port owners, primary operators and other key local and regional stakeholders. This
included a private and public sector workshop at which future development scenarios were tested.
Appendix 1 lists stakeholders consulted.

Structure of Report
1.17

The remainder of this report is structured as follows:

Volume 1
Part A – The Baseline Position
•

Section 2 – Existing role and activities of Plymouth Port.

•

Section 3 – Port Infrastructure Audit.

•

Section 4 – Key Policy Considerations.

•

Section 5 – Transport Considerations.

•

Section 6 – Coastal Environment Considerations.

•

Section 7 – Economic Significance of the Port.

Part B – Influencing Factors and Future Scenarios
•

Section 8 – Influencing Factors and SWOT Analysis.

•

Section 9 – Scenario Development.

•

Section 10 – Next Steps.

Volume 2
•

Appendix A – Stakeholder Consultations.

•

Appendix B – Plymouth’s Commercial Port Facilities.

•

Appendix C – Overview of South West Ports.

•

Appendix D – Policy Context.

•

Appendix E – Coastal Environment.

•

Appendix F – Listed Buildings & Scheduled Ancient Monuments, Devonport South Yard
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Part A – The Baseline Position
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2.

Existing Role and Activities of
Plymouth’s Ports
Introduction

2.1

This Section provides an overview of the key activities and markets served by the Port of
Plymouth and describes the Port’s diversity of roles within a regional context. It is supported by
two appendices (Volume 2) as follows:
•

Appendix B provides a description of the commercial port and leisure functions of facilities
provided in Cattewater Harbour, Sutton Harbour and Millbay Docks.

•

Appendix C sets out a review of the main characteristics and functions of other key ports in
the South West.

The Port of Plymouth
2.2

The ‘Dockyard Port of Plymouth’ (to give it its legal title) includes two main elements:
•

The Royal Navy and Ministry of Defence (MoD) facilities, including Devonport Dockyards
and other facilities; and

•

Commercial port activities, including primarily: Millbay (ABP), Sutton Harbour, Cattedown
Wharves, Victoria Wharf and Pomphlett Wharf.

2.3

Figure 2.1 sets out the jurisdiction areas of the four entities which comprise the Port of Plymouth.
Figure 2.2 provides a map of the boundaries of the main wharfs in Cattewater including immediate
facilities and installations that operationally are wholly dependent on the wharfs.

2.4

The significance of Plymouth’s role is illustrated by recent data on vessel movements (2009)
provided by the Queen’s Harbour Master (QHM) who is the statutory authority responsible for
Vessel Traffic Services (VTS) in Plymouth. Excluding the Torpoint ferry, the VTS data for 2009
shows that there were nearly 60,000 vessel movements within the waters under the jurisdiction of
Plymouth QHM (see Table 2.1). As will be shown later in this section, this may be a relatively low
count of movements relative to past trends which reflects in part a poor year in 2009 during which
commercial port movements dropped from previous years as a result of recession.
Table 2.1 – Vessel Movements in Plymouth 2009 (excluding Torpoint Ferry)

Vessel Type

No. of Movements

Navy

4,236

Commercial

1,490

Channel Ferry
Serco Marine Services
Sailing Events (QHM estimate)

821
39,583
850

Other (including harbour tour boats & Cremyll ferry)

11,457

Total (excluding Torpoint ferry)

58,437

Source: QHM / VTS, 2009.
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Legislative Framework
2.5

In terms of port authorities (with their own empowering Acts of Parliament), this includes:
•

Devonport Port of Plymouth, controlled by the Queen’s Harbour Master, which covers the
whole area of water (see Figure 2.1).

•

Sutton Harbour is owned and operated as a private port by Sutton Harbour Group
encompassing Sutton Harbour Marina and Sutton Harbour Fisheries.

•

Millbay Port owned and operated by Associated British Ports (ABP).

•

Cattewater Harbour, covering the easternmost area beyond Mount Batten which includes:
Cattedown Wharves, Victoria Wharf and Pomphlett Wharf.

Dockyard Port of Plymouth
2.6

The Dockyard Port is a naval port, headed by the Queen’s Harbour Master, which covers the
entire area of Plymouth port, including the non-naval, commercial facilities.

2.7

The original legislation dates back to the Dockyard Ports Regulation Act 1865, which provides for
defining the limits of a dockyard port, the appointment of a Queen’s harbour master for the port
and the making of rules concerning the lights or signals to be carried or used and the steps for
avoiding collisions by vessels navigating the waters of the port. Under this Act the operation of the
Dockyard Port of Portsmouth is set out in the amended Dockyard Port of Plymouth Order 1999.
This sets out the latest situation on port limits, the powers of the Queen’s Harbour Master as well
as navigational rules and restrictions. Further detailed can be found via the following internet
links:
http://www.qhmportsmouth.com/regulations-dppo
http://www.opsi.gov.uk/SI/si2005/20051470.htm
Sutton Harbour

2.8

Sutton Harbour is privately-owned by Sutton Harbour Holdings (part of Sutton Harbour Group).
Early legislation included the Sutton Pool Harbour (Plymouth) Act 1811 which authorised the
formation of the Sutton Pool Company, which for £6,000 acquired a 99-year lease on Sutton Pool.

2.9

Legislation on Sutton Harbour as constituted today dates back to the Sutton Harbour (Plymouth
Port) Act of 1847 (setting up the Sutton Harbour Improvement Company for improving and
regulating the harbour of Sutton Pool within the Port of Plymouth. A number of subsequent Orders
amended the initial Act up to and including the Sutton Harbour Revision Order 1988 (SI 1988 No.
1928), which dealt primarily with the reconstruction of a sea-wall. The Sutton Harbour Act 1874,
authorised the Sutton Harbour Improvement Company to convert part of the harbour of Sutton
Pool into a Dock. Other legislation included the Sutton Harbour (Tramways) Act 1872. Further
details can be found via the following internet link:
http://www.opsi.gov.uk/SI/si1988/Uksi_19881928_en_1.htm
Cattewater Harbour

2.10

Cattewater Harbour is a Trust Port run by The Cattewater Harbour Commission, a statutory body.
It was originally set up by the Cattewater Harbour Act 1812, subsequently amended by numerous
Orders, most recently the Cattewater Harbour Revision (Constitution) Order 2005 (SI 2005 2932).
Further details can be found via the following internet link:
http://www.england-legislation.hmso.gov.uk/si/si2005/uksi_20052932_en.pdf
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Millbay Docks
2.11

Millbay Docks is owned and operated by Associated British Ports (ABP). The Mill Bay took its
name from the grist mills owned by Sir Francis Drake that used to exist in the north-east corner,
where the present Millbay Road and West Hoe Road meet. In 1846 an Act of Parliament
(Plymouth Great Western Dock Act 1846) established the Great Western Dock Company to
provide full facilities for shipping at Millbay. The Plymouth Great Western Docks Act 1855
extended the powers. Ownership subsequently passed through the Great Western Railway Great Western Railway (Docks) Act 1930 - to British Rail, Sealink and finally to ABP. Subsequent
legislation includes the Plymouth Great Western Docks General Byelaws 1960. Further details
can be found via the following internet link:
http://www.plymouthdata.info/Millbay%20Docks%201.htm
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INSERTS
Figure 2.1 – Plymouth Port Jurisdiction Context
Figure 2.2 – Cattedown Wharfs and Dependent Facilities
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HM Naval Base Devonport – Defence Role
2.12

Devonport is the largest Naval Base in Western Europe covering over 650 acres with 15 dry
docks, four miles of waterfront, 25 tidal berths and 5 basins. Since 1691 Devonport has been
providing support to the Royal Navy. This still continues today, and working in partnership
with Babcock Marine (part of Babcock International plc) the Naval Base fulfils all the personnel,
engineering, logistics and infrastructure support needs of the ships and submarines of the
Devonport Flotilla. Devonport accommodates approximately 5,000 naval vessel movements per
annum.

2.13

Devonport is the base port of the largest ship in the Royal Navy, HMS Ocean that is 21,000 tones
and also the smallest vessel in service HMS Gleaner a 25 tonne surveying motor launch. There
are fourteen Type 22 and Type 23 frigates, seven Trafalgar class submarines and four of the five
hydrographic ships forming the Royal Naval Surveying squadron.

2.14

Alongside its surface ship refitting facilities, Devonport is the only site in the UK equipped to
conduct nuclear submarine refits, including those for the Vanguard class.

2.15

A number of lodger units are based in Devonport, the largest of which is the staff of the Flag
Officer Sea Training (FOST). Until 1995 FOST was based at Portland in Dorset, but then
relocated to its present site in Plymouth. FOST is responsible for the training of all surface ships,
submarines and Royal Fleet Auxiliaries of the Royal Navy. It also delivers its operational sea
training packages to ships from all over the world including regular customers from NATO
countries such as Belgium, Germany, Greece, Italy, Netherlands, Portugal and Turkey.

2.16

The Commodore of the Devonport Flotilla (COMDEVFLOT) is based in Devonport as the local
representative for Portsmouth-based Commander-in-Chief Fleet. Together with his 65 staff,
COMDEVFLOT is responsible for facilitating support to all the ships and submarines of the
Devonport Flotilla when they are alongside in their base port, deployed on operations or whilst in
maintenance.

2.17

Another important Devonport lodger unit is the Royal Navy Clearance Diving team from the
Southern Diving Group. The 31-strong unit is responsible for bomb disposal and diving duties all
over the South West peninsula. The 1,600 mile patch stretches from Swanage around to
Birkenhead and takes in the Channel Islands and Isles of Scilly. As well as conventional munitions
the unit is called upon to deal with anything ranging from suspect packages, pyrotechnics used by
yachtsmen to alert emergency services through to old WW2 mines and bombs.

2.18

Over the years there has been considerable investment at Devonport. Over the dockyard's history
a number of important construction projects have been undertaken to meet the needs of the Fleet.
At the end of the 19th century the barracks in HMS Drake were constructed along with 5 Basin
and its attendant docks to cater for the "Dreadnaught" battleships of Britain's Grand Fleet. The
Frigate Complex, built in 1977, provides covered docks for the frigates and destroyers where they
can be refitted, away from the vagaries of the West Country weather. More recent works include
the building of modern berthing facilities at Weston Mill Lake Jetty and in 2002 work was
completed on No 9 Dock transforming it from a battleship dock into a nuclear refitting facility for
Vanguard Class submarines.

2.19

Ongoing investment in the Fleet at Devonport is reflected by the fact that the Royal Navy's latest
amphibious assault ships HMS Albion and HMS Bulwark are both base ported at the Naval Base.
These ships are the replacements for HMS Fearless and Intrepid, providing a very significant
increase in amphibious capability and carrying improved landing craft. Together with HMS Ocean
these ships ensure that Devonport is now the Royal Navy's centre of amphibious excellence.

2.20

The next generation of survey vessels HMS Echo and Enterprise are also based in Devonport.
The 3,500 tonne vessels will be available for operations for over 330 days each year - a 50%
improvement on existing ships. HM Ships Echo and Enterprise can work with the Fleet in a variety
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of roles including support for mine warfare and amphibious tasks as well as their more traditional,
specialist surveying tasks.
2.21

As highlighted above, Babcock Marine provides substantial support to the Naval Base in terms of
industrial operations. Employing around 4,500 staff at Devonport, Babcock is the Navy’s strategic
support contractor for its nuclear-powered submarine force. The company provides all aspects of
in-service engineering and support including: hull and systems; nuclear reactor and secondary
propulsion plant; combat systems; and strategic weapon systems. At Devonport, Babcock is
responsible for the annual maintenance and refit load required to support operational fleet along
with the maintenance, management and upgrade of engineering plant, equipment, buildings and
utility distribution infrastructure.

2.22

The role of Babcock and other major contractors such as Serco at Devonport coupled with
advances in technology reflect the dynamic and complex nature of the Naval Base as a modern
military and industrial facility.

Sutton Harbour– Leisure Role
2.23

Sutton harbour provides extensive leisure boating facilities in the heart of the Barbican in
Plymouth. Providing around 490 sheltered berths in Sutton Harbour Marina, West Pier Marina
and Guys Quay Marina, the harbour is owned and operated by the Sutton Harbour Holdings (part
of the Sutton Harbour Group). Along side the harbour’s role as a berthing location for leisure craft,
the Sutton Harbour Group has significant waterside land holding in the historic Barbican area.
This forms one of Plymouth’s premier locations for clusters of restaurants, bars, cafes, niche retail
and other leisure facilities.

2.24

Sutton Harbour also is host to a thriving fish market operated by Plymouth Trawler Agents. Whilst
the fish market serves national and international markets, the harbour provides the base for a
approximately 30 fishing vessels.

2.25

Other key leisure marina facilities in Plymouth include:

2.26

•

Queen Anne’s Battery – 235 berths, owned and operated by Marina Developments Limited
(MDL).

•

Plymouth Yacht Haven – 450 berths, owned and operated by Yacht Havens Group.

•

Mayflower Marina – 415 berths, owned largely by berth holders in the form of Sailport PLC.

•

Other small craft moorings in Cattewater harbour and Millbay harbour.

Further details regarding Sutton Harbour and the fish market are provided in Appendix B.

Port of Plymouth Commercial Role
2.27

In commercial terms, Plymouth is Devon’s principal bulk port and the South West region’s second
ranked port after Bristol. Poole handles more ro-ro freight than Plymouth.

2.28

Port commercial activities in Plymouth are split between:
•

the commercial docks provided in the Cattewater harbour, which focuses on bulk and
2
breakbulk cargo handling; and

•

Millbay Docks, owned and operated by Associated British Ports (ABP), which encompasses
a modern ferry port whilst also handling some bulk and general cargo and acting as the
primary dock for visiting cruise ships.

2

Breakbulk cargo or general cargo covers a range of goods that must be loaded individually and not in intermodal
containers nor in bulk. These goods may be shipped in boxes, crates, drums, barrels or pallets.
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2.29

Below, a brief description of the role of Plymouth’s main commercial port facilities in provided.
Further details of each main facility and their operators is provided in Appendix B.

Cattewater Harbour Port Facilities
2.30

As highlighted earlier, the primary commercial port facilities provided within Cattewater harbour
comprise Cattedown wharfs, Victoria wharf and Pomphlett wharf. Collectively, these operators
are currently handling approximately 1.8 million tonnes of mixed bulk cargoes per annum, of which
1.2 million tonnes is represented by imports of petroleum products. The import and distribution of
petroleum products - virtually all of the petroleum products consumed in Devon and Cornwall. The
other significant trades are in imported ‘agribulks’, namely animal feeds and fertilisers and exports
of china clay and aggregates.

Millbay Docks
2.31

The ABP operations at Millbay Docks center on the Continental ferryport, although the port can
handle bulks and general cargo. The ferryport has benefited from substantial investment by ABP
supported by European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) funding, including the construction
of a new terminal building, two covered automated walkways for passengers, a second ro-ro
linkspan and new freight and car marshalling areas.

2.32

The Millbay ferryport relies on the Brittany Ferries year-round services to Roscoff and Santander.

2.33

In addition in 2009, 7 cruise ships called at the port with berthing provided either at the ferryport
ro-ro berths – vessel draft and ferry timetable permitting - or else in Plymouth Sound anchorages
with passengers being ferried to shore by tenders. For 2010, approximately 13 cruise ship visits
are scheduled for visits to Plymouth.

Commercial Vessel Arrivals
2.34

The number of ship arrivals at Plymouth in 2008 was 1,085 - similar to that in 2000 (see Table
2.2). During the period 2000-2008, vessels calls peaked in 2003 (at 1,262).
Table 2.2 – Ship Arrivals at Plymouth (2000-2008)

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

1,055

1,168

1,103

1,262

1,203

1,108

1,123

1,132

1,085

Source: Maritime Statistics 2008
2.35

The majority of the 1,085 commercial vessels arriving at Plymouth are relatively small – 82% are
less than 5,000 dwt (deadweight tonnes – a measure of the cargo weight capacity), reflecting the
traditional short sea/coastal shipping orientation of the port (see Table 2.3). Only 3 vessels (all oil
tankers) exceeded 20,000 dwt.
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Table 2.3 - Ship arrivals at Plymouth, by type and deadweight: 2008

Deadweight Tonnes

1 - 4,999

5,000 19,999

20,000 99,999

All
vessels

Tankers

57

155

3

215

Ro-Ro vessels

487

-

-

487

Fully cellular container
vessels

13

2

-

15

Other dry cargo vessels

333

35

-

368

Total all vessels

890

192

3

1,085

Note: Although container vessels are recorded as arriving, no container movements are identified.

Source: Maritime Statistics 2008

Port Cargo Throughput
2.36

The latest published statistics of commercial traffic in Plymouth are contained in the Maritime
Statistics 2008, although this does not distinguish between the different cargo-handling facilities.

2.37

Table 2.4 shows the recent evolution in cargo handled at the Port of Plymouth (Cattewater
Harbour and Millbay). The main features are:
•

In 2008, Plymouth handled a total of 2.322Mt (million tonnes) of cargo; this level of traffic
has been relatively stable over recent years.

•

The main cargo category (58% of tonnage handled in 2008) is liquid bulk,

•

The second main cargo category is dry bulk (37% of tonnage), including clay, aggregates,
fertilizer, cement and road salt.

•

The third main cargo category is ro-ro traffic (around 5% of the tonnage handled)
consisting primarily of ‘self-propelled’ ro-ro units – mainly accompanied HGVs.
Table 2.4 – Port of Plymouth Cargo Handled (2004-2008)

Product

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

1,225

1,321

1,376

1,392

1,334

175

194

(‘000 tonnes)
Liquid Bulk
Agricultural Products

2

Other Dry Bulk

823

828

933

742

675

General Cargo

6

9

5

18

9

Ro-Ro (self-propelled)

101

135

117

143

99

Ro-Ro (other)

10

15

22

15

11

2,167

2,308

2,453

2,485

2,322

Total

Note: Includes traffic reported at ABP Millbay and Cattewater Harbour

Source: DfT Maritime Statistics
2.38

Traffic in 2008 was slightly lower than 2007 and 2006, with a fall in both inward and outward traffic
(See Table 2.5).
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Table 2.5 – Plymouth: Foreign and Domestic Traffic, 2006-2008 (‘000 Tonnes)

2006

2007

In

Out

All

In

1,828

624

2,452

1,841

Source: Maritime Statistics 2008
2.39

2.40

3

2008

Out

All

In

Out

All

644

2,486

1,734

588

2,322

3

Table 2.6 shows more detail on the 2008 traffic and shows that:
•

The liquid bulks were almost entirely oil products, involving a mix of UK coastal and nearContinent short-sea shipping.

•

The dry bulks included 0.194Mt of agricultural products (fertilisers and feedstuffs – all of
which were imported) plus 0.675Mt of other dry bulks, such as clay, cement etc. General
cargo included timber and a small amount of iron & steel.

Most of this traffic – 1.509Mt (65%) - was domestic. There were 0.421Mt of export cargo (mainly
clay) and 0.167Mt of outbound domestic cargo (mainly aggregates).

http://www.dft.gov.uk/adobepdf/162469/221412/221658/223721/4082361/maritimestatistics2008.pdf
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Table 2.6 - Plymouth Foreign and Domestic Traffic, 2008 (‘000 Tonnes)
(Thousand tonnes)

Foreign traffic

Domestic traffic

All foreign &
domestic traffic

Imports

Exports

All foreign
traffic

Inwards

Outwards

All domestic
traffic

22

-

22

1,312

-

1,312

1,334

193
108
301

1
371
371

194
478
672

30
30

167
167

197
197

194
675
869

22
301
323

371
371

22
672
694

1,312
30
1,342

167
167

1,312
197
1,509

1,334
869
2,203

5
1
6

2
2

8
1
9

-

-

-

8
1
9

54

44

99

-

-

-

99

7
1

2
-

10
1

-

-

-

10
1

8

3

11

-

-

-

11

392

421

813

1,342

167

1,509

2,322

Liquid bulk
Oil products
Dry bulk
Agricultural products
Other dry bulk
All dry bulk traffic
All bulks
Bulk fuels
Other bulks
All bulk traffic
Other general cargo
Forestry products
Iron and steel products
General cargo & containers
All other general cargo traffic
Roll-on/roll-off (self-propelled)
Road goods vehicles and trailers
Roll-on/roll-off (non self-propelled)
Unaccompanied road goods trailers
Unaccompanied caravans, agricultural and industrial
vehicles
All ro-ro non self-propelled traffic
All traffic
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Cargo Handled in Cattewater
2.41

Table 2.7 provides more recent information on cargoes is available from the Cattewater Harbour
statistics, although the tonnages handled by the different operators (Cattedown Wharfs, Victoria
Wharf, Pomphlett Jetty) cannot be differentiated.
Table 2.7 – Cattewater Harbour – Annual Cargo Handled by Commodity

Product

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

Clay

400,234

426,366

475,746

446,037

376,810

234,227

Stone

191,231

141,532

172,670

220,377

222,820

150,670

Animal Feed

149,051

174,557

177,839

158,838

141,763

147,500

Salt

7,096

8,836

14944

3,661

14,888

28,895

Cement

12,694

26,657

40,301

40,657

59,104

55,920

Fertiliser

64,342

47,285

51,504

47,308

53,812

24,424

4660

6,315

4,767

7584

5327

6230

Generals

0

0

0

2705

820

87

Fish

0

3103

0

0

0

0

Total Dry Cargo

829,308

834,651

937,771

927,167

875,344

647,953

Petroleum
Products

1185098

1,278,924

1,339,700

1,354,719

1,301,382

1,186,289

Total

2,014,406

2,113,575

2,277,471

2,281,886

2,176,726

1,834,242

Timber

Source: Cattewater Harbour Commissioners

Figure 2.3 – Cattewater Harbour: Total Traffic and Main Components (2004-2009, tonnes)

Source: Cattewater Harbour Commissioners
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Figure 2.4 – Cattewater Harbour: Dry Bulk and General Cargo (2004-2009, tonnes)

Source: Cattewater Harbour Commissioners
2.42

The total cargoes handled at these facilities totalled around 1.83 million tonnes in 2009, dipping
below the 2 million tonne mark for the first time since 2004. However, it should be noted that 2009
was a bad year for many ports. The bulk of traffic (nearly 1.2 million tonnes) was petroleum
4
products – accounting for nearly all the liquid bulk handled in Plymouth .

2.43

Clay (notably ball clay from the quarries at Kingsteignton) was the second most sizeable traffic,
accounting for over one-third of the dry cargo. Stone (aggregate) and animal feed were also
significant commodities. Minor trades include cement, fertilizer, road salt, timber and general
cargo.

2.44

At Cattedown, tank storage capacity has been rationalised, with recent investment by Greenergy
in tanks for biofuels.

2.45

The current throughput of dry bulk traffic handled in Cattewater Harbour amounts to around
640,000t in 2009. The following trends in traffic handled in Cattewater Harbour have been
observed:

4

•

The trade in petroleum products appears to have been relatively resilient in the current
economic downturn, although they have declined from a peak in 2007 (See Figure 2.3).

•

The recent decline in clay tonnages is particularly noticeable in Figure 2.4, although this
traffic is reported as recovering in 2010.

•

The other traditional local export trade of stone has also declined recently but by not as
large a margin as clay.

•

New trades of imported cement and salt have developed, with growing throughputs.

A monthly 2,000 dwt fuel tanker calls at Millbay.
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Markets Served
2.46

Table 2.8 summarises the main origins and destinations of the main cargoes handled at Plymouth.
Table 2.8 - Summary of Port of Plymouth Main Trades and Markets

Direction

Market

Outlook

Liquid Bulk
-

Oil Products

Inward (coastal UK and
near-Continent)

Far South West
(mainly Cornwall &
Devon, but extending
to Somerset, Dorset
and occasionally
further)

Stable

Dry Bulk
-

Clay

Outward

Europe (Spain)

Declining

-

Animal Feed

Inward (from Rotterdam)

Local/Regional

Stable; seasonal

-

Stone

Outward

Channel Islands, SE
England

Stable

-

Stone

Inward (from Ireland)

Local/Regional

Stable

-

Fertiliser

Inward (from Rotterdam)

Local/Regional

Declining; seasonal

-

Cement

Inward (from Germany)

Local/Regional

Growing

-

Salt (for road
treatment)

Inward

Local/Regional

Growing (but
dependent on
weather)

Fish

Inward

National

Declining

Ro-Ro HGV

Inward (mainly)

Regional/National

Stable

Ro-Ro Passenger & Freight Traffic
2.47

The Brittany Ferries ro-ro services to Roscoff and Santander generate a significant throughput of
passengers, accompanied cars and HGVs.

Passengers & Cars
2.48

In 2009 Plymouth handled around 570,000 passenger movements and 190,000 cars – both
figures being slightly higher than 2007 (see Table 2.8). Over the period 1998-2008 passenger and
car traffic has been broadly stable, although the passenger traffic in 2008 is slightly lower than in
1998.
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Table 2.9 – Plymouth Ferry Traffic: Passenger Movements & Cars,1998 - 2008
(thousand passengers)

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

Passengers on International Ferry Routes (‘000)
Plymouth - Roscoff

504

489

458

447

498

478

480

476

414

417

401

Plymouth - Santander

135

134

122

134

129

119

136

158

149

157

169

178

175

176

192

187

189

194

176

183

Accompanied Cars (‘000)
Plymouth

178

190

Source: Maritime Statistics 2008
2.49

In 2008 Plymouth handled 190,000 accompanied passenger cars – 2.3% of the UK total, making it
5
the seventh largest port in the UK for this kind of traffic (see Table 2.10).

Table 2.10 - Accompanied Passenger Vehicles (‘000 vehicles)

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

176

192

187

189

194

176

183

190

175

Source: Maritime Statistics 2008, Table 3.4
2.50

Previous research using International Passenger Survey data showed that 50% of all passengers,
using the Plymouth-Roscoff service originated from Devon and Cornwall, while passengers from
the South West region including Avon, Dorset and Somerset accounted for approximately 57% of
all journeys. Other key source locations for passengers were the Midlands and North West. The
Santander service was less dependent on the South West for passengers, reflecting the fact that
there are fewer alternative services offering options into Spain.

2.51

As a result of this pattern, Brittany Ferries reassigned one of its Santander services to
Portsmouth.

Ro-Ro Freight
2.52

Plymouth handled around 10,000 ‘main freight units’ in 2008, consisting mainly of HGVs using the
ro-ro services (see table 2.11).
Table 2.11 - Plymouth: ‘Main freight units’: 2004 - 2008 (‘000 Units)

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

11

13

12

14

10

Of
which:

Unaccom
panied
trailers

HGVs

1

9

Notes: Foreign and coastwise traffic.
’Main freight units’ include containers, road goods vehicles and unaccompanied trailers

5

After Dover, Portsmouth, Holyhead, Belfast, Stranraer and Larne
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Plymouth Rail Freight Traffic
2.53

Current rail traffic from Plymouth ports is limited to nuclear flask traffic from Devonport Dockyard.
There are no longer any rail freight movements from Cattewater (which used to have 1-2 trains a
weeks carrying oil, scrap and aggregates). Previously China Clay was also moved from Marsh
Mills/Tavistock Junction but this traffic has also stopped.

2.54

There were previously more frequent and regular flows of two freight trains a day that travelled
through Plymouth from St Austell in Cornwall to destinations throughout the UK and Europe.
Trunk services operated to Stoke on Trent (Cliffe Vale) for the potteries, Irvine (Caledonian Paper)
and Italy via the Channel Tunnel. With the general decline in the China Clay industry these flows
have also reduced.

Cruise Shipping
2.55

The cruise business in Plymouth has declined to around ten (or fewer) calls a year by smaller
vessels operating in niche North European cruise markets, despite extensive marketing by ABP,
with the assistance of the City Council.

2.56

There were 20 calls by cruise vessels between April and November 2000 - the highest number in
40 years. These included visits by Princess Cruise Line’s 45,000 tonne Royal Princess and the
69,845 tonne Crown Princess and Royal Caribbean Line’s similar Splendour of the Seas. These
vessels carry 1,200-1,500 passengers on each visit. Whilst that momentum was not maintained
over the last 10 years, the number of cruise visits scheduled for 2010 has increased to 13 from 7
in 2009. The 2010 schedule is summarised in Table 2.12.

2.57

Most of the cruise ships are able to berth at the West Wharf in Millbay Docks. Vessels of more
than 6.5m in theory could use the ro-ro berth no.2, but are under pressure to vacate by Brittany
Ferries’ sailing schedules, which take precedence. Occasionally criticism has been levelled at
ABP concerning landing conditions for cruise passengers arriving by tender in Millbay and
alternative solutions need to be considered.

2.58

Previous research indicates that the total expenditure in the sub region by the cruise ships calling
at Plymouth and their passengers amounted to approximately £1.3 million in 2000. This figure
included port charges, agency fees, expenditure on organised shore excursions and casual
spending by passengers and crew while ashore. This figure equates to approximately £50 per
passenger landed.

2.59

Further details regarding the potential for expanding the role of Plymouth in serving the cruise
market are provided in Section 8 of this report. This highlights that prospects are positive for
demand to increase for cruise services in Northern Europe. It is shown that investment in the
building of new cruise ships continues to grow within the general trend of increasing average size
of vessels.

6

6

Plymouth Marine Sector Development Strategy, 2002.
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Table 2.12 – Plymouth Cruise Ship Schedule 2010

Vessel

ETA

Berth

ETD

GT

LOA

Beam(M)

Max.Drt.

Pax

06.05.10
1900

36,000

195.8

26.5

6.4

500

Silver Spirit

06.05.10
1300

Island Sky

30.05.10
0830
1700

WW

30.05.10
1300
2030

4200

90

15.3

4

100

Island Sky

19.06.10
0700
1530

WW

19.06.10
1230
2400

4200

90

15.3

4

100

Mona Lisa

09.08.09
700

09.08.09
1700

28,891

201.23

26.5

8.56

700

Albatross

26.08.10
0800

26.08.10
1700

28518

205.45m

25.5m

7.6m

700

Island Sky

29.08.10

WW

29.08.10

4200

90

15.3

4

100

Island Sky

04.09.10

WW

29.08.10

4200

90

15.3

4

100

Princess Daphne

05.09.10

05.09.10

15833

162

21.34

7.8m

500

Amadea

19.09.10
0800

19.09.10
1700

28856

192.82m

24.7

7.20m

618

WW

Ocean Countess

27.09.10

WW 27.09.10

16,795

163.5

22.8

6.4

600

Ocean Countess

08.10.10

WW 08.10.10

16,795

163.5

22.8

6.4

600 x 2

Ocean Countess

19.10.10

WW 19.10.10

16,795

163.5

22.8

6.4

600 x 2

Ocean Countess

31.10.10

WW 31.10.10

16,795

163.5

22.8

6.4

600

Note: WW = West Wharf at Millbay Docks (main ferry berth). Source: ABP, 2010.

Fishing
2.60

An estimated 300 jobs are associated with the fishing industry in Plymouth, around half of which
are in fish processing. Key players include Interfish, which alone employs around 90 people.

2.61

According to the latest MCA statistics, the fish market in Plymouth lands more fish from UK ships
than any other market in England & Wales, although it has only the third largest sale value.
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Table 2.13 – Landings of Fish by UK Ships (Jan. – Sept. 2009)

Fish Market

Tonnage

Value of
Sales

Plymouth

10,561

£8.88m

Newlyn

6,545

£12.96m

Brixham

7,493

£12.13m

Source: MCA Monthly Fish Return Statistics, September 2009

7

The Port of Plymouth in a Regional Context
Freight in the South West
2.62

7

In 2007 (the last year for which data are available) the South West Region generated 172 million
tonnes of road freight, of which 82% (141 million tonnes) had a destination within the region – the
highest proportion of all the English regions. The region is therefore quite self-contained. The
greatest freight exchange was with the South East Region (12 million tonnes) and the West
Midlands (7 million tonnes).

http://ww9w.mfa.go9v.uk/statistics/documents/Monthly-Return-Sea-Fish-Stats-SEPTEMBER-2009.pdf
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Scotland

72

-

3

76

North West

5

164

14

10

13

3

1

3

3.

217

8

10

235

Yorkshire and The Humber

10

10

142

18

8

5

2

2

2

211

2

3

216

East Midlands

2

17

21

104

19

18

4

10

4

135

3

1

204

West Midlands

1

12

6

19

119

8

3

9

7

185

8

2

194

East of England

1

4

4

14

7

128

16

20

4

198

2

1

201

London

-

1

1

2

2

14

56

15

1

92

-

-

92

South East

1

4

2

6

7

12

17

134

9

192

2

-

195

South West

-

2

1

3

7

4

2

12

141

172

6

1

179

76

228

200

177

184

193

102

205

172

1538

31

22

1591

Wales

-

7

2

1

7

1

1

2

8

29

68

1

98

Scotland

2

7

2

1

1

1

-

-

-

16

1

164

181

Great Britain

79

248

204

180

192

194

103

208

180

1583

100

187

1870

England

8

West

East

East

Source: Regional Transport Statistics 2008

Great

Wales

-

Britain

England

-

South

-

South

London

1

West
1

East
2

Humber

8

Origin

and The

4

West

56

North

North East

Destination >

North

East

Midlands

Midlands

Yorkshire

Table 2.14 - Freight Transport by Road between English Regions, Wales and Scotland (2007, Million Tonnes)

8

http://www.dft.gov.uk/adobepdf/162469/221412/221541/224511/439977/regtransportstats2008.pdf
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2.63

The tonnage of cargo handled in Plymouth (2.3Mt) therefore represent a relatively small
proportion of total freight movements in the region.

2.64

According to The State of the South West 2009 , some 180 million tonnes of freight were carried
on the South West's roads during 2007 (excluding goods originating outside Great Britain.) Of this
tonnage 78% was movement of goods between locations in the South West. Road freight
originating in the South West rose from 141 million tonnes to 179 million tonnes between 1995
and 2007; this was a rise of 26%.

9

Regional Rail Freight
2.65

Rail freight flows within the region are limited and are principally concerned with aggregates, coal,
cars and china clay. There is very little movement of intermodal container traffic by rail into the
region. Main areas of rail freight activity are aggregates traffic from the Mendips, via Westbury,
principally to London and the South East, coal for power generation through Bristol port to power
stations at Didcot and in the Midlands, and automotive traffic through Portbury (Bristol).

2.66

Principal rail freight flows in Cornwall are china clay operations to Fowey and other destinations,
although these have declined in recent years.

2.67

The modal split for freight movements by origin between road and rail (for 2003) is shown in 2.15.
Nationally, rail had a 12% market share in terms of total inland freight moved in 2003, with 20
billion tonne-kilometres. Road had an 88% modal share, with 148 billion tonne-kilometres. The
South West region compared favourably with other UK regions, with an 18% market share for rail
reflecting the greater distances to be travelled, as well as its tradition aggregate and mineral 'bulk
freight' industries.

9

South West Observatory http://www.swo.org.uk/publications/state-of-the-south-west/
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Table 2.15 - Total GB Road and Rail Modal Split by Origin (2003)

Region

Road

Rail

Total

Million
TonneKm

%
Modal
Split

Million
TonneKm

%
Modal
Split

Million
Tonne-Km

East Midlands

14,562

89%

1,866

11%

16,429

East of England

17,224

91%

1,735

9%

18,959

Greater London

6,788

94%

477

6%

7,239

North East

7,198

78%

1,994

22%

9,191

North West

20,083

94%

1,205

6%

21,288

Scotland

13,016

81%

3,002

19%

16,019

South East

18,533

91%

1,891

9%

20,424

South West

11,742

82%

2,582

18%

14,324

Wales

10,218

84%

1,926

16%

12,144

West Midlands

12,485

97%

353

3%

12,838

Yorks.& Humber

16,499

84%

3,071

16%

19,570

148,348

88%

20,072

12%

168,420

Total

Source: Cornwall Freight Strategy.
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Regional Ports
2.68

Commercial ports in the South West handled 20.27Mt of freight in 2006 (see Table 2.16), a two
year increase since a decline in 2004. Despite the overall rising volume of sea freight since 1999,
the South West still handles a relatively small proportion (5%) of the nation's sea borne freight.
Table 2.16 - Amount of Freight Handled by South West Ports, 1999 – 2006
South West
(‘000 tonnes)

England
(‘000 tonnes)

1999

14,906

357,652

2000

17,248

363,212

2001

18,966

366,645

2002

17,911

362,786

2003

19,314

370,540

2004

18,485

379,182

2005

19,154

392,665

2006

20,270

400,995

38

12

% change 1999 to
2006

Source: Regional Transport Statistics 2007, DfT, Quoted in The State of the South West
10
2009
2.69

The DfT groups together ports in the region under the heading ‘West Country’, which excludes the
main South West port, Bristol. West Country Ports are relatively small on a national scale – the
nearest ports of national significance are Southampton and Bristol (and to a lesser extent,
Portsmouth).

2.70

Plymouth is the largest commercial port in this West Country group, ranked by weight of cargo
handled, handling 2.32 million tonnes out of a total of 6.62 million tonnes (i.e. 35%). This high
tonnage is primarily due to the traffic in bulk petroleum products at Plymouth.

10

South West Observatory http://www.swo.org.uk/publications/state-of-the-south-west/
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Table 2.17 – West Country Ports: Foreign and Domestic Traffic 2006-2008)

(‘000 tonnes)

2006

2007

2008

In

Out

All

In

Out

All

In

Out

All

Plymouth

1,828

624

2,452

1,841

644

2,486

1,734

588

2,322

Poole

1,027

779

1,806

780

625

1,405

914

604

1,518

Fowey

5

1,098

1,103

20

1,101

1,121

30

905

935

Falmouth

384

313

697

400

353

753

597

125

722

Teignmouth

277

405

683

253

385

639

241

348

589

Par (closed)

23

186

209

4

54

58

-

-

-

Other ports

353

24

377

379

263

642

337

200

537

3,897

3,430

7,326

3,678

3,426

7,104

3,853

2,769

6,622

All West Country

Source: Maritime Statistics 2008
2.71

11

Portsmouth and Poole compete for passenger and car ferry traffic, with Poole carrying a similar
number of passengers but fewer cars. However, Poole handles much more ro-ro HGVs and
unitised freight than Plymouth.
Table 2.18 – West Country Ports Short Sea Passenger Movements & Cars: 1998 - 2008

(thousand passengers)

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

Portsmouth - Bilbao

230

210

197

219

212

188

173

220

223

200

193

Portsmouth - Caen

966

965

909

889

894

942

1,049

976

1,047

998

1,022

Portsmouth - Cherbourg

909

952

848

942

939

772

734

339

217

209

171

Portsmouth - Le Havre

859

843

741

803

859

755

631

680

281

296

299

Portsmouth - St Malo

539

517

479

489

502

457

489

416

397

381

403

Plymouth - Roscoff

504

489

458

447

498

478

480

476

414

417

401

Plymouth - Santander

135

134

122

134

129

119

136

158

149

157

169

Poole - Cherbourg

411

429

402

510

537

532

437

321

416

407

414

-

42

53

76

84

91

83

76

63

62

52

53

56

60

-

8

15

20

21

18

19

15

Poole - Jersey/Guernsey

338

247

204

175

279

263

227

146

115

122

104

Weymouth Jersey/Guernsey

32

170

149

205

207

208

186

185

174

179

169

Plymouth

178

178

175

176

192

187

189

194

176

183

190

Poole

202

163

176

200

234

216

186

119

126

141

156

International Ferry Routes

Poole - St Malo
Weymouth - St Malo
GB to Channel Islands

Accompanied Cars

Source: Maritime Statistics 2008

11

http://www.dft.gov.uk/adobepdf/162469/221412/221658/223721/4082361/maritimestatistics2008.pdf
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Table 2.19 - Plymouth and Poole: ‘Main freight units’: 2004 - 2008

Plymouth

Poole

Freight
units

Tonnage of
goods

Freight
units

Tonnage of
goods

(‘000)

(‘000 t)

(‘000)

(‘000 t)

2004

11

110

67

1021

2005

13

148

69

1041

2006

12

137

75

1120

2007

14

157

79

990

2008

10

108

83

1044

Unaccompanied
trailers (‘000)

1

10

9

81

Containers (‘000)

-

-

4

28

HGVs (‘000)

9

99

70

935

Of which:

Notes: Foreign and coastwise traffic.’Main freight units’ include containers, road goods vehicles,
unaccompanied trailers, rail wagons, shipborne port to port trailers. Source: Maritime Statistics 2008

2.72

In terms of ship arrivals, Plymouth is only the third busiest of the West Country ports.
Table 2.20 – Ship Arrivals at West Country Ports 2000-2008 (excluding Naval movements)

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007 R

2008

379

445

393

356

498

529

614

952

1,470

Poole

1,714

1,800

1,830

1,836

1,716

1,620

1,756

1,623

1,348

Plymouth

1,055

1,168

1,103

1,262

1,203

1,108

1,123

1,132

1,085

Teignmouth

419

407

385

377

328

317

367

346

308

Weymouth

392

382

346

352

359

391

367

374

306

Fowey

500

467

444

418

368

386

333

318

94

Par

313

273

325

273

167

177

126

35

-

Other ports

96

202

216

204

147

87

69

158

102

4,868

5,144

5,042

5,078

4,786

4,615

4,755

4,938

4,713

Falmouth

All West
Country

2.73

The ships calling at Falmouth and Poole also tend to be larger; however, the main activities at
Falmouth are services to ships - bunkering and repairs - rather than handling freight or
passengers.
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Table 2.21 - Ship arrivals at West Country ports, by type and deadweight: 2008 (excluding Naval
movements)

Tankers

Ro-Ro
vessels

Fully
cellular
container
vessels

Other dry
cargo
vessels

Total all
vessels

Deadweight
Tonnes

Falmouth

Poole

Plymouth

1 - 4,999

77

27

5,000 19,999

162

20,000 99,999

Weymouth

Fowey

57

17

1

179

-

155

39

-

356

363

-

3

32

-

398

100,000
+

70

-

-

2

-

72

1 - 4,999

9

115

487

196

-

807

5,000 19,999

18

997

-

2

-

1,017

20,000+

1

-

-

-

-

1

1 - 4,999

6

9

13

9

-

3

40

5,000 -19,999

44

-

2

-

1--

-

47

20,000 99,999

21

-

-

-

-

21

1 - 4,999

104

193

333

295

8

70

5,000 19,999

207

7

35

3

3

20

275

20,000 –
99,999

368

-

-

1

6

-

375

100,000
+

20

-

-

20

1,470

1,348

1,085

Teignmouth

308

306

94

Other
ports

102

102

All West
Country

1,105

4,713

Source: Maritime Statistics 2008
2.74

Plymouth’s ports (together with Falmouth and Fowey) also have the deepest water in the West
Country, as well as the greatest berth capacity.
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Table 2.22 – Summary of Key Restrictions at Commercial Ports

Max. Vessel
Length (m)

Max. Draft (m)

Berth
Information

160

7.6
(when discharing
‘over the side’)

6 berths

Millbay Docks

200

8.5

2 berths

Sutton harbour

23

8.5

Devonport

152

7.5

Falmouth

248 (tanker)

8.4

8 berths

Truro

219 (lay-up)

4.4

4 berths

Fowey

150

8.5

5 berths

Par (Closed)

125

5.0

8 berths

Poole

160

5.5

3 berths

Teignmouth

119

5.0

4 berths

Weymouth

130

5.2

Port
Plymouth

Cattewater

Source: Based on: The South-West UK Ports Cluster, Impacte Project

12

Competition between West Country Ports
2.75

The West Country ports handle much the same bulk and general cargo commodities, particularly:
•

Clay (ball clay and China clay)

•

Aggregates/Sand

•

Animal Feed

•

Fertiliser

•

Cement

•

Salt

•

Wood

2.76

These ports therefore compete with each other, reducing the potential market hinterland for these
commodities in the region. Plymouth, however, has an established niche in oil products, which
gives it a fairly large market hinterland in Devon and Cornwall.

2.77

Plymouth and Poole are the only ports to receive ro-ro passenger/freight vessels whilst Falmouth
has a concentration of ship-repair facilities and ship bunkering.

12

http://www.impacte-project.net/i_docs/The%20South-West%20UK%20ports%20cluster.pdf
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Table 2.23 – Main Cargoes Handled at West Country Commercial Ports

Port

Oil
Products

Clay

Cement

Aggregates

Fertiliser

Animal
Feed

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

Ro-Ro

Plymouth
Cattedown

ü

Millbay Docks
Falmouth

ü

ü
ü

Truro

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

Poole

ü

ü

ü

ü

Teignmouth

ü

ü

ü

ü

Fowey

ü

ü

ü

Par (Closed)
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3.

Port Infrastructure Audit
Introduction

3.1

This section provides a review of key port infrastructure in Plymouth.

3.2

As previously highlighted, the Dockyard Port of Plymouth encompasses Devonport Dockyard and
the commercial harbours of Millbay Docks, Cattewater and Sutton Harbour. Existing port assets
and infrastructure related to navigation, marine access and port operations are summarised
below. Where indicated, existing water depths or dredged depths are below Chart Datum (CD)
which is approximately the level of Lowest Astronomical Tide.

Approach Channels, Anchorages and Moorings
3.3

Figure 3.1 illustrates the main approach channels, moorings and primary marine infrastructure in
Plymouth (Cattewater Harbour).

3.4

The port is approached from open sea passing either side of the Plymouth Breakwater by way of
the Western and Eastern Channels. The recommended approach is via the Western Channel
which is dredged to 11.0m reducing to 8.6m at its shallowest part approaching Smeaton Pass..

3.5

There are three anchorage areas within the port limits. These vary depending on size of vessels,
cargo types and Naval movements.

3.6

Outer anchorages are shown located to the SSW of the Plymouth Breakwater and include a
licensed explosives anchorage. Vessels may also anchor in Cawsand Bay in the west of Plymouth
Sound clear of the deep draught navigation lanes.

3.7

Anchorage areas dredged to 11.6m and 12.0m are shown immediately to the north of the
Plymouth Breakwater with further anchorages for vessels over 7.5m draught show further to the
north within Plymouth Sound.

3.8

Anchorage areas for vessels of less than 7.5m draught are located SE of ‘The Bridge’ and within
Jennycliff Bay.

3.9

Mooring buoys with navigation lights are located in Plymouth Sound to the north of Plymouth
Breakwater with reported dredged depths varying from 8.6m to 12m.

Dredged Channels and Manoeuvring Areas
3.10

The dredged approaches, anchorages and other marine facilities within Plymouth Sound are
managed and maintained by MoD under the control of their Vessel Traffic Management (VTS)
system. The use of anchorages is positively controlled by VTS.

3.11

Channels within Cattewater Harbour are managed by CHC and are dredged to 5.0m below CD up
to Cattedown Wharves then to 2.0m below CD to Pomphlett Aggregate Terminal. Sutton Channel
is maintained at 3.0m below CD reducing to 2.0m below CD on approach to Sutton Lock into
Sutton Harbour.

3.12

A turning (manoeuvring) basin is maintained to a dredged depth of 5.0m below CD within
Cattewater Harbour for vessels with overall lengths up to 150m.

Breakwaters
3.13

Plymouth Breakwater is a 1,560m long rock mound breakwater armoured with rock and concrete
blockwork providing vital protection to Plymouth Sound and its anchorages. It is located in around
10m of water and is13m wide at the top with a width of 65m at the base. Around 4 million tons of
rock was used in its construction in the mid-1800’s. Additional 100 ton concrete blockwork armour
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units were added during 1920’s. The breakwater is owned and maintained by MoD. Ongoing
maintenance includes the placing of additional and replacement units which are cast on the
foreshore adjacent to Pomphlett Aggregate Terminal within Cattewater Harbour.
3.14

Mountbatten Breakwater is 270m in length and provides essential shelter for Cattewater Harbour
and the approaches to Sutton Lock. The breakwater is of rubble mound construction with rock
armouring, a concrete wave wall and an access road of width > 10.0m for pedestrians and
maintenance vehicles as required. Mountbatten Breakwater was formerly the responsibility of
MoD but is now owned and maintained by Plymouth City Council.

Locks & Water Control Structures
3.15

Sutton Lock is a flood defence structure owned by the Environment Agency and operated by
Sutton Harbour Group (which includes Sutton Harbour Marina and Sutton Harbour Fisheries).

Revetments/Seawalls
3.16

There area variety of ownership models for local seawalls and revetments involving MoD,
municipal ownership and private sector.
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Figure 3.1 – Cattewater Harbour
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Port Assets Audit
3.17

Tables 3.1-3.3 set out the existing provision of port and marina infrastructure for the key
components of the Port of Plymouth.

3.18

Table 3.1 sets out the existing commercial port infrastructure with regard to numbers of berths,
quay length, water depth, maximum size of ship which can be accommodated, back-up and
storage areas and cargo handling equipment. Sources for the tabled information include :
Admiralty Charts, Lloyds/Fairplay Ports & Terminals Guide 2007/08, Cattewater Harbour
Commissioners, Associated Britrish Ports and other published data.

3.19

Table 3.2 provides similar information to Table 3.1 related to marinas and small craft/leisure
moorings derived from the same data sources and from website and brochure information
obtained from the marina owners and operators.

3.20

Table 3.3 represents an attempt to provide similar information for the existing facilities at
Devonport Dockyard as Tables 3.1 and 3.2 but based only on data obtained from the Admiralty
Charts and Google Earth.

3.21

The berthing facilities at Devonport are in accordance with historical patterns of development of
naval dockyards which have been to provide river berths and sheltered locked basins surrounded
by workshops and maintenance areas close to the quays. The water depths, entrance widths and
berth dimensions are governed by the typical principal dimensions of naval vessels which are
generally of narrower beam and shallower draught than commercial ships.

3.22

As a consequence, the columns on ship size, back-up areas and cargo handling equipment have
been shown as ‘Not Applicable’ at this stage as considerable modifications to both water depths
and landside would be required in order to convert the naval facilities into modern, efficient
commercial marine terminals.

3.23

As an example, Tables 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 show typical principal dimensions for Bulk Carriers, Cruise
Liners and Container Ships. Water depths alongside the existing tidal river berths at Weston Mill
Lake and Basin No. 5 would be sufficient to accommodate bulk carriers ranging from, say,
30,000dwt to 45,000dwt or ‘second generation’ container ships. In either case – particularly for
container handling - significant landside development would be required.
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Table 3.1 – Plymouth Commercial Port Infrastructure

Facility

No. of

Quay

Water

Max Ship

Back-up

Cargo

Comments/

Berths

Length

Depth

Size

Storage

Handling

cargoes

(m)

(m)

Areas

Equipment

Cattewater
Harbour
Cattedown
Wharves

<16,000 dwt
150m loa
28m beam

5,100 m2 covered
storage

5,000dwt
130m loa
17m beam
25.5m
combined
beam for
working 2
vessels
4,000dwt
100m loa
15m beam

5,000m2 covered
storage

3 quayside cranes for
dry cargo handling
4 marine discharge
arms
3 Mobile cranes
Bulk conveyors

Maximum vessel length of 150m governed by
downstream turning area.
Tanker berth pocket dredged to
accommodate vessels up to 150m loa..

Dry Cargo

1

115

6.3

Tanker Berth

1

100

7.6

Victoria Wharf

2

145(W)
110(E)

Pomphlett Quay

1

Dock
dredged to
6.0m below
CD,
approach
channel to
5.0m below
CD
Channel to
berth
maintained
at 2.0m
below CD

Barbican landing
Stage

Varies

100

1,5m below
CD

Jointly owned by CHC and PCC. Used by
harbour tour craft, local ferries/water taxis,
pilot boats. Can be used as temporary
restricted area for cruise passengers landing
by tender.

Mountbatten
Landing Stage

Varies

40

1.0 m
below CD

Used by local ferries/water taxis and
extensive use by dive boats

Stone/aggregate export facility – can also
accept powdered cement discharged via a
pipeline to storage.
Vessels may take bottom on low spring
tides.

Municipal facility presently closed to traffic.
Pier dries at low water spring tides,

Phoenix Wharf

Turnchapel Quay

Dry bulk cargoes

160

4.0m to
5.0m

Millbay Docks
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Facility

No. of

Quay

Water

Max Ship

Back-up

Cargo

Comments/

Berths

Length

Depth

Size

Storage

Handling

cargoes

(m)

(m)

Areas

Equipment

West Wharf

1

Ro-Ro Berth 1

1

Trinity Pier

1

Breasting Dolphins

3 no.

West Wharf used for ferries and cruise ships

150

Approaches
> 10.0m
Berths
7.0m to
10.0m
5.0m

5.0m

200m loa
20m beam
8.5m draught

100m loa
4.3m draught

Some commercial use for dry bulk, cruise
ships and as lay-by berth

200m loa
5.5m draught

Comparatively new (2005) capital works.
Used as lay-by berth – could form part of
new cruise terminal

Eastern Basins

Closed for commercial shipping apart from
Trinity Pier – area earmarked for waterfront
development.

Inner Basin

Closed for commercial shipping – area
earmarked for waterfront development.

Storage and
back-up areas

Sutton Harbour

5,420m2 covered
storage (transit shed)
34,000m2 open
storage
Other storage areas
for goods and
vehicles within port
estate
*50

Water level Constrained
* Berths and moorings for around 50 fishing
impounded by lock barrel
boats at Shepherds Wharf adjacent to
between
dimensions
modern ‘state of art’ fish market and
MHWN and (around 40m
fisheries processing complex.
MSL
x 18m)
(+3.8m CD
Sources: Admiralty Charts, Lloyds/Fairplay Ports & Terminal Guide 2007-2008, published data, Cattewater Harbour Commissioners, Associated British Ports
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Table 3.2 – Plymouth Marina, Small Craft and Leisure Moorings

Facility

No. of

Quay

Water

Max

Back-up

Berths

Length

Depth

Size of

Storage and

(m)

(m)

Craft

Equipment

Other Landside
Facilities

Sutton Harbour
Marina

490

Water
level
impounded
between
MHWN
and MSL
(+3.8m
CD)

Constrained
by lock barrel
dimensions
(around 40m x
14m)

Fuel berth

Queen Anne’s
Battery

235
plus
visitor
berths

18m loa on
visitor pontoon

25 ton boat hoist
Fuel berth

Boat repair facilities.
Dry stack boat
storage.

Plymouth Yacht
Haven

450

< 45m in
length and 7m
draught

415

75 ton boat hoist
65ton travel hoist,
open and undercover
storage.
Mobile crane
Fuel berth
Hoist dock and fuel
berth

Yacht Haven Quay –
Dry stack marina
located approx. 1.0
kilometre upstream.

Mayflower Marina

Fully tidal
– minimum
depth
around
2.0m
below CD
Fully tidal
–depth
varies
2.2m to
>5.0m
below CD.
Fully tidal
– depth
varies from
around
2.0m to
>10.0m
below CD

Comments

Owned and operated by Sutton Harbour
Group. Part of the City’s waterfront
regeneration programme by the Sutton
Harbour Partnership (Sutton Harbour Group
and Plymouth City Council JV) close to the
city centre, Plymouth Hoe and Barbican
Development Very active for racing and
eventing etc. including 2009 Fastnet Finish,
Plymouth Classic Boat Rally, Sutton Harbour
Festival and Port of Plymouth Regatta
Owned and operated by Marina
Developments Limited (MDL marinas)

Owned and operated by Yacht Havens Group

Millbay Village
Owned and operated privately.
85
Marina
Cattewater
CHC operate a number of small craft
Harbour
moorings downstream of Laira Bridge
Sources: Admiralty Charts, Lloyds/Fairplay Ports & Terminal Guide 2007-2008, published data, Cattewater Harbour Commissioners, Associated British Ports, Website and
brochure information from Sutton Harbour Group, Yacht Havens Group and Marina Developments Limited
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Table 3.3 – Devonport Dockyard Port Facilities

Facility

No. of

Quay

Water

Max Ship

Back-up

Cargo

Berths

Length

Depth

Size

Storage

Handling

(m)

(m)

Areas

Equipment

N/A
See 4.16

N/A
See 4.16

Weston Mill Lake

N/A

North Quay

500

8.5

South Quay

350

9.2

‘North West
Corner’

120

10.7

No.5 Basin

Comments

Fully tidal water area
Dredged to 9.2m

Governed by
water depth
See 4.16

Impounded basin dredged to 9.0m with
locked access

River Quay
River Quay

200
500

11.0
11.9

Inner Quays

800
(Total)

9.0

Entrance Lock

1 No.

Lock dimensions 40m x 230m (approx.)

Single Dock Gate

1 No.

Gate width 40m (approx.)

Graving Docks
(South of Basin)
No. 4 Basin

3.No.

3 No. Graving docks each 40m x 200m
(approx.)
Tidal basin
Open entrance – width 40m (approx.)

River Quay

170

10.0

Inner Quays

700
(Total)

8.5

No.3 Basin
River Quay

120

7.0

Inner Quays

700
(Total)

4.3

No. 2 Basin
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Facility

No. of

Quay

Water

Max Ship

Back-up

Cargo

Berths

Length

Depth

Size

Storage

Handling

(m)

(m)

Areas

Equipment

River Quay

200

10.0

Inner Quays

400
(Total)

4.0

Morice Yard
River Moorings
(shallow)

entrance with single dock gate of width 20m
(approx.)

Various slips, wet docks, small river quays
and jetties
500m
(approx)

3.0 to 5.0

South Yard
River berths

Comments

300
300

8.5
9.8

Various slips, wet docks, graving docks,
small river quays and jetties channels and
berths dredged to 8.5m and 9.8m

Sources: Admiralty Charts, Google Earth
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Operational Constraints on Development
3.24

Previous studies have highlighted constraints on the development of commercial port facilities at
Plymouth due to its geographical location and hinterland.

3.25

There are, however, key physical constraints imposed by lack of sufficient water depth for marine
access at low water and useable water space for turning, manoeuvring and the
berthing/unberthing of vessels.

3.26

Tables 3.4-3.6 set out typical principal dimensions for bulk carriers, cruise ships and container
ships.

3.27

It can be seen from Tables 3.1-3.3 that the available water depths and turning basin at Cattewater
Harbour and the available water depths within Millbay Docks have limiting effects on vessels sizes
which may access and operate at the port.

3.28

Marine access for commercial port use at Sutton Harbour is governed by water depth and the
dimensions of the locked entrance.

3.29

As a Dockyard Port, Plymouth is also subject to navigational constraints given the presence and
priority of the navy together with tidal considerations.

3.30

At present QHM regulations allow vessels with length greater than 150m and draught of 7.5m to
transit the bends (Smeaton Pass/Drake Channel) and enter or leave the Hamoaze only at ‘slack
water’ at both High Water (HW) and Low Water (LW).

3.31

Vessels with length greater than 150m and draught of 8.5m are allowed to transit at High Water
(HW) only.

3.32

Escort tugs (3 no. per movement) are required for all tanker operations entering or leaving the
Hamonaze.

3.33

Although there are no regulations preventing the mix of naval and commercial shipping
operations, the priority given to naval ships and the constraints on navigation imposed by QHM
will deter potential commercial port users with particular regard to scheduled container services,
ferry, ro-ro or tanker operations. These constraints are those imposed by the environment and the
requirements for tidal windows, tugs etc. If the Naval Base were not to exist, the environmental
constraints would require mitigation by whatever harbour authority governed the use of the
Hamoaze and could still deter commercial use of the Tamar. It is doubtful that there would be a
significant departure from the regime now in place.
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Table 3.4 - Bulk Carriers - Typical Range of Principal Dimensions

Carrier Class

Deadweight -

Length Overall

Beam

Draught

DWT

(m)

(m)

(m)

(tonnes)
Small Bulk
Carriers

2,000
4,000
6,000

65
96
104

12.5
15.0
16.0

4.0
5.6
6.0

Handysize

10,000
20,000
30,000

117
153
170

19.3
23.2
27.0

7.3
8.6
9.4

Handymax

35,000
45,000
55,000

178
185
190

28.0
30.4
32.3

9.5
10.5
11.5

Panamax

65,000
75,000
82,000

225
225
229 (max.)

32.3
32.3
32.3

11.2
12.6
13.4

Capesize

80,000
100,000
150,000
175,000

225
235
270
290

37.0
43.0
44.0
45.0

12.1
12.6
16.0
17.0

‘Super’
Capesize

200,000
250,000

320
345

50.0
55.0

19.5
20.5
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Table 3.5 - Typical Cruise Ship Dimensions

Ship

Length (m)

Beam (m)

Draft (m)

Capacity
(passenger)

*Berlin

140

17.5

4.8

420

**Delphin

157

21.8

6.2

450

**Princess Daphne

162

21.3

7.8

500

*Deutschland

175

23.0

6.0

600

*Royal Princess

231

32.0

7.8

1260

Pride of Rotterdam

215

31.9

6.1

1360

*Splendour of the Seas

264

36.0

7.5

2066

Sovereign Class

268

32.2

7.6

2744

Voyager Class

311

38.6

8.8

3114

Queen Mary 2

345

41

10

2620

Oasis Class

360

47

9

5400

* Called at Millbay 2000
** Called at Millbay 2009
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Table 3.6 - Container Ships - Typical Range of Principal Dimensions

Design

Capacity

Development

(TEU)

Length
Overall

Beam

Draught

(m)

(m)

(m)
< 1,100

180

25.0

9.0

Second Generation
1970-1980

2,000 to 3,000

215

27.5

10.8

Third Generation
‘Panamax’
1980-1990

3,000 to 4,500

295

32.0

12.2

Fourth Generation
‘Post-Panamax’
1988-1995

4,000 to 5,000

280 to 305

41.0

12.7

Fifth Generation
1996-2005

6,400 to 8,000

300 to 350

43.0

14.0 to 14.5

Current Development
Stage

8,000 to 10,500

320 to 380

43.0 to 47.0

14.5 to 15.0

Future Development

12,500 to 14,500

380 to 400

58.0 to 60.0

15.0 to 15.5

First Generation
1968
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4.

Key Policy Considerations
Introduction

4.1

This section provides a summary of the key implications for existing and future operations of
Plymouth Port arising from relevant national, regional and local policy considerations. This
includes key policy research documents aimed directly at informing future policies and strategies.
This section is supported by Appendix D which provides a detailed review of the policy context for:
•

Transport and freight;

•

Economic development and planning; and

•

The coastal environment.

Transport and Freight
4.2

EU transport policy strongly encourages short sea shipping and other forms of sustainable
transport. Although funding is given for pilot schemes, the EU generally will not fund on-going
subsidy for shipping services or port developments.

4.3

Issued in November 2009, the draft National Policy Statement for ports sets out the
Government’s policy towards the ports sector. This highlights in particular that:
•

The newly created Infrastructure Planning Commission (IPC) will only deal with major port
projects. Other projects will continue to be dealt with by the existing planning process.

•

The role of the private sector in providing port capacity and services is emphasised, which
the government sees as guaranteeing competitiveness and effective investment.
Consequently, port projects must be brought forward primarily by the private sector with
public sector funding largely being made available for supporting transport infrastructure,
and only in very specific situations.

•

Port projects will be generally assumed to provide economic benefits with any negative
environmental disbenefits being mitigated accordingly.

•

Port development is not seen as an effective means for addressing regional economic
imbalances. Indeed, the draft NPS highlights that the regional impacts of proposed port
developments should not be considered during scheme assessment.

4.4

Delivering a Sustainable Transport Strategy (DaSTS) is the Government’s new approach to long
term transport planning and will be used by DfT in determining spending decisions for the period
2014-2019. Its focus is to back up evidence-based decisions on priorities and investment. DfT
has set out the five broad goals of transport and generic challenges in relation to each of those
goals, namely: tackling climate change, supporting national economic competitiveness and
growth; better safety, security and health; equality of opportunity and improving the quality of life.

4.5

For the South West, the key priorities of DaSTS are to support sustainable prosperity and improve
quality of life in the region. This incorporates the key objective of encouraging modal shift
from road to rail and/or enhancing the role of short-sea shipping. Addressing the issue of
peripherality, a key challenge for Plymouth is to improve connectivity to national and regional
networks in order to support economic growth and address issues of low productivity and
deprivation. These priorities raise important implications for freight movements including those
associated with the Port of Plymouth. In particular, challenges around CO2 emissions from the
freight sector and need to support economic growth through sustainable and efficient freight
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distribution networks. In the South West the emphasis will be on directing freight to use
appropriate strategic corridors (as far as it is possible to do).
4.6

As highlighted above, the Far South West (Devon and Cornwall) faces particular transport
challenges in terms of peripherality. Consequently, there is a need to improve the connectivity
with the key urban areas in the rest of the country. This is reflected in the RSS, Devon Structure
Plan and Plymouth Local Transport Plan (LTP).

4.7

In order for the ambitious targets for population and employment growth established in the draft
RSS to be achieved, there will be a strong need for significant improvements to the region’s
transport network. The lack of resilience of the M5 in terms of climate change, capacity and
accident closures is another issue raised locally. Clear strategies are required for the trunk roads
connecting the region to other parts of the country. In particular the role of the A303 / A30 route is
seen in the region as being of strategic significance.

4.8

The Local Transport Plan places significant emphasis on maintaining and developing port
facilities in Plymouth and improving road access to the port. It also highlights the need to
improve efficiency of the freight sector by taking a partnership approach to encourage and
facilitate more sustainable freight solutions for the region.

4.9

An important strand of transport and freight policy is the aim of reducing carbon and other
emissions (e.g. particulates) associated with freight and ensure that proposals for future
investment in freight infrastructure are strongly integrated with land-use policies and plans. This
includes making better use of under-utilised rail resources with a view to expanding long-distance
rail freight services. Electrification of key rail routes connecting the region to the South East is
seen as a key priority to meet the region's growth needs and make progress towards carbon
reduction.

4.10

Given the distance of Plymouth from the main national freight hubs and distribution centres, there
may be a role for rail in replacing inward movements from the rest of the country (or through the
Channel Tunnel). Unfortunately, the rail access to the commercial ports has now been either
removed or mothballed but an intermodal rail terminal has been proposed at Marsh Mills, near
Tavistock Junction.

4.11

The DaSTS and other key transport policies encourage the use of sea transport to accommodate
greater volumes of freight to and from the South West. The existing (and potential) commercial
port facilities in Plymouth are seen as providing opportunities for the encouragement of short-sea
shipping, although there is currently a mixed picture in terms of cargo trends, with some historic
cargoes declining and some new cargoes growing.

4.12

In terms of interchange facilities, Policy TR13 of the Draft RSS identifies possible sites for
safeguarding land for rail freight terminals in Plymouth and Cornwall. There are currently no
intermodal services in Devon & Cornwall mainly because of a restricted loading gauge. Both the
Devon Structure Plan and Plymouth Local Transport Plan highlight the potential for development
of an intermodal terminal in Plymouth and land at Marsh Mills has been identified as a potential
location for this. A prerequisite for the terminal’s feasibility would be enhancement of the loading
gauge through Cornwall, Devon and Somerset to Bristol. It appears unlikely, given the current
traffics passing through the port, that there would be significant synergies between port traffics
and the terminal in the immediate future.

4.13

As part of the Provisional LTP2, Plymouth CC produced a Sustainable Distribution Plan. It was
noted that facilitating access for freight to and from the port facilities will continue to be a priority
and is essential if the port operators are looking to expand beyond their current operations. It is
stated that the potential to further encourage the movement of freight by rail would be
investigated, although this will only be appropriate for the Cattedown wharves due to the
prohibitive cost of rejoining Millbay with the rail network.
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4.14

The plan also notes that there is potential to develop an intermodal freight facility at Tavistock
Junction to serve the Plymouth and South East Cornwall area. This could move freight from road
to rail and have benefits for the strategic network, although there may be impacts on the local road
network that could be addressed through traffic management and restrictions.

Economic Development & Planning
4.15

Plymouth, as one of the major cities of the South West, is identified as a location which should be
driving forward the economic growth of the region. Three of the eight priority sectors identified in
the Regional Economic Strategy (advanced engineering, marine, tourism and environmental
technologies) potentially have strong linkages with the development and diversification of
business and other commercial activities associated with Plymouth Port. This includes the
development of latent demand for the growth of the offshore renewable energy sector.

4.16

Plymouth is identified in the Regional Spatial Strategy as one of nine growth area locations in
13
the South West . Indeed, the strategy along with the Plymouth LDF sets out a goal for the city
to increase its population to at least 300,000 (22% increase) by 2026. This will require the
provision of approximately 32,000 new dwellings in the city. For the Plymouth Travel to Work
Area, the LDF plans for the creation of 42,000 new jobs including an indicative 520 jobs in the
marine sector (2006-2026). Whilst implementation of these growth targets will enhance demand
for port services and freight movements in general, their achievement will by dependent partly on
the need for significant investment in road and rail infrastructure.

4.17

The central theme running through Plymouth City Council’s policy documents is that the waterfront
and its related activities provide the context for the development of Plymouth, both physically and
culturally. This is summed up in the LDF Core Strategy vision which states that Plymouth will be:
“One of Europe’s finest, most vibrant waterfront cities, where an outstanding quality of life is
enjoyed by everyone”.

4.18

This connection to the waterfront is to be enhanced through the regeneration of the City
Centre and Waterfront Regeneration Area – one of three such regeneration areas identified for
the city in the LDF. The Area includes 6 different smaller regeneration areas and runs from
Devonport in the west to East End / East Gateway in the east. The key themes for the
regeneration area are for improved access and connectivity, mixed use and waterside living and
employment generation. In addition, the East End / East Gateway make specific reference to the
support of commercial port activities.

4.19

It is recognised in the Devon Structure Plan that the ports serve an important purpose on their
own, regardless of their tie in to wider waterside development. The ports are a central aspect of
the City’s transport infrastructure, reducing the perceived peripherality of Plymouth and opening
up of trade routes.

4.20

Despite this, the ports are considered within the wider waterfront development framework and
therefore are subject to land supply pressures.

4.21

The Plymouth Core Strategy places the natural asset of the Plymouth waterfront at its core.
Key regeneration projects are focussed along the waterfront between Devonport and the East
End, including improvements to access and mixed-use projects. The importance of marine-related
employment uses is noted and efforts made to protect them. Employment growth goals in the city
centre and waterfront area is focussed on tourism/leisure and creative industries, although it is
also noted that high quality waterfront sites for marine employment uses will be required.

13

June 2006
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Coastal Environment
4.22

There is a strong policy drive to ensure that Plymouth’s coastal and waterfront setting is protected
and managed in a sustainable manner.

4.23

Much of the waters of Plymouth Sound and the Tamar Estuaries are designated as a European
Marine Site which implies a significant restriction on future development proposals in the area.
This places an assumption against any plan or project that will have a significant impact on the
species and features for which the site is designated. Further information is given in Section 6.

4.24

Policy documents indicate that developments below the high water mark potentially can have a
profound effect on the dynamic marine environment.

4.25

Environmental and flood risk designations indicate that there is minimal coastal erosion/coastal
flood risk except for a few localised areas around Sutton Harbour.

4.26

Port expansion is unlikely to influence shoreline management policies in the future, except
for where redevelopment is proposed within the constraints of the upper estuary or should
significant offshore development be proposed. Any future development will have to be
sympathetic to the air and water quality targets of the EU Water Framework Directive .
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5.

Transport Considerations
Introduction

5.1

This section provides a critical review of the key transport considerations affecting the existing and
future operation of the Port of Plymouth. Particular emphasis is given to the following primary
issues:
•

Road infrastructure and local access for freight in Plymouth;

•

Rail infrastructure and local rail access in Plymouth;

•

Potential for rail freight; and

•

Opportunities for modal transfer.

Road Infrastructure
Trunk Road Connections
5.2

Plymouth and its hinterland is served by a network of road routes of national significance, with
routes generally running east-west across Devon and Cornwall and primary distributors feeding
these routes in a north-south direction. These strategic trunk road and motorway links between
Plymouth’s sub-region and the rest of the UK are of great importance to the region’s economy.

5.3

Access by road into Plymouth has improved greatly in recent years as a result of the upgrading of
the A38 Devon Expressway, creating a fast dual carriageway link to the UK’s motorway network at
Exeter (the M5) and therefore providing good access to Bristol, London, the Midlands and the
North.

5.4

A critical node in the national trunk road system is at Exeter where the M5, the A38, the A30 from
the South East, and the A30 west to Cornwall come together with the A376, A377 and A380
principal roads.

5.5

To the west of Plymouth the A38 via the Tamar Toll Bridge (upgraded in 2007 to a faster TAG
payment system) provides good links to Cornwall’s main settlements, whilst the Torpoint Ferry
connects Plymouth with south-east Cornwall. Recent highway improvement schemes in Cornwall
on the A38 (Dobwall’s Bypass) and A30 (Bodmin to Indian Queens) have further improved journey
times between Plymouth and south-west Cornwall.

5.6

Despite good road links from Plymouth, its peripheral location relative to major cities in the South
East, Midlands and the North of the UK does present challenges.

5.7

One issue affecting trunk road access to the far South West is the journey time unreliability and
road safety problems on the A303 / A30 corridor (sections of which are single carriageway). This
corridor has a strategically significant role in connecting the South East and South West regions
and distributing traffic within the South West, and is often referred to as the South West’s Second
Strategic Route after the M4 / M5.

5.8

The South West Region has identified some funding for small scale improvement measures on
the A303 / A30 corridor up to 2019, and further funding beyond 2019, but recognises that dualling
all remaining single carriageway sections is not affordable. To this end, a study by the HA is
currently being undertaken to identify a number of improvement measures that fit with the corridor
management approach promoted in the RSS.

5.9

Although journey time reliability problems on strategic road links in Plymouth and its surrounding
area are relatively modest compared with elsewhere in the UK, the HA have identified such route
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performance issues on the A38 as a result of capacity problems at intersections with Plymouth’s
local highway network.
5.10

A key element of work that has been undertaken at the regional level in terms of freight is the
freight hierarchy of routes. This work reflects the large volumes of freight traffic that are generated
through the principal industries of mineral extraction and agriculture in the region. The draft RSS
states that:
“The Freight Map hierarchy of routes has been defined for the purpose of identifying priorities for
maintenance investment and for working with freight operators to ensure freight utilises those
roads fit for purpose”.

5.11

5.12

The Map identified three tiers of routes:
•

National - those used for longer distance freight routes from other regions.

•

Regional - those used for intra-regional travel.

•

County - those used within the County to provide local access to freight facilities.

The RSS also identifies the need to review the provision of rest areas for lorry drivers in view of
the ‘Working Time Directive’. It highlights the need for these services to be allocated and
safeguarded where appropriate.
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Figure 5.1 - Devon Strategic Road Network

Source: Devon Structure Plan14

Congestion on the Road Network
5.13

14

Levels of congestion have been assessed by the Highways Agency. The key congestion or stress
points identified on the South West road network are shown in Figure 5.2. The stress points are
generally localised. The worst areas of network stress are on the routes into and around Bristol,
Bournemouth and Poole, Exeter and Plymouth.

http://www.devon.gov.uk/_ch5_structure_plan-2.pdf
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5.14

There is an important seasonal dimension to congestion, which affects the principal strategic
routes providing access to the far South West at peak holiday periods, such as the A38 and A303.
Figure 5.2 – South West Strategic Road Network Road Stress (2005)

Source: South West Planning Consensus

15

Local Road Access for Freight in Plymouth
5.15

Within Plymouth, the A38 is used more for local access. PCC has a Memorandum of
Understanding with the HA on the Eastern and Northern Corridors on the introduction and
encouragement of sustainable modes to minimise the overloading of the A38.

5.16

The RSS notes that much of Plymouth’s future development needs could be met within the
existing urban area, with the potential for the release of significant new sites for development.
Desired transport outcomes are to improve movement and accessibility for all on three corridors;
•

Langage – Sherford – city centre;

•

Saltash – city centre;

•

Plymouth Airport – city centre.

5.17

The RFA includes major transport schemes (2014 onwards) for the East of Plymouth
Development Stage 1 Plymouth, and Plymouth High Quality Public Transport Northern Corridor
schemes. The RFA growth strategy aims to target the Eastern growth corridor including Langage,
Sherford and Plymstock.

5.18

From the point of view of adequacy of immediate port access Plymouth is an example of a ‘City of
two halves’, with access to the Cattewater operators to the east being superior to that of the
Millbay area to the west of the city centre, but with the paradox that because of space constraints,
the Cattewater has little potential for the expansion of port operations.

15

http://www.dft.gov.uk/pgr/rail/strategyfinance/strategy/rpa/pdfswrpa.pdf
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5.19

The immediate road to Victoria Wharf is considered to be satisfactory in terms of access for heavy
goods vehicles. The area has benefited from a recent major land reclamation and regeneration
project including the construction of link roads direct to the A374, which is for the most part a dual
carriageway link to the A38.

5.20

On the other hand, Millbay has become the focus of port development aspirations recently
because of the amount of unutilised quayside space, however a limiting factor, though not the
primary one, is traffic congestion through the city centre. The ‘Gateway’ aspect is important in
creating a good public image of Plymouth, but arrival/departure from Millbay port is currently
through the back streets of Stonehouse. The planned commercial development at Millbay,
including a boulevard link from Millbay to the city centre will significantly improve the appearance
of the area.

5.21

There is a signed route to the A38, although ferry traffic can experience congestion in Union St /
St Budeaux Bypass.

5.22

The Plymouth Sustainable Distribution Strategy identifies the abnormal load routes in Plymouth,
which it is assumed would generally be the preferred routes for freight movements.
Figure 5.3 - Abnormal Load Routes in Plymouth

16

Source: Sustainable Distribution Strategy

Rail Infrastructure
5.23

The principal railway passing through Plymouth is the Exeter – Penzance line.

5.24

A single gauge siding runs from the main network to the Cattewater tank storage area and has
been until recently used but infrequently by freight trains transporting fuels to regional distribution
centres. The only other link direct to waterfront area is in the Devonport Dockyard. This is routed
through a secure area and is not accessible to users other than DML and HMS Drake.

16

http://www.plymouth.gov.uk/sustainable_distribution_strategy_lr.pdf
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5.25

The main line from Penzance passes through Plymouth to Exeter where it branches into:
•

The Exeter to Waterloo Line; and

•

The Great Western Line to London Paddington, with a branch at Taunton for the CrossCountry route to Bristol.
Figure 5.4 - Devon Rail Network

Source: Devon Structure Plan

17

17

http://www.devon.gov.uk/_ch5_structure_plan-2.pdf
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Local Rail Access in Plymouth
5.26

Unfortunately, the rail access to the commercial ports has now been either removed or
mothballed. The line to Victoria Wharf has been developed over, as has the rail line to Millbay
Docks. Most recently, the line to Cattewater (the Tothill Siding and Cattewater Reverse) has been
mothballed and may be removed in the future. This line was previously used for bitumen and
scrap rail freight.

5.27

The City Council’s vision for the East End is to create a sustainable, mixed-use urban district in
Plymouth’s East End that is well connected to the waterfront; provides a high quality Eastern
Gateway to the city and maintains a thriving commercial port. However, the East End Area Action
18
Plan map does not refer to a rail line.

Rail Interchange
5.28

For Plymouth, Tavistock Junction has been identified by Plymouth City Council as a location that
could potentially provide freight interchange facilities but this location is some distance from the
ports; however, it may be suitable for inward freight movements by rail.
Figure 5.5 – Plymouth Rail Connections

Source: Plymouth City Council

19

Potential for Rail Freight
5.29

The movement of freight by rail in the far South West has declined in recent years.

5.30

Cornwall County Council have noted that recent studies have shown that there is a potential
demand for rail freight beyond Plymouth to Cornwall, although there is a lack of intermodal
20
railfreight interchanges.

18

http://www.plymouth.gov.uk/ldfeasteendeasterngatewayaap

19

http://www.plymouth.gov.uk/potential_railfreifght.pdf
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5.31

Given the distance of Plymouth from the main national freight hubs and distribution centres, there
may be a role for rail in replacing inward movements from the rest of the country (or through the
Channel Tunnel). Unfortunately, the rail access to the commercial terminals has now been either
removed or mothballed but an intermodal rail terminal has been proposed at Marsh Mills, near
Tavistock Junction.

5.32

Although freight transport by rail is generally is a lower carbon option, the potential for rail freight
must be viewed in the light of previous studies in the South West - there are significant constraints
in expanding the role of rail freight.

5.33

There is a general 'loading gauge' issue in the south west. The flexibility of rail routes to carry a
wide range of freight can be restricted by the size of the loading gauge (vehicle size in relation
infrastructure features such as rail bridges and tunnels). This is not a problem for china clay traffic
or other rail freight such as coal or aggregates carried in open wagons, but does cause difficulties
for inter modal and general distribution traffic using containers. International freight traffic is
increasingly carried by High Cube (9’6”) containers. These are restricted on many rail routes
within the UK because of the height of bridges or other rail structures. Whilst some high cube
containers can be carried on specialised ‘well’ wagons, these are less cost effective because of
load and weight limitations.

5.34

It is therefore necessary to alter restrictive structures on principal freight routes to allow large
containers to be carried on normal standard wagons – which can be a very expensive exercise.

5.35

Rail loading gauges for freight are categorised from W6 to W12 over different routes and a gauge
of W10 is ideally required over routes which will regularly carry high cube containers. Unrestricted
rail access for larger containers is a key requirement for the location of an effective rail freight
interchange.

5.36

The rail route into Cornwall beyond Exeter is W7 and in some places W6A. This is a restricted
gauge for freight traffic and whilst adequate for present freight trains, it would limit any attempts to
move standard modern container traffic by rail.

5.37

In addition, there are constraints presented by the topography – steep inclines and curvatures –
as well as weight limits on some bridges.

5.38

Raitrack did carry out an assessment of the south west main line in the 1990's, which
demonstrated that a massive investment would be required to bring the route infrastructure up to
W10 standards. There are no plans from the rail industry for this investment as the financial return
is low.

5.39

There are specially adapted wagons that can be used to overcome many of the problems of
inadequate gauge clearance, but what it does means is that the type of rail freight that would be
possible in the medium term is more limited and the gauge restrictions could introduce extra costs
in terms of the use of these 'low loading' rail wagons.

5.40

The capacity of the rail network to handle extra service may also be an issue in some
circumstances. This is not a problem at present in the Far South West. Such restrictions can be
overcome with enhancements to signalling and rail infrastructure but further investment would be
necessary.

Freight Route Utilisation Strategy
5.41

20

The Freight Route Utilisation Strategy (Network Rail, March 2007) does not specifically mention
Plymouth or Cattedown, other than in the network maps. China clay is not referred to in the

http://db.cornwall.gov.uk/LTP/freight-strategy/index.html
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document. The RUS shows that the structure gauge (i.e. the ‘air clearance’ that defines the shape
of rail wagon than can be used) of the rail connection between Plymouth and Exeter as W7 (i.e.
one of the most constrained nationally), with the line between Exeter and Bristol being slightly
larger at W8 (see Figure 5.6). However, the other lines from Exeter have a lower clearance, W6.
The Freight RUS recommends a proactive strategy for development of priority core and
diversionary/capacity generating routes to W10 gauge. This will facilitate the growth of rail’s share
of the market for haulage of 9ft 6in containers, enabling it to carry a significant volume of traffic
that would otherwise be carried by road. However, only the improvement of routes from the ports
of Southampton and Felixstowe have been demonstrated by Network Rail to have a positive
business case.
Figure 5.6 – Structure Gauge of Rail Network in the South West

Source: Network Rail Freight RUS

5.42

The Freight RUS rail freight traffic from Plymouth to Exeter in the range 1-1.9 million gross freight
tonnes (i.e. cubic metres or tonnes) and gross tonnage for the 2014/15 base case as 0-2.9 million
freight tonnes.

5.43

The Freight RUS concludes that rail freight in the region will reduce by 2014/15 (for example, a
decline in petroleum trains from Southampton to Exeter).

Great Western RUS Consultation – PCC Response
5.44

In its response to the Great Western RUS consultation (September 2009), Plymouth City Council
notes that, given the lack of motorways west of Exeter and increased safety and regulatory
powers being implemented such as the Working Time and Road Transport Directives, there was
potential to encourage the migration of freight from roads to rail in the South West peninsula.
Within Plymouth, the City Council seeks assurance that existing freight infrastructure and
opportunities for development considered at Tavistock Junction, the Cattewater branch and Friary
Yard, would be safeguarded. PCC argues that, without infrastructure enhancements (such as
increased loading gauge, allowing the carriage of containers on standard wagons), rail freight
traffic could never be grown for this part of the country. The response notes that the future
development of Plymouth port is clearly compromised due to the limitations of the rail
infrastructure for freight purposes.

5.45

Similarly, in its response to Network Rail’s Network RUS Electrification Strategy consultation (May
2009), PCC noted that Plymouth and Cornwall already suffer from being peripheral from other
significant economic centres. The rail system is seen as being crucial in providing these critical
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connections and electrification of the rail network offers further significant improvements to be
delivered. PCC notes that the case for improved train journey time and reliability for passengers is
well recognised, however the impact of electrification on freight movement for the far south-west
was less well represented. PCC comments that the movement of increased freight volumes that
will accompany Plymouth’s growth would require more efficient use of the transport infrastructure
that serves the south-west; it will be necessary that increased use of the rail network for freight
movement is encouraged and provided for. PCC concludes that electrification can and should play
an important part in this with the recognised distances involved making the movement of freight by
rail for the far south-west more viable.
5.46

Nevertheless, it can be observed that much rail freight traffic is successfully hauled by diesel
locos, giving access to using less busy rail routes and bypasses. Also speed of travel is a less
important factor for freight transport, compared with passenger transport.

Scope for Modal Transfer of Freight
5.47

The main freight activities at Plymouth Port are:
•

Inward shipments of:
- Oil products (including the import and blending of biofuels)
- Cement
- Timber products

•

Outward shipments of:
- Clay (ball and China)
- Aggregates

5.48

In addition – via the ferries - there are two-way flows of accompanied cars and HGVs (linking with
France and Spain).

5.49

Finally, there is a thriving fish market.

5.50

Apart from existing port traffic there are road shipments from the Plymouth area of:
•

Oil products, distributed throughout the South West

•

Aggregates, distributed mainly within the area surrounding Plymouth

•

Fish, being delivered from all over the country to the Plymouth fish market and then
transported on to the buyers (in some cases after local processing)

5.51

One of the key objectives of DaSTS is the transfer of passenger and freight movements from road
to more sustainable modes, which in the context of this study means rail and short-sea shipping.

5.52

The existing cargoes handled in the Port of Plymouth are either stable or declining. Generally the
ports serves the needs of the local area and for oil products, the whole Far South West.

Opportunities for Modal Transfer
5.53

The potential opportunities for modal transfer may be categorised as:
•

Opportunities for rail freight; and

•

Opportunities for coastal or short sea shipping.

Opportunities for Rail Freight
5.54

There are currently relatively few local rail freight facilities:
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•

The Cattedown branch serving Cattewater has been mothballed.

•

There is no intermodal terminal (although one is proposed).

•

Existing rail freight operations related to Devonport Dockyards are very small scale.

5.55

Rail freight was used in the past for a range of goods, such as China Clay and scrap. However,
the evolution in the economics of rail transport, and the decline in the underlying economics of
these activities means that significant movements of these commodities by rail is now unlikely.

5.56

There is perhaps scope for developing an intermodal rail freight terminal at Marsh Mills.

Opportunities for Short Sea Shipping
5.57

Virtually all of Plymouth’s port traffic is coastal or short sea and as the shipping services depend
on the cargo patterns, the outlook for the future is continued decline, or for some traffics,
maintaining current flows.

5.58

One area that might have potential is ro-ro. This is a flexible type of port activity that can be
integrated within the urban area reasonably well. However, the facilities in Millbay are effectively
dedicated to Brittany Ferries and it would be difficult to accommodate a different operator. (In
practice, there do not appear to have been any inquiries from other operators, anyway).

5.59

There do not appear to be any other locations that would be suitable for a new ro-ro facility.

5.60

There has been some local speculation on developing lift-on/lift-off (lo-lo) container services.
There are significant obstacles to be overcome in introducing such a service:
•

A minimum level of demand would have to be established to make a call worthwhile.

•

There is no tradition of handling containers in Plymouth and thus it is difficult to imagine that
there would be a significant market for container services – in particular there are no obvious
return loads (i.e. exports from the Far South West).

•

Storage of containers requires a large open area, which is not generally available in
Plymouth.

•

Available water depth would limit access to feeder vessels, ruling out transhipment of
containers as an activity.

Available Grants to Support Modal Transfer
5.61

The financial cost of transporting freight by rail and water at the present time is not comparable
with the cost for road freight. This has meant that the freight industry largely favours road
distribution even for the longer journeys where rail and water could be more competitive.

5.62

The Department for Transport (DfT) has recently revised the grant structure to support modal
transfer and encourage the greater use of rail and water rather than road for the movement of
freight. These schemes revise the previous freight facility and track access grants. The DfT has
recently announced it is accepting applications for the mode shift schemes which operate under
the Sustainable Distribution Fund (SDF). The grant schemes which will be available are as
follows:
•

Freight Facilities Grant (FFG): helps offset the capital cost of providing rail and water
facilities.

•

Rail Environmental Benefit Procurement Scheme (REPS): assists companies with the
operating costs associated with running rail freight transport instead of road.

•

Waterborne Freight Grant(WFG): assists companies with the operating costs associated
with running water freight transport instead of road.
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5.63

All three schemes are designed to facilitate the purchase of the environmental and social benefits
that result from using rail or water transport instead of road. Bids for financial support under these
grants schemes are subject to cost and environmental benefit analysis and are limited by
departmental budgets available.

5.64

Whilst these new grants are encouraging, it is presently unclear how they could effectively be
used to aid freight transfer in the short term. However, Local Authorities have an important role to
play in safeguarding opportunities for rail freight in the future through the planning process and
through appropriate land acquisitions.

Implications for future operations at the Port
5.65

The overall situation for the commercial facilities at Plymouth is – taking a realistic view – fairly
challenging. Some of the traffics, such as the ferries and the oil products business are reasonably
buoyant (although even some of the ferry traffic has been lost to Portsmouth). The dry bulk
markets serve primarily local markets and continued competition for lower throughputs will reduce
the profitability of this activity. It would not be surprising to see – for example – Cattedown
Wharves ceasing to handle dry bulk cargoes.

5.66

Based on recent market trends, there do not appear to be any obvious new cargoes or
commercial shipping activities.

5.67

The implication is therefore of a gradual decline in commercial shipping activities, continuing a
long-established trend.

5.68

However, Plymouth has shown itself capable of diversifying its activities and the marine leisure
sector is healthy and growing. There may be a case therefore for a continued transition from
commercial port facilities to marine leisure activities – with Sutton Harbour being a prime example
of how this transition can be achieved successfully both for the Company and the city of Plymouth.
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6.

Coastal Environment Considerations
Introduction

6.1

This section provides a succinct review of key coastal environmental issues that influence the
existing operation of Plymouth Port as well as those that may potential impact of the future
expansion or diversification of the port. The summarised assessment contained in this section is
supported by a more detailed analysis of coastal environment issues which are provided in
Appendix E (Volume 2).

6.2

This section also identifies listed buildings and scheduled ancient monuments in South Yard,
Devonport. This is provided in order to demonstrate both the heritage value of Devonport as well
as the potential viability constraints relating to the potential re-use of key buildings and sites within
South Yard.

Overview
6.3

Plymouth’s coastal and marine environment is recognised for its natural beauty and diverse
marine fauna and flora which are supported by the outstanding coastal and marine habitat. These
assets make the area a great place to live and work and attract visitors and businesses alike. The
ports of Plymouth reside within this landscape and a number of conservation designations are
located within the vicinity.

Environmental Features of Importance
6.4

A number of coastal and marine environmental planning studies for Plymouth have been carried
out and include: National Policy Statement for England and Wales – Appraisal of Sustainability
(AoS) Report, Department for Transport: Guidance on the Preparation of Port Master Plans,
Shoreline Management Plan Review (SMP2), Tamar Estuaries Management Plan 2006-2012,
Plymouth Sound and Estuaries Coastal Planning Study, Plymouth City Council - Strategic Flood
Risk Assessment and Plymouth marine sector strategy study.

6.5

Most of the areas proposed for development are within a designated European Marine Site;
Special Area of Conservation (SAC) and Special Protection Area (SPA). These European
designate sites are implemented in the UK by the Conservation (Natural Habitats &c) Regulations
1994 which transpose the EC Directives 79/409 and 92/43/EEC. No development is permitted
which would have a detrimental impact on the protected areas unless (a) there is no reasonable
alternative solution and the development is necessary for overriding public interest or, (b)
conditions can be used to prevent damaging impacts. Therefore European environmental policies
will have a major influence over the development of Plymouth Ports in the future.

6.6

Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) are national-level designations notified under the Wildlife
and Countryside Act 1981. Whilst all areas are designated for important ecological features, it
should be noted that planning policies for internationally designated areas (i.e. SACs, SPAs) are
more stringent than for nationally important areas (i.e. SSSIs).

6.7

Local Nature Reserves (LNRs) also exist in the area and these are statutory designations made
under Section 21 of the National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act 1949. They are places
with wildlife or geological features that are of special interest locally.

6.8

The estuaries contain a range of rare and unusual species many of which are BAP species or
habitats. The UK BAP (Biodiversity Action Plan) was set up in response to the Convention on
Biological Diversity at the 1992 ‘Earth Summit’. One of the key requirements of this was for
governments to ‘develop national strategies, plans or programmes for the conservation and
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sustainable use of biological diversity’. In 1994, the Government published ‘Biodiversity: the UK
Action Plan’ which detailed the habitats and species targeted for protection and some of these are
found within the Plymouth Sound and estuaries. Both Cornwall and Devon County Councils have
Local Area BAP’s in place, identifying priority habitats and protected species.
6.9

The following designations are present within and near the proposed developments;
The Plymouth Sound & Estuaries SAC, The Tamar-Tavy Estuary SSSI , Plymouth Sound Shore
and Cliffs SSSI, The Western King SSSI, The St John’s Lake SSSI, Rame Head & Whitsand Bay
SSSI, Kingsand to Sandway Point SSSI, Wembury Point SSSI, Yealm Estuary SSSI, Wembury
Voluntary Marine Conservation Area (VCMA) and Local Nature Reserves.

River Basin Management
6.10

The River Basin Management Plans (RBMPs) was initiated from The Water Framework Directive
(England and Wales) Regulations 2003. The WFD looks at the ecology, chemistry and physical
conditions of every watercourse in Europe. Its aim is to develop integrated catchment and coastal
management systems with all surface and ground water achieving a “Good Status” by 2015 or
2027 at the latest. Currently in the South West River basin district, only 176km are at a Good
ecological status (GES) level out of 801km of water body. The Environment Agency targets are for
at least 217km to have reached GES levels by 2015. Heavily modified water bodies (HMWB) such
as Plymouth sound, may struggle to meet the WFD criteria and so mitigation measure need to be
ensured to minimise the effects of Plymouths Port Activity.

Shoreline Evolution and Coastal Erosion
6.11

The Shoreline Management Plan 2 Draft Plan (2009), clearly states that the geology around
Plymouth is particularly resistant to erosion from the sea. The Shoreline Management Planning
Policy recommends maintaining defences where they currently exist in the area (hold the line).

6.12

It is generally accepted that climate change is causing sea levels to rise and this will have an
effect on tidal flooding. Areas of Plymouth, especially around the ports, are susceptible to tidal
flooding. There are two main causes of flooding in the city; (1) Direct flooding caused by the
impact of the tide/waves and (2) Indirect flooding caused by the tide submerging drainage outlets
impeding the flow of surface water drainage systems causing flooding at their inlets.

6.13

The first type can be solved using a quite simplistic approach; either critical development should
be moved away from the risk or the development should be protected using flood defences. A
large proportion of the potential development area of East End Waterfront is relatively low lying
and is likely to be subject to regular inundation by tidal floodwater in the future. Extensive land
raising on a relatively large scale is recommended should the necessity arise to develop this area.

6.14

The second type of flooding can often involve upgrades to the drainage system. Measures to
reduce the risk to existing and proposed development within this area include raising floor levels
so vulnerable infrastructure is taken out of reach of predicted flood levels, maintenance and
possible improvements to ensure efficiency of the drainage system as well as measures to store
runoff so it can be discharged at low tide or used for other purposes.

6.15

The Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) 2006 discusses in detail various areas of Plymouth
and their potential flood risk. Sutton harbour, one of the key areas for development, is at risk from
tidal flooding along the shoreline on the west side. Reported incidents of flooding have also been
attributed to insufficient sewer capacity. The area is protected from direct tidal flooding by tidal
gates, However the Environment Agency have stated that the existing tidal gate style defences
are likely to require upgrading.

6.16

The area is not subject to wave action as it is enclosed within the harbour area. There is no
significant flow associated with the flood risk as the area is enclosed within the harbour area. The
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area is low lying and would be expected to flood relatively frequently if it were not for the flood
defences and it is possible that the depth of flooding could cause significant damage should the
defences fail. The Environment Agency has stated that the existing tidal gate style defences are
likely to require upgrading due to their poor condition and increasingly inadequate defence level
due to climate change.

Listed Buildings – South Yard
6.17

Figure 6.1 identifies listed buildings and scheduled ancient monuments in South Yard, Devonport.
This is provided in order to demonstrate both the heritage value of Devonport as well as the
potential viability constraints relating to the potential re-use of key buildings and sites within South
Yard. Each of the listed buildings and scheduled ancient monuments are listed in Appendix F.
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Figure 6.1 – Listed Buildings & Scheduled Ancient Monuments, Devonport South Yard

Source: Plymouth City Council. Buildings 1-30 are listed properties and A-D are scheduled ancient monuments. Full details are
provided in Volume 2 (Appendix F)
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7.

Economic Significance of the Port
Introduction

7.1

The purpose of the economic impact aspect of the evidence base is to develop an understanding
of the economic importance of the Port of Plymouth and its related maritime cluster, by
21
establishing their economic contribution to the Plymouth and South West Peninsula economies .
An understanding of the existing magnitude and linkages between the ports, maritime cluster and
wider economy will be established and ultimately used to examine how different port futures may
impact on the local economy. This in turn will provide evidence to guide the development of public
policy measures and justify policy decisions.

7.2

The first stage of the work establishes overview of the economic situation in Plymouth for
contextual and baseline purposes. Secondly the state of the existing knowledge base is
examined. Key outputs from relevant research are identified and reviewed along with a discussion
of methodologies employed in similar impact assessment work.

Socio-economic Baseline
The South West
7.3

The economy of the south west has performed well over the last decade when compared with the
22
UK as a whole. GVA growth (at current basic prices) equalled an average 5.4% per annum
between 2001 and 2007 compared to 5.3% per annum at the UK level. As a result the region’s
share of UK growth relatively stable at between 7% and 8%, making it the sixth largest of the UK’s
twelve regions / devolved administrations.

7.4

GVA per capita is estimated to be 9% below the UK average (2007 data). GVA per worker and
GVA per hour worked are also below the UK average. This highlights the apparent productivity
gap, although this gap has closed somewhat over the last decade. Ultimately the regional
economy has a predominance of low and medium value added activity in the region’s growth and
this emphasises the importance of maintaining the health of the less glamorous, traditional, parts
of the economy. The three key factors that contribute to this productivity gap are:
•

relatively low capital/labour ratios

•

weaknesses in both basic and high skills development and use

•

time-distance from key economic hubs (large and flexible consumer markets, knowledge
transfer networks and flexible local labour networks)

7.5

Of particular relevance to this study, research by the University of the West of England to found
that the South West trade gap is not explained simply by differences in industrial structure, but
that South West firms have a low propensity to export compared to the same sectors located
elsewhere. This poor export performance is likely to impact negatively on potential economic
growth rates and was considered to be due to the fact that firms in the South West are generally
smaller than for the UK overall , and that there is a lower proportion of foreign owned firms who
are considered more likely to export. South West England is a net exporter of machinery and
transport equipment, including aerospace and marine technology, and has been since 2003,
linked to its relative economic strengths.

7.6

The current priority sectors for the region are:

21
22

Plymouth City Council and the RDA both see Plymouth as playing a leading role in the south west peninsula economy.
Office for National Statistics (2009). Regional, Sub-Regional and Local Gross Value Added. ONS
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•

advanced engineering (including aerospace)

•

biomedical

•

creative industries (media and non-media)

•

environmental technologies

•

food and drink (from farm to market)

•

information and communication technologies (ICT)

•

marine (including manufacturing and leisure)

•

tourism

7.7

In terms of recent performance, Advanced Engineering, ICT, Biotechnology, Creative Industries
and Environmental Technologies have tended to broadly perform better than average in the wider
regional economy. Food & Drink and Tourism consistently perform below average. Marine
performance fluctuates over time, in part due to its small overall size and partially concentrated
distribution. This makes it more susceptible to step changes in data arising from the “lumpiness” of
markets for some major sector players.

7.8

The peninsular characteristic of the South West causes it to be increasingly peripheral to UK
markets as one travels west. Relative peripherality impacts on access to the markets for goods
and services and for factors of production, such as labour and capital. Plymouth is located two
23
thirds of the way down this peninsula .

Plymouth
7.9

Research into the functional geography of the South West shows that Plymouth is most closely
24
related to the economies of Cornwall and the southern half of Devon. Plymouth is considered to
be the main urban centre for the western part of the South West and is the largest city west of
Bristol, in terms of population and economic activity (although in terms of economic activity Exeter
is a very close second).

23

Economics and Evidence Team (2009). RES Evidence Base Refresh 2009. South West of England Regional
Development Agency
24
South West RDA (2006). Spatial Implications – Place Matters. South West RDA
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Figure 7.1 – South West Functional Zones

Source: South West RDA

7.10

The economy of Plymouth has performed well over the last decade with GVA growth (at current
basic prices) averaging 4.8% per annum between 2001 and 2007. This was however slightly down
on the UK average and as a result GVA per capita has seen no increase relative to the UK
average, stuck at around an 18% below.

7.11

Since the closing of dockyards in the 1970s and 80s Plymouth has been suffering from a loss of
traditional industries, which have hampered the diversity of the economy and its growth potential.
Much of this has been linked to the ever diminishing role of naval activities, which have long been
a dominant feature of the city’s social and economic character. The city was successful at
25
attracting inward investment, aided by the offer of regional assistance and a skilled workforce ,
having in more recent years this ability has suffered as a result of competition from more costefficient international locations.

7.12

The economy has had more recent success at modernising and diversifying, with economic
development policy recognising the need to expand into higher value activities and ensure
appropriate skill-sets are on offer within the labour force. To this extent Plymouth University is a
key asset, providing not only education and training, but also a knowledge base and linkages to
commercial knowledge-based activities. The success of Tamar Science Park is testament to
Plymouth’s ability to bring in private sector investment within high value added, knowledge
intensive businesses.

7.13

However it is noted that significant public sector intervention, to help provide the right conditions
for private sector investment, will continue to be required in order to help deliver the city council’s
vision for Plymouth.

25

Plymouth Employment Land Review
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7.14

Plymouth’s former dependence on the defence sector has left a number of legacies which have
resulted in both challenges and opportunties. The MoD controls significant amounts of land within
the city which, is itself, highly constrained particularly in waterfront locations. The South Dockyard
is seen by some as the major potential opportunity and opportunities for land release are being
considered by the MoD in the Vision 25 project. Even so, the high volume of listed buildings and
structures make much of this area commercially challenging (see Section 6 and Appendix F). On
the positive side the landholding still has enormous integrity as heritage location.

7.15

The city has expanded up to and beyond its very tightly drawn administrative boundaries.
Research and policy, such as the council’s Core Strategy and Economic Strategy consider the
Plymouth TTWA to be a better reflection of its economy. The TTWA accounts for 80% of the
employment in the four local authority areas and in the decade between 1991 and 2001, total
employment in the TTWA area grew by 14,800 or 12%.

7.16

The relevance of considering Plymouth within its wider TTWA can be seen when considering
population and employment data. Workplace employment, located in Plymouth, has far
outstripped population growth, with the opposite occurring in neighbouring rural areas. This
indicates a greater preference for rural living and an implied increase in commuting.

7.17

Employment in the TTWA grew at an average rate of 1.8% per annum between 1998 and 2008,
according to ABI data. This compares favourably with the wider South West region where
employment growth average 1.4% per annum. The key growth sectors in Plymouth were;
Wholesale & retail, Transport, storage & communication, Real estate, renting & business services,
Education and Health & social work. Manufacturing employment contracted over the period, which
is inline with wider UK sector trends largely as a result of increased competition from overseas.
Table 7.1 – Plymouth TTWA Employment

1998
Jobs

Sector
26

Agriculture, hunting & forestry

2008
% of
total

Jobs

% of
total

Growth
% per
annum
98-08

221

0.2

363

0.3

5.1

79

0.1

31

0.0

-8.9

399

0.3

186

0.1

-7.3

23,183

19.5

18,102

12.8

-2.4

442

0.4

745

0.5

5.4

4,559

3.8

5,492

3.9

1.9

Wholesale & retail trade

22,936

19.2

24,265

17.1

0.6

Hotels and restaurants

7,128

6.0

9,887

7.0

3.3

Transport, storage & communication

5,489

4.6

8,523

6.0

4.5

Financial intermediation

3,043

2.6

2,575

1.8

-1.7

11,971

10.0

15,894

11.2

2.9

8,520

7.2

9,100

6.4

0.7

11,236

9.4

18,954

13.4

5.4

Fishing
Mining & quarrying
Manufacturing
Electricity, gas & water supply
Construction

Real estate, renting & business activities
Public administration & defence
Education

26

Note: agricultural sector data are aggregates from which farm agriculture (SIC class 0100) have been excluded from
the published material
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1998

Sector
Health & social work

2008
% of
total

Jobs

% of
total

Jobs

Growth
% per
annum
98-08

14,671

12.3

21,298

15.0

3.8

5,278

4.4

6,536

4.6

2.2

Private households

0

0.0

0

0.0

-

Extra-territorial organisation & bodies

0

0.0

0

0.0

-

119,155

100.0

141,951

100.0

1.8

Other community, social & personal services

TOTAL

Source: Annual Business Inquiry, NOMIS
7.18

Specification of economic activity in the maritime, marine and ports sectors through published
GVA and employment statistics is problematic due to the lack of a set of ISIC codes to suitably
capture activities. Definitional issues are discussed later in this report and consideration given to
the specific research papers which have sought to capture maritime, marine and ports sector
activities in Plymouth and elsewhere.

7.19

Employment data from an initial consideration of the most appropriate ISIC codes is set out in
Table 7.2. It should be noted that the employment levels of 2,924 and 1,311 are significantly
below the employment estimates of maritime and ports activities calculated in other studies
(reviewed later in this chapter). Most notably; marine engineering activities cannot be adequate
defined and small businesses below the VAT threshold are not included within ABI data. This
highlights the requirement for primary research to be undertaken in order to satisfactorily map the
baseline position for maritime and port activities.
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Table 7.2 – Plymouth TTWA Maritime ISICs Employment

Sector

Jobs

% of total

30

1.0

0321 : Marine aquaculture

3

0.1

0322 : Freshwater aquaculture

2

0.1

0610 : Extraction of crude petroleum

0

0.0

0620 : Extraction of natural gas

0

0.0

114

3.9

1

0.0

3011 : Building of ships & floating structures

42

1.4

3012 : Building of pleasure & sporting boats

2,224

76.1

222

7.6

2

0.1

115

3.9

0

0.0

168

5.7

TOTAL

2,924

100.0

8422 : Defence activities

1,311

-

0311 : Marine fishing

0812 : Operation of gravel & sand pits; mining of clays & kaolin
0899 : Other mining & quarrying n.e.c.

5010 : Sea & coastal passenger water transport
5020 : Sea & coastal freight water transport
5222 : Service activities incidental to water transportation
5224 : Cargo handling
5229 : Other transportation support activities

Source: Annual Business Inquiry, NOMIS
7.20

Whilst Plymouth naval and maritime heritage has left a legacy of relevant skill sets, overall the city
does not currently possess a skills base of sufficient quality to enable the City’s development as a
world-class knowledge based economy. It is notable that higher than average levels of
unemployment and economic inactivity, low qualifications and low earnings are prevalent amongst
some segments of the city’s population. The city is located within a relatively prosperous region
with household incomes above the UK average and with fewer deprived areas than other
Regions. However within Plymouth deprivation is widespread, and the city ranks amongst the six
27
most deprived local authority districts in the south west .

Literature Review
7.21

The literature review provides a short summary and examination of relevant research, set out
under two sections. The first considers research with outputs of direct relevance to Plymouth and
this study, whilst the second considers a broader set of research focussing on generic
methodological issues.

27

Edaw and PriceWaterhouseCoopers (2006). Plymouth Local Economic Strategy 2006 – 2021 & Beyond. Plymouth
City Council
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Plymouth-Relevant Research
7.22

There is only a small body of research which has considered the economic impact, or economic
role and importance, of either the ports or wider maritime sector at a spatial area which
encompasses Plymouth.

Plymouth Marine Sector Development Strategy28
7.23

The strategy sets out a strategy for the long-term development of the Plymouth marine sector and
includes an economic impact assessment which that assesses the current status and economic
importance of marine sector activities that exist in and around the City. The key outputs of the
impact assessment relate to: definition of the sector, jobs sustained by the sector, and linkages
between activities within the sector. The study covers a spatial area defined as Plymouth LA and
its hinterland, as shown in Figure 7.2. The hinterland is defined by a series of surrounding wards
which are home to marine sector activities.

28

MDS Transmodal and DTZ Pieda Consulting (2001). Plymouth Marine Sector Development Strategy. South West
Regional Development Agency (SWRDA)
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Figure 7.2 – Plymouth Marine Sector Development Strategy: Impact Assessment Spatial Coverage

Source: DTZ Pieda Consulting
7.24

The marine sector is defined as including both core and non-core activities:
Core activities

Other Marine Activities

• Activities associated with the
MoD as harbour authority and
naval base

•

Ship repairers and boat builders

•

Marine engineering and equipment supply

•

Tourism and leisure activities

•

Marine science, research and development

•

Business providing service to visiting shipping,
such as ships’ agency, bunkering and waste
disposal

•

Businesses providing services to exporters and
importers, including clearing and forwarding
agencies

•

Businesses engaged in the transport of goods
to and from the port including rail freight
activities, road haulage, transport businesses
and container and trailer repair and
maintenance businesses

•

Marine related businesses, including marine
surveyors, marine engineers or businesses that
need access to port facilities

•

Business services including accountancy, law,
insurance and banking.

• Businesses directly involved in
cargo handling
• Ferry and cruise ship operators
• The fishing industry
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Figure 7.3 - Plymouth Marine Sector Development Strategy – Definition of Plymouth Marine Sector

Source: DTZ Pieda Consulting
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7.25

The key outputs of the impact assessment are shown in Table 7.3:
Table 7.3 – Plymouth Marine Sector Strategy – Estimates of Companies and Employment

7.26

Indirect and induced impacts are calculated with the use of an economic multiplier of 1.2. The
adoption of this multiplier is not fully verified but implies 2,700 indirect and induced jobs. Further
consideration of multipliers in Plymouth is provided later in this section.

Social and Cultural Impacts of the UK South West Ports29
7.27

The study was carried out as part of the Intermodal Port Access and Commodities Transport in
Europe (IMPACTE) project, which promotes and facilitates sustainable port based development
and distribution of freight in North West Europe. The purpose of this research paper was to assess
the social and cultural significance of ports for individuals and industries that reside near or visit
port cities/towns.

7.28

A cluster is a group of similar things growing closely together that exist because firms or
institutions find it beneficial to be physically close to other relevant firms or institutions and over
time develop strong relations and interdependencies. In addition, many industries are tied to their
location by the need to be close to their physical features with the maritime industries a key
example predominantly being located around coastal areas. It is noted that clusters are
particularly important for maritime manufacturing and other relevant services as most of the valueadded products in maritime industries are produced by subcontractors and clusters can offer

29

Grant. J, Sumser-Lupson, K. and Chang. Y. (2005). Social and Cultural Impacts of the UK South West Ports. Marine
Institute, University of Plymouth
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subcontractors access to information and valuable knowledge that they cannot otherwise afford. In
relation to this, the role of ports has expanded from simple trading portals to multifunctional
industry and service hubs.
7.29

The south west is attractive as a major base for marine leisure and events, and for marine and
maritime research, science and technology, including centres of expertise. It is the intimate
relationship between maritime activities and tourism that gives the South West marine and
maritime sector its distinctive flavour, thereby helping to distinguish it from marine sectors in other
regions.

7.30

The marine and maritime sector was categorised under four sub-sectors:

7.31

•

Marine resource-based industries: those industries directly involved in recovery of marine
resources such as offshore oil and gas, fisheries, marine-based pharmaceuticals,
aquaculture and seabed mining.

•

Marine system design and construction: ship design, construction and repair, offshore
engineering and coastal engineering.

•

Marine operations and shipping: marine transportation systems, diving operations,
dredging and waste disposal.

•

Marine-related equipment and service providers: manufacturers, engineering consultant
firms in marine electronics and instrumentation, machinery, telecommunications,
navigation systems, special-purpose software and decision support tools, ocean research
and exploration, and environmental monitoring, training and education. This category also
includes tourism and leisure related service providers and industries.

The paper identifies a total of 2,685 marine and maritime businesses in the South West, of which
897 are in Devon (32% and the largest of the south west clusters), with 270 in Plymouth. It notes
that some of these businesses may have a low dependency on marine markets, with marine
related manufacturing engineering company which provides some services and/or products to the
marine sector.
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Table 7.4 – IMPACTE Estimate of Economic Significance of Marine Sector in Plymouth and the South
West

South West

7.32

Devon

Business Activity Type

Businesses

Employees

Businesses

Resource based industry

172

955

63

Design & construction

223

5311

89

Operations & shipping

268

3854

90

Equipment & services

2022

21460

655

Totals

2685

31580

897

Business Size
(number of
employees)

South West

Plymouth

Businesses

Employees

Businesses

Employees

unclassified

1216

6080

142

710

1–5

1028

3084

74

222

6 – 10

222

1776

18

144

11 – 19

90

1350

9

135

20 – 49

69

2415

13

455

50 – 99

31

2325

6

450

100 – 200

12

1800

1

150

200 +

17

12750

7

5250

Total

2685

31580

270

7516

Specifically the research paper identifies 7 clusters around the South West at Penzance/Newlyn,
Falmouth/Penryn, Plymouth, South Hams, Torbay, Poole and Bristol. Figure 7.4 maps these
clusters.
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Figure 7.4 – The Location of the Seven Identified Marine and Maritime Clusters

7.33

The research notes that the region‘s ports are important drivers of economic growth. Through their
role as regional gateways they are able to stimulate a whole chain of value added activities within
the regional economy through developing supplier linkages, associated business parks, attracting
inward investment, stimulating tourism etc.

7.34

The study concludes on the likely future role of Plymouth Port as a sub-regional port acting as a
main regional hub for coastal shipping, passenger services to Europe, with potential for an
intermodal facility (Cattedown) and economic development focus (Sutton Harbour and Millbay
Docks).

7.35

A public perception survey was carried out at Bristol, Plymouth and Par/Fowey Ports, including a
total of 160 respondents. One question asked respondents to identify six distinguishing features of
their City/Town, with the purpose of ascertaining the importance of ports perceived by
respondents. (It was noted that respondents were not aware ports were the focus of the research
at this stage).

7.36

Plymouth based respondents appear to think that the port was a very important feature of the city.
If Naval Base and the river are added then one third of the respondents identified with a water
based feature. It was noted from the responses that as city size increases, cultural ties to the port
appear to diminish.
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Figure 7.5 – Respondents Perceptions of Distinctive Features of City/Town

Figure 7.6 – Respondents Perception of Port’s Cultural Significance
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Figure 7.7 – Respondents’ Perceptions of why Ports are of Cultural Significance

The Economic Role of Ports – Port Hinterland Impact30
7.37

The study was carried out as part of the Intermodal Port Access and Commodities Transport in
Europe (IMPACTE) project, as was described previously. It applied the IMPACTE project’s socioeconomic tool kit and calculated the ‘port hinterland impact’ for port of Plymouth.

7.38

The research notes in its contextual description the following:

7.39

30
31

•

As a maritime city, with a population of 250,000, Plymouth has developed the largest cluster
of maritime and marine business in the South West.

•

Plymouth is the regional port for Devon and Cornwall, particularly with regards petroleum
products.

•

Studies have indicated nearly 300 maritime and marine businesses with 9,500 employees, of
which 4,200 are in the Naval Dockyard and over 1,500 in other ship repair and other
boatbuilding. The City is also a centre for marine education, research and training and
commercial and leisure diving.

•

The City is a major sailing centre having 5 major marinas, 6,000 owned boats and 21 clubs.
The City’s historic waterfront attracts 12 million tourists every year.

•

The Naval Base and Dockyard, spread over 270ha, is the largest such complex in West
Europe, with 15 dry docks and 30 tidal berths and basins.

•

5,500 direct employment in the maritime cluster, of which 700 in port activities

•

7,500 in the Dockyard and Naval Base

The study uses a bottom up approach, based on available sources and existing studies to derive
total employment and GVA, the results of which are shown in Table 7.5. The indirect multipliers
31
used were based predominantly on those developed in the Solent Waterfront Strategy . Induced
multiplier effects (expenditure by lorry drivers and passengers from vessels) were considered to
be too small to warrant estimation.

European Centre for Strategic Analysis (2008). The Economic Role of Ports – Port Hinterland Impact. ECSA
Atkins (2008). Solent Waterfront Strategy. SEEDA
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Table 7.5 – Plymouth Marine and Maritime Cluster Employment and GVA

Direct
Employment

Direct Value
Added

FTE

GVA (£ million)

Port activities

700

35

Boatbuilding

2000

80

Fishing

300

6

Marine Equipment

1000

40

Marine Science & R&D

300

8

Leisure: Marinas & Tenants

500

12

Leisure: Marine Related

500

12

Services

200

8

TOTAL

5500

201

Indirect FTE
Multiplier Effect
1.25 multiplier

1.2 multiplier

7.40

Analysis of the principal origin and destination of most important goods show that on the UK side
the port serves the region, concentrated on Devon and Cornwall. The exception is ferry
passengers for which are wider catchment is observed, dominated by the South West, Wales,
West Midlands and Lancashire.

7.41

The study does not consider there to be any economic centres in the hinterland that continued
employment and value added depend on effective port functioning. This refers primarily to the
china clay and ball clay industries and it is considered that they would be able to use other
regional ports. Similarly the study considers that there is no dedicated logistics chain linking the
port with specific economic activities in the hinterland.

7.42

In terms of dependency, the study concludes:
•

Continental ferries & RoRo freight – low dependency

•

Continental ferries & RoRo passengers – moderate dependency

•

Dry bulk – low dependency

•

Petroleum products / liquid bulk – strong dependency

The Economic Impact of the Devonport Naval Base and Dockyard32
7.43

The study showed that for Devon & Cornwall the naval base and dockyard complex accounted for
2% of the region’s GVA, 8% of Plymouth sub region jobs, and the average wages were about
40% above the Plymouth average reflecting the highly skilled nature of much of the work
compared to the low wage local economy. The breakdown of GVA and FTEs is as follows:
•

GVA: direct £275m (wages £238m + 420 local suppliers £37m) + indirect/induced £84m =
£359m.

•

FTEs: direct 7,236 + indirect/induced 1,989 = 9,225.

32

South West Economy Centre (2005). The Economic Impact of the Devonport Naval Base and Dockyard. University of
Plymouth
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Methodological Issues
Sector Definition
7.44

Most research relates to the wider marine and maritime sector rather than just the ports sector.
However the strong links between the two are highlighted in the consideration of marine and
maritime clusters and their locations close to port and waterside areas.

7.45

There is no suitable ISIC classification which can be used to define the either the ports sector or
the wider marine and maritime sector and as such definitions within different studies often differ.

7.46

The body of research which focuses on the wider marine and maritime sector, of which the ports
sector is a part, can be broke down in a number of ways. Firstly, there is a consideration of the
elements of the sector name: marine and maritime. Marine may be considered as activities which
use resources of the sea whilst maritime activities which are carried out at/on the sea. However,
the two are often used interchangeably, such as by Roger Tym & Partners (2001).

7.47

Research by CiResearch and Fisher Associates (2003) into the maritime sector in the North
West established a conceptual definition that identified ‘key facilities in each port or locus of
maritime commerce.’ Key sub-groups were: cargo handling, maritime commerce, marine
engineering, port industries, fisheries, marine leisure and cruise. This definition would appear in
keeping with the use of the term maritime to represent activities occurring at/on sea. However a
34
far broader definition of maritime is used by Sea Vision in its sector statistics report which
implied that marine and maritime can be used as ‘catch all’ terms. Activities included by Sea
Vision were:

33

•

Oil & Gas: Maritime services utilised in the exploration, development and exploitation of
offshore oil and gas fields.

•

Shipping: Shipping services utilised in the carriage of goods and passengers and the
chartering of vessels.

•

Shipbuilding: Construction and repair of commercial (non-leisure) and naval ships and other
marine structures.

•

Maritime services: Maritime-related business services provided by the ‘City’.

•

Ports: Loading, unloading and other handling of marine cargoes.

•

Defence/Naval: Military and civilian operations of the Royal Navy including foreign ship
sales.

•

Leisure Marine: All leisure activities including boat building and equipment provision
excluded above.

•

Renewable energy: Energy generated from natural sources – such as sunlight, wind, rain
and tides – which is renewable (naturally replenished).

•

Telecommunications: The manufacture, surveying and laying of submarine
telecommunication cables.

•

Research & development: University, public sector and industry involvement in maritime
R&D.

•

New technologies: Include underwater unmanned vehicles, marine biotechnology and
marine software.

33

CiResearch and Fisher Associates (2003). Mapping Study for the North West Maritime Sector. Northwest
Development Agency
34
Sea Vision UK (2008). Maritime Sector Statistics. Sea Vision UK
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•

Education & training: Marine courses in the higher education sector and seafarer/offshore
industry based training.

•

Ocean survey: Ocean surveys primarily for hydrographic and extractive industry purposes.

•

Safety & salvage: Public and private sector activities related to maritime safety and salvage.

•

Minerals & aggregates: Shipping services utilised in the offshore extraction of minerals and
aggregates (other than employment this is all covered in shipping above).

•

Fisheries Sea: finfish and shellfish landings and fish farming activities.
35

7.48

Other research, such as that by Thedoropopoulos (2006) into the maritime sector, provides
36
similar definitions. Research by Mair and Mair (2003) uses the term ‘marine’ to describe a similar
definition. Indeed the research bases its on definition on that provided by Sea Vision UK under the
term ‘maritime’.

7.49

With regards to the ports sector, at its tightest port activity can be defined as the ‘ports transport
industry’, but the picture is complicated by the vast array of sub-contractors, on-site businesses
and importing/exporting businesses that may also be directly active at a port. A report on Bristol
37
Port by Roger Tym & Partners et al (2004) broke ports sector activities down into four subgroups:
•

Port operators: Port transport operations” category in “Focus on Ports” and includes staff
employed directly by BPC, plus businesses/staff contracted to undertake tasks which are
directly involved with the operation of the port, such as pilots, boatmen and linesman

•

Transport service providers to and from the port: includes shipping companies, shipping
agencies, brokers, road haulage, railways, freight forwarders, warehousing, distribution and
supply chain management, marine insurance, ship repair, bunkering, plus government
departments, e.g. HM Customs and Excise, Immigration. These companies may be located
inside or outside port boundaries

•

Port-dependent industry and services: includes manufacturing, service and distribution
companies located at or near the port because of their reliance on Bristol Port for the
movement of goods. These may be located inside or outside the port boundaries.

•

Construction of port facilities: companies active in the construction of any port infrastructure
and onsite plant and equipment

7.50

These four sub-groups were taken to define the sector and generate the direct impacts of Bristol
Port. In addition Roger Tym & Partners noted that there were additional indirect activities
associated within the sector in the form of the wider supply chain to these four sub-groups.

7.51

Work by MDS Transmodal (2005) notes that the port sector provides the core of a maritime
cluster. It defines the sector, in terms of its direct impact generators, along similar lines as Roger
Tym & Partners and it identifies activities considered to be within the ports sector as:

38

•

Core Port Activities: The primary activity of ports is the handling and processing of bulks,
freight and passengers for local, regional and international markets. This includes the
operation of core facilities and equipment, including locks, docks, quays warehousing and

35

Thedoropopoulos, S. (2006). Cluster Formation and the Case of the Maritime Sector. University of Piraeus. Paper
presented at the International Conference “Shipping in the era of Social Responsibility”
36
Mair and Mair (2003). South East Marine Sector: Business Issues, Prospects for Clustering. South East England
Development Agency
37
Roger Tym & Partners and Laing. E.T (2004). Bristol Port Economic Assessment. South West Regional Development
Agency (SWRDA
38
MDS Transmodal and Regeneris (2005). North West Ports Economic Trends and Land Use Study. North West
Development Agency
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quay cranes, which are supported by value added facilities, such as tanking, weighbridges,
and mobile equipment. The activities need not be undertaken directly by the port operator,
but they are typically located in the port.
•

Logistics, Storage and Distribution: The ports support a range of logistics, storage and
distribution activities, ranging from general logistics (i.e. loading and unloading of ships,
storage and warehousing of goods, and basic distribution activity) to higher value added
activity (i.e. quality control, breaking down, repacking, assembly, testing etc). These tend to
cluster in close proximity to the ports, often being intensive users of land in and around the
port. For example, regional distribution centres tend to favour locating in relatively close
proximity to the port to secure the benefit of this proximity, otherwise they might as well
locate well beyond.

•

Other supporting activities (such as maritime commerce and engineering): these activities
are related to the core activity in the ports but not wholly dependent on them. Education,
training and skills provision related to the ports also come into this category. The related
support services are now less likely to need to be based in proximity to the ports, but they
often tend to be located closely for historical reasons.

•

Manufacture: A range of manufacturing activities locate in close proximity to the region’s
ports, with the degree of proximity typically being determined by the bulkiness of the
materials and the costs of transport. Examples include food manufacture and
petrochemicals.

7.52

It can therefore be seen that ports directly facilitate a range of activities, maritime and other, which
can be considered to be part of the direct impact of any port facility. As such, any impact
assessment must necessarily consider a broad spectrum of maritime activities, as well as nonmaritime activities, which are directly supported by the port.

7.53

However, research by Oxford Economics into the UK ports industry takes a notably tighter
definition. It identifies the direct impact of ports as relating solely to the activities of ports
themselves, similar to the ‘core port activities’ group identified by MDS Transmodal (2005).

39

Multipliers
7.54

Multipliers refer to the indirect and induced impacts associated within the direct activities
undertaken by the ports sector. Relatively generic multipliers can be used to calculate the indirect
and induced impacts. The most commonly used source for economic development projects in
40
England is that produced by English Partnerships , as was used by Roger Tym & Partners
(2004), which suggests that that distribution/industrial uses have a multiplier of 0.29 at the local
level and 0.44 at the regional level.

7.55

However, more specific research has been undertaken. MDC Transmodal et al (2001) used a
multiplier of 1.2. ESCA (2008) derive multipliers of 1.25 for the ports sector and 1.2 for other
maritime business.

7.56

Naval activities at ports have been specifically considered in some research. A combined
indirect/induced multiplier of 1.275 for employment and 1.3 for GVA was calculated in research on
41
Devonport (2005). In research into the economic impact of Portsmouth Naval Base established
an employment multiplier of 1.44 and a GVA multiplier of 1.55, derived from a regional inputoutput model (the multiplier includes both indirect and induced effects).

39

Oxford Economics (2000). The Economic Contribution of Ports in the UK. UK Major Ports Group and British Ports
Association
40
English Partnerships (2008). Additionality Guide. English Partnerships
41
Grainger, J. Clark, D. Asteris, M. Jaffry, S. (2007). Socio-Economic Impact Assessment of Portsmouth Naval Base.
The Centre for Local and Regional Economics, Portsmouth Business School, University of Portsmouth
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7.57

Work by Oxford Economics on the economic impact of the whole UK ports sector derived far
higher multipliers than those already mentioned. Implied multipliers of 1.87 for GVA and 2.13 for
employment for indirect impacts (Type 1 multiplier) and 2.74 for GVA and 2.34 for employment for
induced impacts (Type 2 multiplier) were established. It should be noted that the scale of these
multipliers is affected by the geographic scope of the research and the Oxford Economics
multipliers are national. The strength of multipliers is ultimately dependent on the strength of the
supply chain and its ability to meet the requirements of the direct activity. At the UK scale the
ability of the supply chain to meet requirements is very high, however at more local levels this
ability diminishes. The lower multiplier provided by the English Partnerships (2009) guidance for
the local level compared to the regional level is testament to this.

7.58

Empirical research conducted by Atkins in assessing the economic impact of the marine sector to
42
the Solent economy concluded that:
•

The sub-regional employment multiplier (direct to indirect and induced employment) was
estimated at 1.5.

•

The national employment multiplier (direct to indirect and induced employment) was
estimated at 1.9.

•

GDP / Turnover per head for marine businesses (£125,000 per head) was significantly
higher than the regional average for all businesses (£48,000 per head).

•

Average Gross Value Added (GVA) per head was approximately £70,000.

7.59

In addition to multiplier effects, wider catalytic economic impacats may occur. These are identified
when business locates within the local economy not because there are specific economic linkages
with the Port but because the profile of the city-region is strong enough to attract inward
investment and business growth and that the Port somehow contributes to this positive profile.

7.60

Notably the Oxford Economics (2009) work categorised catalytic impacts as those associated with
businesses that use/rely on the port i.e. the sub-groups identified by Roger Tym & Partners (2004)
and MDS Transmodal (2005) as being part of the direct impacts.

Port of Plymouth Economic Impact – Summary
7.61

Drawing together and verifying the various sources of existing research into the economic impact
of the Port of Plymouth enables an outline of the up-to-date position to be provided. In summary,
we concur with existing research that the marine and maritime sector in Plymouth accounts for
approximately 13,500 direct jobs of which at least 8,500 are provided at Devonport:
• Babcock - 4,500.
• Navy and MoD – 800.
• Major contractors on site – 2,500.
• Others – 700.

7.62

This is equivalent to approximately 12% of total employment in Plymouth city and 10% of total
employment in the Plymouth Travel to Work Area (TTWA).

7.63

As discussed above, a range of multiplier estimates have been provided from a variety of different
sources. Taking this and our own recent research into account, we consider that it is reasonable
to estimate that the sub-regional multiplier of the port and marine sector in Plymouth would range
between 1.25 and 1.5. This implies an additional 3,400 – 6,800 jobs in Plymouth’s sub-region
being dependent on the port and marine sector. Consequently, this raises its total employment

42

Solent Waterfront Strategy, SEEDA 2008.
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contribution to up to around 19% of all employment in Plymouth city and 14% in the Plymouth
TTWA.
7.64

Empirical research undertaken by Atkins into the economic impact of marine and related
businesses in the Solent sub-region indicated that the sector is relatively high-value in nature.
This was reflected by high turnover (£125,000) and GVA (£70,000) per head estimates relative to
regional averages. Applying these per head estimates to the marine and related sector in
Plymouth would indicate that it potentially contributes significantly to the local economy as follows:
•

£1.7 billion in terms of GDP.

•

Nearly £1 billion in terms of GVA representing around 25% of the city’s total GVA.
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Part B – Influencing Factors and Future
Scenarios
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8.

Influencing Factors & SWOT Analysis
Introduction

8.1

8.2

This section provides a review of the key influencing factors which will impact on potential
prospects for port expansion and/or diversification in Plymouth. Building on the baseline analysis
set out in Part A of this report, its primary purpose is to establish the key drivers for potential
change in the future role(s) of the Port. In doing so, consideration is given to the following key
factors:
•

Overview of national and regional market trends and forecasts for commercial port activities.

•

Indicative forecasts for commercial traffic at the Port of Plymouth.

•

Opportunities for niche markets including cruise and marine renewables.

•

Operational constraints including the Health & Safety Executive Blast Zones in Cattedown.

The section concludes by drawing together the key influencing factors which are presented in the
43
form of a SWOT analysis .

Market Conditions & Trends
National Trends
8.3

43

The DfT publishes statistics on freight traffic at UK ports, the latest data being for 2008. This
indicates that:
•

Total freight traffic through UK ports was 563 million tonnes (Mt), a fall of 3.3% on 2007. Of
this traffic, 549 Mt (over 97%) was through the 52 major ports.

•

Inwards traffic fell by 3.1% to 347 Mt, whilst outwards traffic fell by 3.5% to 216 Mt.

•

Since 1988, total traffic has risen by 70 Mt (14%). Inwards traffic increased by 28% whilst
outwards traffic decreased by 3%

•

The breakdown of major port traffic by cargo type in 2008 was: liquid bulk 44%; dry bulk and
other general cargo 27%; lift-on lift-off (lo-lo) containers 11%; and roll-on/roll-off (ro-ro) cargo
18%

SWOT: Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats.
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Figure 8.1 - UK Port Traffic by Direction (1988-2008)

Source: Maritime Statistics 2008

44

National Port Demand Forecasts
8.4

8.5

45

The recently published Draft National Policy Statement for Ports contains demand forecasts for
Great Britain. The central GB-wide forecasts suggested increases by 2030 over a 2005 base of:
•

182% in containers, from 7m to 20m twenty-foot equivalents (excluding transhipment),

•

101% in ro-ro traffic, from 85m to 170m tonnes

•

4% in non-unitised traffic, from 411m to 429m tonnes.

Thus, the main increase is seen in unitised goods - liquid bulk and dry bulk (key commodities for
Plymouth) are not expected to increase significantly over the period for Great Britain as a whole.

44

http://www.dft.gov.uk/pgr/statistics/datatablespublications/maritime/ports/provportstats2008
Draft National Policy Statement for Ports, DfT, November 2009. The forecasts of demand for port capacity in the
period up to 2030 were developed by MDS Transmodal and were published on behalf of the Department for Transport in
2006 and updated in 2007.

45
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Figure 8.2 – Central Forecast of Great Britain Port Freight Demand (Million Tonnes)

Source: Draft National Policy Statement for Ports, DfT, 2009

Regional Forecasts
8.6

Recent analysis by MDS Transmodal (MDST)

46

provides forecasts of regional port activity.

Oil Products
8.7

Oil products form the largest segment of port traffic at Plymouth. Recent analysis by MDST has
identified a 35% growth in this trade in the South West between 1993 and 2005 (from 2.928 to
3.957 million tonnes), although the annual tonnage handled fluctuated significantly.
Table 8.1 - Great Britain Oil Products Market Size, Major Ports, by Port Region, 1993-2005

Source: MDS Transmodal

47

46

Update of UK Port Demand Forecasts To 2030 & Economic Value of Transhipment Study Final Report, Mds
Transmodal Limited for DfT, July 2007
47
Update of UK Port Demand Forecasts To 2030 & Economic Value of Transhipment Study Final
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8.8

MDST note that: “Demand for gasoline and DERV up to 2030 is likely to be driven by the demand
for travel in the UK, which will be related to increases in car ownership and their use, which in turn
is likely to be related to general increases in prosperity and the relative cost of travel by road.
Increasing fuel economy would also have an impact and the DfT’s National Transport Model
includes the assumption that energy efficiency improvements of 1.5% can be achieved up to
2025. Demand for aviation fuel is likely to be driven largely by the demand for international travel,
at a time when the number of air passengers in the UK is forecast to double between 2002 and
2020.”

8.9

MDST forecast only a small increase for oil products in the South West ports between 2005 and
2030 (from 4.0 to 4.2 million tonnes).

Other Commodities
8.10

In the same study, the MDST forecasts show a more than tripling of the containerised external
traffic of the South West, with an annual average 4.7% increase. Although most of this growth is
likely to be absorbed by existing container terminals in the South West – in particular
Bristol/Avonmouth – there may be an opportunity to attract a proportion of this traffic to Plymouth,
if container facilities were provided.

8.11

External Ro-Ro traffic is also expected to double at the South West ports, with an annual average
of 2.9%.

8.12

The cargo category ‘Other Dry Bulks’ is forecast by MDST to increase slightly to 2030, whilst
MDST forecast a gradual decline in the movement of agricultural products through ports in the
South West.
Table 8.2 – MDST Port Forecasts for the South West Region’s Ports

8.13

2005

2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

%
Change
2005/30

Containeris
ed external
traffic (‘000
TEU)

112

189

197

228

255

355

217%

External
Ro-Ro
Units (‘000
units)

86

101

114

129

149

174

102%

Oil
Products
(Mt)

4.0

4.0

4.1

4.2

4.2

4.2

5%

Other Dry
Bulks (Mt)

3.9

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

2.5%

Agricultural
Products
(Mt)

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.6

0.6

0.6

-14%

The amount of unitised port traffic (i.e. containers and ro-ro trailers) transiting the South West is
expected to grow significantly, more than doubling (from 122 million unit-km in 2005 to 260 million
unit-km in 2030). The expected increased costs of road and rail transport in the future (compared

Transhipment Study Final Report, Mds Transmodal Limited for DfT, July 2007
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to the costs of sea transport) may help to support new, more direct feeder lo-lo container and ro-ro
services.

Implications for Plymouth
8.14

For the Plymouth commercial ports to be able to grow, they will need either:
•

new cargoes for the existing regional market; or

•

wider markets for the existing cargoes.

8.15

The description above of likely traffic trends in the South West’s ports can be seen as the
background to forecasting freight traffic at Plymouth Port.

8.16

Much of the current traffic is related to activities carried on in the local area (for example, clay,
agricultural goods, cement, salt and aggregates). The oil products traffic has a wider hinterland,
including much of the South West region. Thus, the evolution of demand for the port is likely to be
linked to local and regional demand. In particular, the planned rapid growth in the local Plymouth
population - and that of the wider South West - is expected.to boost the demand for port cargo
handling.

8.17

Based on the current estimates for population growth in Plymouth , population in the city could
grow nearly 20% between 2008 and 2026. ONS projections for the populations of Devon and
49
Cornwall show similar increases over the same period: a 20% increase for Devon and a 21%
50
increase for Cornwall.

8.18

The commodities that could reasonably be linked to the size of the population include:

8.19

8.20

48

•

Oil products: linked to the population of Devon and Cornwall

•

Agricultural inputs, such as animal feed and fertilizer: linked to the population of Devon

•

Certain types of ro-ro traffic for local consumption: linked to the population of Devon

•

Cement and other building products, such as wood: linked to the population of Plymouth

However, a number of important commodities depend on non-local factors:
•

Clay: depends on national and European markets

•

Aggregates: depends on the national market

•

Road salt: depends on the weather

Thus – other things being equal – we would expect that a major proportion of the current traffic at
the Port of Plymouth would increase broadly in line with the populations of Plymouth, Devon and
Cornwall. Thus a reasonably optimistic indication of the future level of existing traffic types might
be that shown in Table 8.3.

48

Strategic Infrastructure Study, Working Paper 1: Demographic Scenarios, Plymouth City Council / Arup,
August 2008 (Table 4.5.1)
49
Quoted on the Devon County Council website: http://www.devon.gov.uk/peoplepopprojection
50

http://www.statistics.gov.uk/downloads/theme_population/SNPP-2006/InteractivePDF_2006basedSNPP.pdf
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Table 8.3 – Indicative Future Traffic at the Port of Plymouth (Existing Traffics)

Product

2008

2026

%age
increase
2008/26

1,334

1,604

20%

Agricultural Products

194

233

20%

Other Dry Bulk

675

742

10%

General Cargo

9

11

20%

Ro-Ro (self-propelled)

99

119

20%

Ro-Ro (other)

11

13

20%

Total

2,322

2,722

17%

Total Liquid Bulk

1,334

1,604

20%

Total Dry Bulk

869

975

12%

Total Ro-Ro

110

132

20%

(‘000 tonnes)
Liquid Bulk

Sources: 2008 data: DfT Maritime Statistics;
2026: Consultant’s estimate, based on expected population growth
8.21

In addition, it is possible that Plymouth could attract some additional freight shipping services. The
analysis of forecast national and regional trends highlighted the expected growth in unitised traffic
(containers and ro-ro trailers). The increased demand generated in the South West unitised cargo
is likely to be met primarily by existing services. However, there is some basis for expecting
improving conditions for the establishment of new ro-ro and container services at Plymouth. At
present there are no suitable facilities for such services (assuming that Millbay remains dedicated
to Brittany Ferries) and new terminals would have to be developed, either on existing port
operational land (which is in short supply) or at new locations in the port area. Such developments
would normally be made by the private sector; the decision to invest would depend ultimately on
financial viability; setting the cost of development against the likely revenues from new services.

8.22

Over increasing distances, rail is more effective at penetrating the hinterland market, as the costs
relative to road transport fall. However, the mothballing of the Cattedown branch means that the
movement of, for example, oil products to a wider market than at present must be discounted.

8.23

The improvements to the road connections to and from Plymouth’s ports is a double-edged sword:
whilst Plymouth’s ports are able to reach more distant markets more competitively, so Plymouth is
more easily served from larger ports, such as Bristol and Portsmouth.

Demand for Building Materials
8.24

The planned large and rapid growth in housing will give rise to a substantial local surge in demand
for building materials. It would be prudent to plan now for sustainable distribution of this new
traffic.

8.25

Major items of building materials can be expected to include:
•

Bagged cement and sand (for mortar);

•

Bulk cement and aggregate (for concrete): cement is already imported through the port

•

Bricks and paving slabs

•

Bitumen and aggregates (to produce Tarmac for local service roads)
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•

Pre-manufactured wooden elements, such as timber frames, roof structures, windows, doors
(e.g. imported pre-constructed from the Baltic States)

•

Raw timber

•

Electrical and plumbing items

•

Drainage, water and gas pipes

8.26

Typically, major building projects would involve the development of one or more central
storage/distribution area(s). Ideally, these should favour the use of rail and short-sea shipping by
being located at or near a port and/or rail-linked.

8.27

However, the planning conditions for Sherford already agreed – and these do not require rail/sea
transport of construction materials. This means that an opportunity to influence the transport mode
of the construction materials was therefore lost.

Cruise Market
8.28

Following discussions with ABP, the company has expressed strong interest in developing
enhanced facilities for receiving cruise ships at Millbay Docks making use of Trinity Pier and the
three berthing dolphins alongside the pier which were installed in 2005.

8.29

At present, depending on the size of ships, and potential conflicts with ferry traffic schedules,
cruise ships are berthed either alongside Trinity Pier or at the West Wharf ro-ro facilities.
Alternatively, they remain at anchor and passengers are brought ashore by tender. ABP’s port
layout plan for Millbay Docks shows the Ro-Ro No. 2 linkspan marked up for receiving ‘cruise
tenders’. It is understood from discussions with Cattewater Harbour Commission that the Barbican
Landing Stage can also be used as a ‘temporary restricted area’ for cruise passengers landing by
tender.

8.30

A previous study identified two options for the enhancement of facilities with the costs of capital
works (dredging, infill, berthing structures and terminal buildings) varying from £9.6 million to
£14.1million depending on the nature of the berth and the amount of reclamation within the
existing basin. Present estimates from ABP suggest a range of £6-10 million which would be in
addition to the £4 million spent on earlier capital works including the three dolphins. ABP would
seek a financial contribution from the public sector to ensure development of the cruise facility
was commercially viable.

8.31

Cruise traffic at Millbay Docks has declined over the past ten years but there is a clear belief that
a ‘latent market exists’ and that the enhancement of cruise facilities would lead to success in
attracting cruise ships and hence be beneficial to the port. Below, we provide a brief overview of
the current European cruise market, trends in the sizes of new build cruise ships and opportunities
for cruise terminal development at Plymouth.

Worldwide Cruise Market
8.32

The cruise industry has grown significantly over the last ten years. According to the Annual Cruise
Review published by the Passenger Shipping Association (PSA) in May 2006 demand for
worldwide cruising more than doubled from 6 million cruise holidays taken in 1995 to over 14
million in 2005. This is an average growth of over 10% per annum compared to 4% per annum for
general tourism.

8.33

The 1990s saw steady growth in the development European cruises focused initially on the
Mediterranean and then within waters further north such as the Baltic and Scandinavia. The main
demand for cruises has come from North America where the Cruise Lines International
Association (CLIA) estimated that their members represented 67% of the total cruise passengers
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in 2005. The British are the second largest group with around 7% of passengers, followed by the
Germans and Italians on about 4%.

Northern Europe
8.34

For Northern Europe research by the Passenger Shipping Association (PSA) has demonstrated
that there has been a large growth both in European cruises and in Europeans going on cruises
with the numbers of Europeans cruising trebling from 1995 to 2005. This growth is predicted to
continue. Europe is particularly attractive to the cruise lines as it produces the highest yield per
cruise passenger and the highest revenue for shore excursions.

8.35

Statistics prepared by the European Cruise Council in 2007 addressed the increase in passenger
numbers in the main European markets between 2003 and 2007. The UK market showed the
largest growth over that period averaging 9% per annum over five years.

8.36

For European cruise passengers, the statistics showed the main cruise destinations as the
Mediterranean and Atlantic Islands which attracted nearly two thirds of passengers. A quarter
chose the Caribbean in 2007 and the remaining 15% chose Northern Europe. However, the
popularity of Northern Europe has been growing (12% per annum since 2004).

8.37

In 2005 there were 87 cruise ships active in Northern European waters Of these 24 were
deployed by North American Lines and 49 vessels were from European cruise lines. Since then
more operators have entered the arena, notably the following:
•

Carnival (homeport Dover 2008).

•

MSC Cruise Line.

•

RCL/Celebrity (homeports Harwich and Southampton).

•

NCL (homeports Dover and Southampton).

8.38

The UK has become an increasingly popular cruise destination as well as homeport for cruises to
other areas. The number of cruise passenger embarkations at UK ports increased by 86%
between 2002 and 2006 which is an average increase of 16.8% each year. Around 75-80% of
these passengers originated in UK.

8.39

Growth in the cruise market has led to a continual appraisal of potential new destinations and
tours. The popularity of cruising has led to a high demand for repeat business which means that
cruise companies have to keep finding new attractions.

Seasonal factors
8.40

The season in European waters used to be from May to September, but it is lengthening and now
commences in April and extends through to October, particularly for ships which use European
ports for their homeport. In fact, turnaround calls in the UK are now operating throughout the year
and the introduction of mini-cruises (3-4 days) to develop the market are not only growing but
taking place throughout the year. Christmas cruises in particular are becoming popular. As an
example, there are plans for cruises which will operate throughout the year from Liverpool and in
the Irish Sea.
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Cruise itineraries
8.41

The Irish Sea and waters around the British Isles have huge potential to expand as a cruising
ground as they unique opportunities for cruise passengers to seek out and enjoy the heritage,
cultural and geographical features. Typical passenger profiles include the following:
• Americans seeking out their historical roots, visiting familiar locations and enjoying travelling to
English speaking countries.
• Spanish/ Italians seeking out a colder climate in the height of their summer.
• Germans, Dutch and Scandinavians, who are often well travelled, looking for more culture and
wildlife tours.

Choice of Ports
8.42

There is a general tendency for cruise companies to use more of the smaller ports for both ports
of call and turnaround ports. This is partly because some of the larger cruise ports and popular
destinations are getting quite busy and this affects the quality of the experience for cruise
passengers. Although there has been some criticism in the past with regard to the quality of cruise
facilities at Plymouth these have been associated with the landing of tenders and the immediate
surrounding on arrival ashore. The provision of new alongside berthing facilities close to the City
Centre would provide attractions to cruise lines as discussed below.

Investment in cruise ships and trends towards increasing ship size
8.43

The order books for cruise ships continue to be very healthy with over 40 new cruise ships coming
on to the market between 2008 and 2012. Cruise ships have been increasing in size since the
1990s because larger ships bring economies of scale and hence lower operating costs. Statistics
have shown that average passenger capacity has been increasing by about 500 every 3 years or
so over the last ten years. The most dramatic change has been with ships over 2,000 berths
which have increased by over 600%, mostly in the last 10 years, from a total of 17,000 to 126,000
berths (2005). The order book includes two ships of 5,400 passengers for RCI due for completion
in 2009 and 2010; and two of 4,200 passengers for NCL.

8.44

Originally, it was assumed that the new mega cruise ships would generally be deployed in the
Caribbean and the displaced smaller vessels (250 metres LOA, 2500 passengers) would be put in
the European cruise area. However, 2007 and 2008 demonstrated that this is was the case with
new vessels being put straight into the European market. As a result, cruise ships of over 300
meters carrying in excess of 3,000 passengers are now being introduced into the Northern
European market. An example is the P&O Ventura with 3,100 berths, which was designed
specifically for the cruising in NW Europe/UK. The following table is derived from studies carried
out by shipping consultants and compiled from various industry sources.
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Table 8.4 – Cruise Ship New Build 2006-2012

Year

No of Ships

Average GRT

Average PAX

(New Build)

(Approx)

(Approx)

2006

6

108,000

2,800

2007

9

94,000

2,500

2008

10

101,000

2,600

2009

10

95,000

2,400

2010

13

100,000

2,500

2011

7

93,000

2,300

2012

3

103,000

2,500

Source: Derived from shipping consultancies and industry sources.
8.45

Current order books show that, although the very large ships described above are being ordered,
there is also still demand for medium/large cruise ships, and the smaller specialist cruise ships.
One commentator has suggested that the current design standard should be 100,000 to 140,000
GRT carrying 3,000-4,000 passengers. Others believe that the larger 3,500- 4,000 passenger
vessel will be the standard for the future. On the other hand the relatively small German cruise
company AIDA which operates in Northern Europe and Asia has orders for two ships of 2,050
passenger capacity and three of 2,174 capacity. The Disney Cruise Line has ordered two ships of
2,500 passenger capacity.

8.46

The provision of alongside cruise berths able to accommodate any cruise ship currently in
operation or on the drawing board would provide a distinct advantage over other cruise ports
which require the largest cruise ships to tender in. Cruise lines favour ports where tendering is not
required because it saves time and money, and is more convenient and comfortable for the
passengers.

8.47

However, there are some logistics and land-use drawbacks to be taken into account if planning for
mega cruise ships to call. As an example, Carnival adopts a design standard of 2.5 acres (o.//
hectares)per ship for a transportation hub for coaches and taxis. This is the space they require to
be able to get passengers on to excursions and back to ship efficiently.

Plymouth as a Cruise Port
Attractions
8.48

Based on the above overview the attractions of Plymouth as a port for future cruise terminal
development include the following:
•

The Plymouth waterfront area with its maritime history, heritage, retail and leisure offerings
and visitor attractions – if possible - within walking distance of the ship will be an attraction to
all cruise lines.

•

Plymouth is well located for tours and excursions around the City’s maritime heritage sites
(Hoe, Barbican, Dockyard, Mayflower Steps etc.) and within the hinterland of Devon and
Cornwall.

•

Plymouth’s very extensive and high quality marina, commercial fishing and marine leisure
facilities include annual festivals and national/international sailing events.
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•

Plymouth’s ability to offer attractive fuel provisions will also be a major reason for the lines
wanting to call. Furthermore, given available tank storage near the proposed development,
the easy disposal of grey water and the provision of fresh water will also be an attraction.

Cruise ship sizes
8.49

Table 8.5 sets out the typical principal dimensions of cruise ships related to numbers of
passengers onboard. The 7 cruise ships which called at the port in 2009 and the 13 which are
scheduled to call in 2010 all fall within the range of around 400 to 700 passengers. In 2000 there
were 20 cruise ship visits from ships with passenger carrying capacities ranging from 400 to 2000.
Table 8.5 – Typical Cruise Ship Dimensions

Ship

Length (m)

Beam (m)

Draft (m)

Capacity
(passenger)

*Berlin

140

17.5

4.8

420

**Delphin

157

21.8

6.2

450

**Princess Daphne

162

21.3

7.8

500

*Deutschland

175

23.0

6.0

600

*Royal Princess

231

32.0

7.8

1260

Pride of Rotterdam

215

31.9

6.1

1360

*Splendour of the
Seas

264

36.0

7.5

2066

Sovereign Class

268

32.2

7.6

2744

Voyager Class

311

38.6

8.8

3114

Queen Mary 2

345

41

10

2620

Oasis Class

360

47

9

5400

* Called at Millbay 2000
** Called at Millbay 2009
8.50

The three larger ships Royal Princess, Crown Princess and Splendour of the Seas each with a
capacity of around 2000 passengers had principal dimensions roughly as follows.
•

Length: 230 to 265m

•

Beam: 32 to 36m

•

Draft: 7.5 to 8.1m

8.51

Given the existing water depths within the seaward areas of Millbay Docks and their approaches it
would be possible to carry out some limited capital dredging works together with setting up a
programme of planned maintenance dredging which would allow the development of terminal
facilities which would be practical and attractive for cruise vessels with passenger carrying
capacities of up to 2000 or more e.g ‘Sovereign Class’ which may carry 2700 passengers.

8.52

Other options for the future development of cruise terminal facilities could include locations within
Cattewater Harbour or the South Dockyard

8.53

Plymouth has good potential as a cruise port. As mentioned above, the cruise lines and their
customers are continually looking for new cruise grounds and the city is well positioned to act as a
port of call on a number of itineraries including:
•

The Round British Isles cruise.
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•

Celtic Fringe cruise including Northern Iberia, the Bay of Biscay and the Irish Sea.

•

Transatlantic cruise to/from North America (transatlantic).

8.54

Cruise companies are beginning to establish partnerships with the port authorities and other
public/private sector parties to develop cruise ports and to market their products. Some of the
larger lines such as RCL and Celebrity are making investments in terminals.

8.55

Cruise ships offer a particular attraction and encourage people to come and see them and to visit
local shops and restaurants. As a consequence, mixed used developments such as the Barbican
and the adjacent Plymouth waterfront can be seen to be an attractive location for cruise terminal
development.

Cruise Facility Primary Requirements
8.56

The following key factors will be fundamental to determining the most optimal location for the
provision of a new cruise facility in Plymouth:
•

Ease of navigation and marine access (on arrival and departure) from open sea and
Plymouth Sound.

•

Safety and efficiency of manoeuvring on and off the cruise terminal berths.

•

Potential marine risks and disruption to other marine traffic.

•

Capacity of the cruise terminal berths to accommodate alongside berthing for the range of
cruise ship types and sizes likely to call at Plymouth (dependent on market studies).

•

Proximity to Plymouth city centre, key attractions and heritage sites (including The Hoe,
Barbican, Mayflower Steps).

•

Back up adjacent landside areas and facilities to support cruise terminal facilities.

•

Proximity to other landside support facilities.

Marine Renewables
8.57

Plymouth, in theory, represents a very suitable location where marine renewable technology could
be developed. Its geographic location, in terms of tidal energy and offshore wind potential make it
a very suitable location. There are obvious challenges regarding the placement of such
technology offshore (bathymetric variation, navigation challenges, and offshore environmental
importance) that may constrain future renewable development programmes.

8.58

Plymouth is already a key centre for research in this technical area. A unique new wave tank
facility in Plymouth is set up which allows scale models of wave and tidal energy devices to be
tested in different conditions, currents and arrays. The project is based at the Peninsula
Research Institute for Marine Renewable Energy (PRIMaRE), a virtual institute, located at the
University of Plymouth. The facility will test scale models, both individually and in arrays, in multidirectional waves and variable direction currents and will model shallow and deep water
conditions. The main wave tank will measure 35 metres by 15 metres and will be two metres
deep.

8.59

The South West Regional Development Agency is currently backing a new £12million investment
to help innovative businesses develop the wave and tidal technologies of the future. The
Government-backed Technology Strategy Board (TSB) has announced details of two new
competitions aimed at supporting innovation that will lead to the cost effective exploitation of wave
and tidal resources in the UK and globally. It will be used to accelerate the pace of marine
renewable development in the UK, reinforce the South West's status as the UK's first Low Carbon
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Economic Area and complement the £20million we are investing in Wave Hub and marine energy
research.
8.60

Wave and tidal stream technologies are at an early stage of development and it is expected they
will be a significant part of the renewable energy mix needed in the UK by 2050 if we are to meet
our targets for reducing greenhouse gases emissions. To fully realise the marine energy potential
in the UK, there are a number of technological challenges that must still be tackled, ranging from
proving which technological solutions will most successfully harness marine energy, to reducing
the cost of the energy produced to make the technology competitive with other renewable energy
solutions."

8.61

The South West RDA (Regional Development Agency) has appointed renewable energy
consultancy PMSS to lead the £100,000 study. It will examine the potential for wave, tidal and
offshore wind installations up to 2030. This will inform future investment decisions by the industry,
feed into the ongoing consultation about Marine Conservation Zones through the Finding
Sanctuary project and help the South West retain its leading role in the development of marine
renewables.

8.62

It should be noted, however, that Plymouth is not identified as a priority port to support the
provision of wind-related renewables.

Major Constraints
8.63

In considering the potential future role of Plymouth Port, it is important to highlight significant key
constraints. These have been summarised as follows:
•

Operational constraints.

•

Cattedown HSE Blast Zone.

•

Waterside land resources.

•

Limited physical expansion opportunities.

Operational Constraints
8.64

Consultation with representatives of the shipping industry confirms the view that Plymouth’s
peripheral location acts as a major constraint to significant expansion of commercial port activities.
This applies particularly to the container market. Consequently, Plymouth’s future role is likely to
remain primarily focused on serving local and regional markets in term of importing and exporting
bulk loads.

8.65

Physical constraints are also evident in terms of sufficient water depth for marine access at low
water and useable space for turning, manoeuvring and the berth and unberthing of vessels.
Consequently, available water depths and turning basin at Cattewater and Millbay will have
limiting effects on vessel sizes which can access and operate the port.

8.66

Plymouth is also subject to navigational constraints given the presence and priority of the navy
coupled with tidal considerations.

Cattedown HSE Blast Zone
8.67

Located in the Cattedown area is a cluster of major oil tank and related storage facilities operated
by Greenergy and Chevron. For land-use planning purposes, these represent major hazard
chemical installations around which the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) has designated a
range of risk zones (see Figure 8.3). These provide parameters which indicate whether or not the
HSE would advise against certain types of development taking place within the defined zones.
The stringent guidance which underpins the designation of zones has emerged following the
Buncefield explosion which occurred in 2005.
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8.68

The HSE sets a consultation distance (CD) around major hazard sites and pipelines after
assessing the risks and likely effects of major accidents at the installation or pipeline. The Local
Planning Authority (in this case, Plymouth City Council) is notified of this CD and has a statutory
duty to consult HSE on certain proposed developments within it. The authority must take into
account the HSE’s representations when determining associated planning applications.

8.69

Centred around the hazard installation, the HSE uses a ‘3-zone’ system (inner, middle and outer)
which reflect a range in the degree of risk. Additionally, for each of the zones a sensitivity level (14) is established which reflect the type and nature of different development proposals as follows:
•

Level 1 – People at work (normal working population).

•

Level 2 – Developments for use by the general public.

•

Level 3 – Developments for use by vulnerable people.

•

Level 4 – Very large and sensitive developments.

8.70

Using a ‘decision matrix’, the decision for the HSE is to ‘advise against’ or ‘don’t advise against’ a
proposed development.

8.71

Applying this matrix approach to the indicative risk zones identified in Cattedown, the HSE may
limit a range of potential development opportunities. Within the Inner Zone (which represents the
immediate area around the installations including most of Victoria Wharf and part of Cattedown
Wharf), the HSE would advise against most development types. The potential exceptions are
likely to include workplaces (predominantly non-retail) providing less than 100 occupants and less
than 3 occupied stories (for example, offices, haulage depots, factories, builders yards).
However, developments which would be advised against would include large scale housing
schemes, some transport links, buildings used by the public, major leisure facilities and
institutional accommodation. Consequently, it is likely that new proposals for small scale port
facilities may not be opposed by the HSE. Moreover, it is likely that the development of significant
marina facilities for leisure used and other key attractions would be subject to significant
constraints in this area. Redevelopment of land within this zone for residential use would also be
severely restricted.

8.72

The Middle Zone includes most of Cattedown Wharf, Pomphlett Wharf and parts of Victoria Wharf.
Within this Zone, the HSE guidance indicates that it would not advise against the development of
larger offices, factories, other mainstream industrial premises and transport links. Whilst most
leisure related developments (up to 5,000 sqm) should not be opposed in this location, restrictions
would apply to the hosting of open-air developments likely to attract a large of number of visitors
(more than 100). Proposals for modestly sized residential development is unlikely to be advised
against although large scale or particularly high density schemes would be restricted (including
proposals for single schemes with more than 30 dwellings and those with a density of more than
40 units per hectare).

8.73

The Outer Zone includes some additional port facilities and sites including Turnchapel Point.
Restrictions to port-related proposals, transport and most forms of residential development are
unlikely to be significant in this zone.

8.74

Beyond the Outer Zone, is the Societal Risk Zone which includes the remainder of Cattewater and
most of Sutton Harbour. Development proposals in this area are not likely to be subject to specific
restrictions although it will be necessary for Plymouth City Council to consult the HSE when
significant planning applications are submitted.

8.75

In summary, the HSE zones around Cattedown may limit some leisure, marina, tourism,
residential and potentially transport-related development in locations in close proximity to Victoria
and Cattedown wharfs. However, most port-related developments should not be opposed.
Restrictions to development proposals decline as one moves further away from the location of the
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oil installations. These restrictions are unlikely to prevent the development of most new port
facilities and related infrastructure.
8.76

Since the issuing of the indicative zones outlined in Figure 8.3, Greenergy has submitted an
application to increase fuel storage capacity at Cattedown which includes a range of technological
upgrades. These upgrading investments, if implemented, are likely to simplify the HSE zones and
reduce restrictions to a variety of development proposals in the area. Consequently, on the
assumption that revisions to the zones are made in the near future, the overall conclusion is that
the HSE zone designations are unlikely to be a ‘show-stopper’ to future port-related development
in the area.
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INSERT
Figure 8.3 – Cattedown HSE Blast Zones
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Waterside Land Resources
8.77

In terms of safeguarding existing commercial port facilities and/or development of new facilities,
there are a number of major ‘planning’ issues that will need to be addressed in a comprehensive
and consistent manner:
•

Pressure for redevelopment, coupled with current economic challenges faced by port
operators may lead to calls to close some currently operational wharves.

•

Residential and other development adjacent to commercial port facilities may increasingly
constrain future freight operations – as will happen at Millbay Docks: handling of bulks at
Trinity Pier will be discontinued when the currently planned residential developments go
ahead in the east of the docks area.

•

Existing water-side redevelopment may prevent – or be incompatible with – current and
future use for freight transport: for example the TR2 development on Cockle Bank, which
although located on the waterfront and in a broadly industrial area, effectively ‘sterilises’ this
section of frontage for future maritime-related use.

•

Loss of rail links may ‘seal the fate’ of the existing port facilities to expand: it already appears
to be a fact that the Cattewater rail branch will be mothballed. No doubt this is because of
low usage in the past; however, this does constrain possible future development at
Cattewater (e.g. for distribution of oil products further inland by rail).

•

Lack of protection for marine-related use of waterfront land released from Devonport (for
example the South Dock) which might be appropriate for a range maritime-related uses.

Physical Expansion Opportunities
8.78

As the situation currently stands, there are only limited opportunities for the physical expansion of
port-related infrastructure in and around Cattewater, Sutton Harbour and Millbay. As already has
been highlighted, the latter is earmarked as having potential for expansion of services and a
diversification of the market it serves (in terms of cruise, marina development and Ro-Ro freight).

Pomphlett Wharf
8.79

The owners of the Pomphlett Aggregate Terminal have examined the potential to reclaim land in
order to expand the facilities for importing bulk cement. Beyond the issue of commercial viability,
there do not appear to be any significant constraints in doing this. However, an increase in HGV
traffic related to increased traffic at this facility may impact the local road network – in an area
where improved public transport is a priority.

8.80

An alternative course of action may be to move this activity to a new location – such as the South
Yard, where larger ships can be received. This would have the benefit of allowing marina
development on the opposite bank that is currently restricted by the need to retain a ship turning
circle for the jetty.

Cattedown
8.81

In Cattedown, major investment has taken place in the oil storage facility operated by Greenergy.
In addition, some of the oil storage tanks were removed in the past due to leakage.
Consequently, additional space exists for increased storage capacity, if required.

Turnchapel Point
8.82

Turnchapel Point on the southern side of Cattewater Harbour is currently used by the Royal
Marines and is likely to be vacated if the MoD progresses with the implementation of a new
landing craft facility in Devonport. Turnchapel was previously was used for vessel bunkering, due
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to its relatively deep water (5.5m / 6.1m). However, road access is not good and the surrounding
area is residential, with mainly leisure use of the waterside.

Devonport & Yonderberry
8.83

A potential key exception to the otherwise limited physical capacity to expand the Port of
Plymouth relates to the future role of Devonport Dockyard. As has already been highlighted, the
Dockyard performs a major role both in the economy and heritage of Plymouth. However, subject
to the outcome of the forthcoming Strategic Defence Review and the results of MOD research
(Vision 25), it is possible that key port infrastructure and related landside resources could be
released in the future by the Navy and its suppliers for commercial forms of port use. The scale
and nature of these assets which potentially may be made available for sale or rent is unknown at
this stage. Furthermore, it is not the purpose of this study to speculate about the future of
Devonport. Consequently, it is not possible to make firm proposals for how parts or all of
Devonport could be used for commercial port or other activity in the future. However, as part of
the scenario development process (Section 9), some of the strategic opportunities which
potentially could be exploited at Devonport in the longer-term are discussed. Critically however,
so long as Devonport remains an operational navy dockyard, the military role of the port will take
precedence over all other shipping activities.

8.84

During the consultation process, particular emphasis was given by many stakeholders regarding
the potential re-use of South Yard for non-navy purposes. Indeed, Princess Yachts have recently
established a presence at South Yard for the expansion of their luxury boat building operations.
Subject to navigational constraints, a key advantage of South Yard is the opportunity presented
there to berth a bigger bulk ships than can currently be accommodated in Cattewater (around
12,000dwt). Use of South Yard in serving this established market which would provide economies
of scale compared to other current locations. However, a key constraint to consider is the effect of
local road network difficulties which would face HGV traffic.

8.85

Another possible development opportunity is the potential re-use of fuel storage tanks at
Yonderberry which are used to service navy ships. Again, however, no firm proposals have been
issued by the MoD.

SWOT Analysis
8.86

This section has provided an overview of the key influencing factors that potentially will shape the
future role Plymouth Port. In drawing together the primary factors, these have been summarised
through use of a SWOT analysis. This is provided in Table 8.6.
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Table 8.6 – Port of Plymouth: SWOT Analysis
STRENGTHS
•

Plymouth is established as one of the South West’s major ports after Bristol serving both
freight and passenger markets. In 2008, Plymouth handled a total of 2.3 million tonnes, the
majority of which was liquid bulk cargo, the remainder bulk dry cargo. Cattewater’s role in
handling fuel products has been reinforced by recent investment in storage and blending
facilities for biofuel by Greenergy (although the total tonnage handled has not increased).

•

Plymouth benefits from having a sheltered harbour and relatively deep water when
compared to most other regional ports.

•

The Port of Plymouth performs a diverse range of port-related roles including commercial
cargo, leisure, defence, ship building and repair, cruise, local passenger/car ferry and Ro-Ro
passenger, car and freight services.

WEAKNESSES
•

Water depth at low tide and turning space limits the draft and length of ships able to
operate through Plymouth – majority of ships are less than 5,000 deadweight tonnes.

•

The port’s primary role is to serve local and regional markets and is considered by the
shipping industry to be geographically too peripheral to perform a national and international
role. Reducing peripherality through investment in improving connectivity between Plymouth
and key urban areas in the rest of the country will be vital to improving trade opportunities for the
region (including those associated with the Port). Key required improvements includes that
associated with the rail network (particularly for freight) and the upgrading of the A303 corridor.

•

Plymouth’s mix of cargo types is limited with the port being particularly reliant on liquid bulk oil
products - these account for 58% of the tonnage of all commercial cargo at the port (2008).

•

Millbay has benefited from significant recent investment from ABP supported by EU funding.
This has reinforced Plymouth’s role as an important ferry port largely for South West
residents (together with Poole).

•

Exports and outward traffic to other domestic locations account for only 25% of all commercial
cargo throughput (2008). Key outward moving traffic is largely limited to ball clay and stone
(excluding RoRo freight).

•

Plymouth is the largest commercial port in the DfT’s defined ‘West Country’ group (in
terms of weight of cargo). However, the port falls behind Poole in terms of Ro-Ro
movements and behind Pool and Falmouth in terms of annual ship arrivals.

•

•

Plymouth Port has been central to the creation of a significant cluster of high value
economic activity in the marine sector, most notably, boat building and marine
engineering.

Lack of a single ‘champion’ or representative of Plymouth’s diverse port interests,
including Devonport and the commercial facilities. This is required to promote the Port and
facilitate communication between the ‘industry’ and external organisations as well as the general
public.

•

Navy, MOD and Babcock’s combined operations at Devonport represent a hugely
important, well-established cluster of marine-related employment in Plymouth and the
South West. Moreover, Devonport is deeply embedded as a key component of Plymouth’s
heritage and external image and is the largest Dockyard in Europe.

Movement of intermodal rail or sea container traffic into the South West is very limited.
The lack of intermodal rail services in Devon and Cornwall resulting from restricted loading
gauge limits opportunities for transferring freight from road to rail modes.

•

Local rail freight facilities are limited: Despite a new intermodal terminal being proposed
(although not close to the port, and subject to feasibility constraints), the Cattedown branch
serving Cattwater has been mothballed and existing rail freight operations at Devonport are very
small scale.

•

Despite recent policy initiatives aimed at safeguarding sites viable for marine related economic
activity, high profile mixed-use developments have been permitted in areas where
opportunities exist for new port- or marin-related use (e.g. TR2).

•

•

Employment in the Plymouth marine and maritime sector directly accounts for
approximately 12% of total employment in the city. Taking account of indirect and
induced effects (through income expenditure in the local economy), this proportion rises to
around 15% of total employment. Consequently, the marine sector is as significant to the
local economy as the manufacturing sector as a whole. It is equally as significant as the
education sector or indeed the wholesale and retail sector. Importantly, at least 50% of total
marine-related employment in Plymouth is accounted for directly by activities at Devonport.
The remaining proportion is made of up relatively high value-added, small and medium-sized
private businesses.

•

Plymouth benefits from being in a strategic location on European sea routes, at the entry to
the English Channel and near to the routes between the Continent and Wales/Ireland.
Plymouth is a designated TENS port.

•

Plymouth is a major centre for higher education and R&D in the marine sector. Key
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STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

organisations in the area including the University of Plymouth Marine Institute, Plymouth
Marine Laboratory, Marine Biological Association and National Marine Aquarium.
•

With its collection of marinas and related services, the Port of Plymouth is home to one of
England’s largest centres for leisure-related boating.

•

Plymouth operates one of England’s most important and modern fish markets which
has benefited from recent investment in a high quality facility and modern auctioning system
(which is being further upgraded).

•

Plymouth is identified in the Regional Spatial Strategy as one of nine growth area locations
in the South West. Indeed, the strategy along with the Plymouth LDF sets out a goal for the
city to increase its population to at least 300,000 (22% increase) by 2026. This will require
the provision of approximately 32,000 new dwellings in the city. For the Plymouth Travel to
Work, the LDF plans for the creation of 42,000 new jobs including an indicative 520 jobs in
the marine sector (2006-2026). This growth in marine-related jobs implies the need for a
significant driver of new demand for port-related services.

•

The presence of the MoD/QHM ensures that potentially expensive maintenance work,
especially dredging, does not in the main fall to commercial operators and is not
dependent on market conditions being strong.

•

Shoreline Management Planning Policy in Plymouth indicates that there would be only minor
natural shoreline evolutionary change in the area over the next 100 years if
recommended policies are adhered to. Consequently, port expansion in Plymouth is unlikely
to influence shoreline management policies in the future except within the constraints of the
upper estuary or in offshore locations.

•

Environmental and flood risk designations indicate that there is minimal coastal erosion /
coastal flood risk except for a few localised areas around Sutton Harbour.

OPPORTUNITIES
•

The high levels of housing and employment growth (and associated infrastructure) planned
for Plymouth over the next 20 years potentially could generate significant additional demand
for local port services (freight, leisure and passenger). The draft regional spatial strategy
identifies Plymouth to become the economic hub of the far South West.

•

Plymouth’s strength as a centre for marine-related leisure coupled with growing demand for
marina space (particularly for larger yachts and motor boats) represents a significant
opportunity for expansion and diversification of the Port’s role in this sector.

•

Exploitation of the Northern European cruise market through development of dedicated
cruise facility (at either Millbay or Devonport) would complement other initiatives aimed at
raising the strategic profile of Plymouth as well as delivering direct benefits to the local
economy.
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THREATS
•

Self-contained market – unlikely to serve wider markets. The South West handles a relatively
small proportion (5%) of England’s sea borne freight.

•

Competition from other regional ports reduces the potential market hinterland for the cargos
being handled. Competition from local ports looking for cargo including Poole, Fowey,
Teignmouth and Falmouth. Portsmouth and Poole will continue to compete with Plymouth for
car ferry traffic and Ro-Ro freight.

•

Southampton and Bristol (and to a lesser extent, Portsmouth) are of national significance
and will be prioritised by port operators, investors and the shipping industry in terms of port
expansion and diversification before regional ports such as Plymouth.

•

Aspirations for the development of a cruise facility at Falmouth represents local
competition for Plymouth. Southampton and Dover will always compete with other cruise
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OPPORTUNITIES
•

EU, national and regional policy strongly supports the development of transport
modes more sustainable than road including short-sea shipping and rail. The port’s
commercial traffic is already made up ot coastwise and short sea shipping. Future increased
freight movements by sea, facilitated by facilities at the Port of Plymouth, could play a
significant part in achieving the DaSTS goal of reducing the region’s transport sector’s
emissions of carbon. The movement of freight to the area by rail could be further enhanced
by the potential development of an intermodal freight terminal in Plymouth (Tavistock
Junction). However, a prerequisite for the terminal’s feasibility may be the enhancement of
the loading gauge through Cornwall, Devon, Somerset and Bristol.

THREATS
proposals along the South Coast.
•

Subject to the outcomes of the forthcoming Strategic Defence Review (post 2010 General
Election), any potential significant rationalisation of Navy and MOD operations at
Devonport could substantially reduce the economic importance of the marine sector in
Plymouth. This reduction would be reinforced further in terms of downstream effects along the
Navy’s local and regional supply chain (including highly skilled contractors). In the short-term,
Devonport is likely to loose its submarine repair function. However, these activities may be
replaced by the development of a Landing Craft centre for the Royal Marines (relocated from
Portland and Turnchapel) as well as potentially the Navy’s submarine dismantling service.

•

Some limited public funds are available to support modal transfer for freight
movements (Freight Facilities Grant, Rail Environmental Benefit Procurement Scheme and
Waterborne Freight Grant).

•

Despite the heritage value of many buildings and structures at Devonport, their listed
status will limit opportunities for economically viable re-use solutions unless public sector gap
funding is made available.

•

Despite the negative economic impacts of any future rationalisation in Navy, MOD and
related activities at Devonport, the release of scarce waterside and related marine
facilities (including quays, dry docks and storage areas) could provide significant
opportunities for the expansion of commercial, cruise- and leisure-related port
activities in Plymouth (subject to water depth, required infrastructure investment, heritage
and landside access constraints). In the short to medium term, South Yard offers the most
realistic opportunities for commercial and other port operations.

•

Through the draft Ports National Policy Statement, the DfT highlights that port projects and
investment in new infrastructure and capacity primarily is the role of the private sector.
Consequently, public sector funds for port-related investment in Plymouth is likely to be
extremely limited.

•

Despite the significant contribution made to the local economy by the marine sector in Plymouth,
this is strongly reliant on the on-going operation of the Navy and related activities at Devonport.
Should notable rationalisation of defence activities at Devonport take place, substantial
private sector investment will be required in the area to replace the local economic value
of the Navy base.

•

Potential policy conflict between safeguarding marine sites and promoting mixed-use
regeneration in waterside locations.

•

The South West regional economic strategy identifies 8 priority sectors for promotion and
potential public sector intervention, 4 of which are of direct existing and potential relevance to
Plymouth Port: marine; defence-related advanced engineering; tourism; and
environmental technologies (especially renewable energy).

•

Whilst opportunities for Plymouth serving ‘mainline’ container services are limited by market
viability and water depth constraints, some opportunities may exist for the Port to service a
feeder container service aimed at servicing the local / regional market.

•

Opportunities for modal transfer from road to sea or rail may be limited by
financial/economic and technical viability constraints and shortfalls in funding available to
deliver the necessary infrastructure.

•

The established cluster of marine-related R&D and educational centres in Plymouth
provides a major opportunity for adding value to the future role of the Port.

•

•

Building on Plymouth’s strong marine R&D base, the Port could provide opportunities to
support the development and servicing of marine renewables technology. (However,
opportunities to support the offshore wind energy sector are, at this stage, limited given that
Plymouth has been excluded from the Government’s list of potential UK offshore wind ports.)
The main opportunity for renewable energy would be at Devonport.

There are significant challenges to Plymouth offering viable containerised services
(including transhipment). This reflects constraints in terms of water depth, lack of existing
facilities or existing services, demand being restricted to local and regional customers and
limited land available for container handling and storage areas.

•

Most of the area covering the Port of Plymouth is designated as a European Marine Site
(Special Area of Conservation and Special Protection Area) which requires that no
development should have a detrimental impact on the protected marine and surrounding
area.

•

The designated HSE blast zone centred around the Cattewater oil storage tanks will limit the
extent and nature of any development proposed within the identified risk areas, particularly the
area immediately adjacent to Cattedown wharf.

•

Expansion of commercial port capacity at Cattewater and Sutton Harbour is limited. With
the exception of cruise and potentially Ro-Ro freight operations, expansion is also limited at

•

Established and emerging planning, transport and regeneration policies strongly support
the on-going operation and potential development of the Port in Plymouth.

•

The Plymouth LDF places particular emphasis on the waterfront area which is identified as
one the city’s key assets. Consequently, the Core Strategy and Economic Strategy seek
to safeguard sites genuinely required for marine use. Moreover, the development of
Area Action Plans for Devonport, Millbay and Stonehouse, the Hoe, Sutton Harbour and the
East End highlight the need to improve linkages to the city’s waterfront and to maximise the
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OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS
Millbay particularly given plans for the redevelopment of part of the Docks for mixed-use and
leisure activities.

benefits to the city of regenerating these areas.
•
•

Road access to Cattewater port facilities is good (but lack of space limits the
opportunities for significant port expansion).
Subject to the availability of facilities at Millbay being wholly dedicated to Brittany Ferries,
there may be potential to increase short-sea shipping operations in Plymouth through
the enhancement of Ro-Ro activities. (including freight only).

•

Potential re-use of MOD tank farm at Yonderberry.

•

Potential expansion of Pomphlett wharf for cement imports.

•

Additional fuel / oil tank capacity provided by Greenergy at Cattedown.
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•

Despite a strong policy push in favour of short-sea shipping although current trends indicate a
decline in demand for such services (based on cost factors).

•

Despite the latent opportunity to shift an element of road-based freight transport into the South
West to rail, the main rail access options to the Cattewater facilities have been either
mothballed or removed.

•

Any proposals for significant port expansion in Plymouth will place additional pressure on
the local and city-wide highway network which will require significant mitigation measures or
new infrastructure investment (e.g. Pomphlett Jetty).

•

The lack of a single focal point for promoting the Port of Plymouth as a whole is a threat to the
development of maritime activity in the city compared to competing ports.

•

Owing to a significant discrepancy in commercial values between marine and residential / mixeduse development opportunities at key waterside sites, there is an ongoing and major threat
that active and potentially active marine-related land assets will be lost.

•

Decline of traditional industries, such as clay extraction - both China clay and ball clay. The flow
of China clay through the Channel Tunnel competes with short-sea shipping opportunities.

•

Despite the general lack of major environmental constraints to port expansion in Plymouth, any
significant proposed development would require investment in strong environmental
management measures.

•

Any development that may impact on the waters of Plymouth Sound and the estuaries will
require additional marine licenses and permissions, none of which can be granted if the
proposal causes damage to the protected area.
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9.

Future Scenarios
Introduction

9.1

This section introduces a range of potential scenarios which could be used to inform the
development of a port master plan for Plymouth. Five scenarios have been outlined which have
emerged from our analysis of the existing and potential future roles of the Port having regard to
national and regional market trends and discussions with key local stakeholders. Of particular
importance is the consideration of influencing factors and relative significance of existing
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (see Section 8).

9.2

The scenarios were discussed and assessed at a stakeholder workshop held on have not been
fully evaluated in order not to pre-empt the outcome of a stakeholder workshop to be held on 25
March 2010. The workshop was attended by approximately 30 stakeholders representing a wide
range of private and public sector organisations including: commercial port authorities, operators
and major users; marina owners and operators; boat builders; Maritime Plymouth; Queen’s
Harbour Master; MoD; Plymouth City Council; Devon County Council; SWRDA; and Government
Office for the South West (GOSW).

The Scenarios
9.3

Five scenarios have been defined by the consultant team. These are summarised in Table 9.1.
Table 9.1 – Port of Plymouth Future Scenarios

Scenario to 2030
Scenario 1 – Safeguarding
Existing Position – Business
as Usual.

Description
Safeguarding existing commercial port activities and facilities with
focus on retaining market share in bulk cargos and petroleum
products. Existing provision of marina space to remain unchanged
with exception of new marina facility at Millbay. This scenario
assumes no significant change at Devonport.
Strong policy approach to safeguarding essential sites critical for
port and marine operations.

Scenario 2 – Targeted
Diversification.

Scenario 1 + targeted promotion of Plymouth to support the
renewables sector + new cruise liner facility at Millbay ,or South
Yard. Existing provision of marina space to remain unchanged with
exception of new marina facility at Millbay. This scenario is likely to
require the release of some land and port facilities at Devonport
(e.g. South Yard).
This scenario may also require the re-use of Turnchapel as an MOD
facility for commercial port and related activities.
Investment would be required to provide some new or modernised port
facilities.
Strong policy approach to safeguarding essential sites critical for port
and marine operations.
Viability of this scenario will be strongly dependent on there being
sufficient market demand.

Scenario 3 – Managed
contraction of commercial port
facilities & enhancement of

Subject to a decline in market demand for commercial wharfs and
waterside facilities, build on existing advantages of Plymouth as a
marina location. This would not only raise the potential for the
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Scenario to 2030
leisure role.

Description
development of new marinas at disused commercial wharfs but also
likely to include the redevelopment of key landside sites for nonport uses (including residential, retail and tourism facilities).
Existing commercial port cargos would be handled through more
intensive use of a reduced number of commercially operational
wharfs.
Flexible policy approach to safeguarding sites in key waterside
locations.

Scenario 4 – Major Step
Change / Re-use of Devonport.

Driven by release of substantial waterside infrastructure and
adjacent land resources at Devonport, this scenario represents an
aggressive approach to significantly expand Plymouth’s role in
serving existing and new commercial and leisure markets. This
may include:
• Servicing of short sea container ships.
• Accommodation of larger bulk cargo ships.
• Provision of dedicated cruise liner facility.
• Development of new marinas and leisure related facilities.
Viability of this scenario will be strongly dependent on there being
sufficient market demand.
There is likely to be a strong requirement for significant investment in
new or modernised port infrastructure and supporting facilities.
Opportunities for expansions
Strong policy approach to safeguarding essential sites critical for port
and marine operations.

Scenario 5 – Radical
Restructure and Change:
Relocation of Liquid Bulks to
Yonderberry & New Cruise
facility near the city centre.

This assumes that the MOD would no longer require the use of
Yonderberry which could facilitate the relocation of existing liquid
bulk business from Cattedown.
Additionally, existing dry bulk services could potentially be
relocated to South Yard.
This would enable the blast zone around Cattewater oil tanks to be
moved (relocated) enabling Cattedown (and potentially Pomphlett
and Victoria Wharves) to be re-used for residential/leisure/cruise
activities (or alternatively serve other commercial port markets subject
to demand).
Subject to water depth and berthing requirements, this scenario may
also facilitate the development of a new cruise liner facility near the
city centre.

9.4

Table 9.2 sets out a range of indicative outcomes that may arise from each of the five scenarios
which were used to inform the evaluation of each scenario at the workshop. Four discussion
groups were formed to assess the scenarios. These groups evaluated the scenarios having
regard to the following key criteria:
•

Economic and social implications for Plymouth and wider sub-region;

•

Commercial viability;

•

Transport implications particularly in terms of opportunities for rail and/or short-sea shipping;

•

Environmental impact;

•

Implications for land-use planning and policy;
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•

Key strengths;

•

Key weaknesses;

•

Overall preferred / optimal scenario.
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Table 9.2 – Port of Plymouth Future Scenarios: Evaluation Framework

Scenario 1 –
Safeguarding Existing
Position – Business as
Usual

Scenario 2 – Targeted
Diversification

Scenario 3 – Managed
contraction of
commercial port
facilities &
enhancement of leisure
role

Scenario 4 – Major Step
Change / Re-use of
Devonport.

Scenario 5 – Radical
Restructure and
Change: Relocation of
Liquid Bulks to
Yonderberry & New
Cruise facility at the
Barbican

Commercial port / cargo
forecasts to 2030

‘Central’ forecast

‘Central’ forecast

‘Central’ forecast

‘Central’ forecast plus
potentially additional cargoes
including short-sea containers
and larger dry/liquid bulk ships.

‘Central’ forecast plus additional
dry/liquid bulks (due to better
shipping economies)?

Cruise Liner Visits to 2030

Current level

Passenger Ro-Ro Traffic to
2030
Freight Ro-Ro Traffic to 2030

Current level

Increased frequency to 2 per
month average
Current level

Increased frequency to 2 per
month average
Current level

Increased frequency to 2 per
month average
Current level

Increased frequency to 2 per
month average
Current level

Current level

Current level

Current level

Current level

Marina berths to 2030

Increased by Millbay

Increased by Millbay

Increased by Millbay
Increased potentially at other
locations

Increased by Millbay
Increased potentially at other
locations

Current level + possible
additional bulks
Increased by Millbay and
Cattewater/Pomphlett

Implications in terms of existing
capacity:
- commercial traffic

No change

No change

No change

- leisure

Additional marina berths at
Millbay

Additional marina berths at
Millbay

- cruise

No additional

- other activities

None

Dedicated cruise berthing
facility to be provided.
Waterfront sites to be identified
for servicing of renewables
sector.

Additional marina berths at
Millbay and potentially other
locations (e.g. Turnchapel
Point).
Dedicated cruise berthing
facility to be provided.
Potential development of
selected waterfront sites for
mixed-use to support viability of
marina developments.

Increased capacity to handle
larger vessels
Additional marina berths at
Millbay and potentially other
locations (e.g. Turnchapel Point
& Devonport).
Dedicated cruise berthing
facility to be provided.
Waterfront sites to be identified
for servicing of renewables
sector.

Increased capacity to handle
larger vessels
Additional marina berths at
Millbay and potentially other
locations (e.g. Turnchapel Point
& Devonport).
Dedicated cruise berthing
facility to be provided.
Waterfront sites to be identified
for servicing of renewables
sector.

<£10.0 Million

<£50.0 Million

>£200.0 Million

<£150.0 Million

Infrastructure investment
requirements & indicative costs:
Capital Costs – Maritime civil
engineering and infrastructure
(excluding equipment)
<£30.0 Million

Maintenance Costs
(civil/infrastructure only)
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Scenario 1 –
Safeguarding Existing
Position – Business as
Usual

Scenario 2 – Targeted
Diversification

Scenario 3 – Managed
contraction of
commercial port
facilities &
enhancement of leisure
role

Scenario 4 – Major Step
Change / Re-use of
Devonport.

Scenario 5 – Radical
Restructure and
Change: Relocation of
Liquid Bulks to
Yonderberry & New
Cruise facility at the
Barbican

Maintenance at present levels
plus:

Maintenance at present levels
plus:

Maintenance at present levels
plus:

Maintenance at present levels
plus:

Maintenance at present levels
plus:

< £0.5 Million/annum

< £2.5 Million/annum

< £ 1.5 Million/annum

> £10.0 Million/annum

< £7.5 Million/annum
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Assessment of the Scenarios
9.5

Provided below is a summary of the outcome of the scenario assessment process as conducted
by the stakeholder workshop attendees.

Scenario 1 – Safeguarding existing position: Business as
usual
9.6

Whilst there was general agreement that the scenario is viable, stakeholders considered strongly
that it lacks in ambition and represents a ‘do-nothing’ position. In reality, a strategy based on this
scenario runs a strong risk of planning for decline and stagnation of port and related
marine/maritime business activities in Plymouth. Consequently, it was felt that this scenario is
likely to result in a reduction in the economic significance of the Port to the local economy. There
was over-riding support to pursue a strategy that is pro-active and forward looking. As part of this
process, there was agreement that existing land and facilities serving the commercial activities of
the Port should be strongly safeguarded by LDF and related policies.

9.7

Common to all scenarios, the impact of planned population and employment growth in Plymouth
will be critical to the stimulation of demand for port and related services. The extent to which this
growth will be achieved will be dependent on the degree of success in implement existing regional
(RSS) and local (LDF Core Strategy) policies.

9.8

In terms of transport and development needs, stakeholders considered that this scenario would
result in land and infrastructure investment being provided in an ad hoc way rather than part of an
overall programme of integrated, planned investment designed to support the growth and
diversification of the Port alongside other key economic drivers in the city. Consequently, there
would be a danger that much needed infrastructure would failed to be delivered in a manner which
would meet the future needs of port related businesses and users.

9.9

As for all scenarios, it was recognised that the future development and/or diversification of the
Port of Plymouth will be dependent on market conditions including changing patterns of demand
for commercial and leisure activities. However, this is the case for all ports and should not
prevent stakeholders from collectively forming an ambitious future strategy for Plymouth whether it
be formulated as part of a port master plan or other initiative.

Scenario 2 – Targeted diversification
9.10

This scenario received general support although some stakeholders considered that it could be
more aggressive in driving forward the growth and diversification of the Port. Indeed, it was
considered that, to an extent, this process of diversification was already taking place although not
as part of an overall planned strategy. For example, through the release of some sites and
facilities at South Yard in Devonport to accommodate the expansion of existing businesses.
Should further facilities be made available at South Yard especially parts which have access to
deep water, this would provide a strong driver for delivering growth in Plymouth’s role as a
commercial and leisure port. However, a strong consensus emerged, particularly amongst private
sector representatives, that the risk of South Yard being broken up into parcels and sold/leased in
a piecemeal manner, would act a major constraint to the strategic development and diversification
of port and related activities. Consequently, there was support for any future re-use of South Yard
for commercial and leisure port activities to be ‘controlled’ as part of a comprehensive
development / master plan.

9.11

The importance of the future potential role of South Yard in delivering growth in the ports sector
was reinforced by the scarcity of potential waterside and hinterland development sites for marine /
maritime activities in Plymouth.
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9.12

Should Turnchapel Point be released from military use, there were varying views regarding the its
most appropriate use in the future. Key uses included marina development, boatyard repair,
residential, dry-stack boat facility on-shore and potential commercial cargo activity. It was noted
that seaward development at Turnchapel Point would have the effect of limiting vessel turning
circles in the harbour.

9.13

It was evident that there was clear support for the development of a dedicated cruise berthing
facility in Plymouth. This would eliminate the need for anchoring and use of tenders to transport
passengers to shore which is particularly sensitive to weather conditions and unpopular amongst
cruise operators. Without a dedicated, ‘alongside’ cruise berthing facility, there is limited scope to
expand Plymouth’s role as a cruise port. The development of a business and implementation plan
to locate and fund the provision of such a facility was seen as a priority for stakeholders. Key
potential locations include Millbay (Trinity Pier), South Yard and possibly in Cattewater Harbour
such as Phoenix Wharf (Barbican). It was agreed that a robust evaluation of market opportunities
and options for the optimal location of a new cruise terminal was necessary.

9.14

In general, stakeholders agreed that maintaining and potentially enhancing leisure mooring
facilities and marinas should form an important element of any future strategy for the Port and that
this should not necessarily conflict with objectives of expanding commercial port activities.
Plymouth’s role as a premier location for water-based leisure was considered particularly
important in raising the external profile of the city and acting as a factor for attracting the inmigration of skilled workers to the area. It was noted by marina operators that in growing the
leisure role of Plymouth, new marinas would need as much land as water to ensure viability.
Consequently, the safeguarding of key sites for marina-related use was supported.

9.15

Using the example of marine renewables as a targeted diversified industry, it was considered that
there could be significant positive benefits associated with carefully planning strategic growth
markets, whilst allowing existing strength economies and uses to continue. Plymouth could use
marine renewables as a catalyst to continually grow and develop the brand of the city being a low
carbon producer. It needs to capitalise on promoting the city’s marine sector as a key driver of
economic growth. Wave and tide energy as opposed to wind is seen as the key market areas to
focus on. Given uncertainties at this stage regarding future market requirements, no particular
geographic location was identified for potentially accommodating activities related to the marine
renewables industry.

9.16

As part of this scenario, some stakeholders highlighted that there may be a need to stimulate
market demand and the establishment of new enterprises through financial incentives and other
forms of business support.

9.17

Building on the skills of the existing population (including those associated with the Naval Base), it
will be important for future population growth to include the attraction of highly skilled,
economically active workers. Enhancing the pool of skilled labour was considered an important
pre-requisite for the delivery of a strategy based on this scenario.

9.18

The success of this scenario will also strongly be influenced by the need to ensure existing and
new transportation links (rail and road) are not delayed or prevented. Indeed, investment in new
transport infrastructure was considered important to ensure that any targeted diversification is to
be successful. Further assessment is required to identify and prioritise this investment.

9.19

As part of this scenario, some stakeholders felt it is necessary to review the mothballing of the
Cattedown rail connection.

9.20

The safeguarding of key sites and waterside facilities was considered of fundamental importance
to achieve the delivery of this strategy. This is a major challenge for the future given that
significant sites have already been lost in recent years to non-port activities.

9.21

Other key elements which form part of a strategy based on this scenario included:
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• Enhancement of Plymouth as a centre of excellence for marine related education and
research and development.
• Provision of an integrated water transport system.

Scenario 3 – Managed contraction of commercial port
facilities & enhancement of leisure role
9.22

There was a clear consensus that this scenario does not represent an option for planning the
future of the Port. It was seen as unnecessarily reducing the overall diversity of the port which is
not welcomed by stakeholders.

9.23

Encouraging short-sea shipping as a sustainable mode of freight transport is essential; therefore
all efforts to retain existing the existing commercial role of Plymouth Port are required. Should
commercial port activities decline (including particularly the transport of oil products by sea), this
would result in a significant increase in the quantity of HGV tankers on the road network (from
Avonmouth onto the M5 and A38 in particular). Consequently, it is imperative to ensure that
existing planning tools (LDF) are used and developed to facilitate the diversification of commercial
port activities.

9.24

In terms of the leisure and cruise market, careful consideration needs to be given to potential
competition from other regional ports, particularly Falmouth. Whilst growth of the leisure role of
Plymouth Port is a reasonable objective (although not at the expense of commercial port
activities), many stakeholders highlighted the constraints to significant growth in the area. Key
factors include:

9.25

•

Weather conditions in Plymouth are ,such that only 4 months a year are suitable for most
leisure boating activities.

•

As highlighted above, viable marina developments require as much land as they do water.
Given the shortage and cost of available land in waterside areas, this is a major constraint to
the expansion of Plymouth’s leisure boating role.

•

The marina market is highly competitive so it cannot be assumed that demand can be
channelled to Plymouth rather than other South West leisure locations.

•

The costs associated with re-using listed buildings and scheduled ancient monuments in
South Yard may undermine the viability of potential marina schemes in the area.

•

Marina developers perceive that planning and environmental restrictions potentially
undermine the attractiveness of schemes (including flood risk designations).

The blast zone at Cattewater generally is not seen as a major constraint to development of leisure
facilities in the area due to emerging revisions to the HSE criteria (driven by technology changes
which reduce potential blast impacts).

Scenario 4 – Major step change / re-use of Devonport
9.26

This scenario found a degree of favour but it was recognised that uncertainties regarding future
naval and defence requirements along with other constraints mean that a robust strategy based
on the planned release of land and facilities at Devonport cannot be provided at this stage.
However, there is no doubt that there is consensus regarding the potential for re-using parts of
Devonport for commercial and /or leisure marine activity should viable sites be made available.
As already highlighted, it will be critical that any planned release of sites and facilities form part of
a comprehensive development / master plan for the area. Overall, stakeholders considered that
this scenario should be reviewed over time subject to the outcome of the Strategic Defence
Review and Vision 25.
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9.27

At the workshop, QHM provided an informed overview of operational and navigational issues
which may impact on all future scenarios regarding the use of port facilities at Devonport.

9.28

At present there is no significant likelihood that Devonport will change its role as a Naval Base,
particularly in the North Yard. For example:
•

Nuclear defueling will last 35 years (Devonport is the only port with a licence).

•

Amphibious fleet will remain based at Devonport.

•

Flag Officer Sea Training (FOST) will remain based at Devonport (the seas around Plymouth
are most suitable)

9.29

Any shipping activity related to non-MoD development in South Yard would take second priority to
Navy movements.

9.30

Navigation constraints in Plymouth Sound will remain even if Devonport MoD presence is gone.

9.31

Current dredging in Devonport is mainly at berths rather than along channels which limits water
depths particularly at low tide (the Sound is relatively shallow with large cruise ships having to sail
out to anchorage at low water).

9.32

Rising sea levels would not significantly improve navigation constraints to Devonport, due to oneway passage of large ships (150m length, 7.2m draft) at slack tide (high or low water) – and at
high water only for larger ships (7.6m draft and over - the largest around 235m in length). Wind
limits speed to 25mph in the Narrows. Passage takes 35-40 minutes, meaning that this is
effectively a very narrow tidal window. This effectively limits capacity by allowing only one large
ship through the Narrows on any slack water. The Navy also use 3 tugs for the larger ships which
generates significant costs per move. QHM reported that there were 137 moves of nuclear
submarines in 2009.

9.33

Navigational issues are much less of a constraint for smaller vessels and those not requiring
regular movements (such as the operations of Princess Yachts).

9.34

It is not possible to significantly increase access to Devonport (e.g. Devils Point) as removing the
rocks would have significant adverse ecological effects on the Hamoaze.

9.35

QHM highlighted that the main facilities at Devonport likely to be of interest to commercial cargo
operators would be Rubble Jetty and No 1 Jetty. However, currently the Navy seeks to retain
these for its own use. Extending pontoons into river would limit navigability and obstruct access to
berths

Scenario 5 – Radical restructure: Relocation of liquid bulks
to Yonderberry & new cruise facility near the city centre
9.36

This scenario was considered as a possible long-term alternative but, similar to Scenario 4, is
subject to substantial uncertainty. Moreover, the Yonderberry tanks are still in use and QHM
reported that the Navy is about to invest significantly in improving the jetty. Similarly, Greenergy
have also recently invested significant sums in the upgrading of their facilities at Cattedown. It
was also highlighted that the tanks at Yonderberry are old and would not have sufficient capacity
to replace those at Cattedown and it is unclear whether or not the site would have enough space
to expand capacity significantly. The existing road link to Yonderberry is not suitable for frequent
road tanker movements and significant upgrading would be required.

9.37

It is possible that in the future, facilities at Yonderberry could be shared between the Navy and the
private sector.

9.38

Comments on the cruise facility options have already been highlighted under some of the other 4
scenarios.
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Preferred Scenario
9.39

As a result of the scenario evaluation process undertaken at the workshop, no single scenario
was identified as being the outright optimal way forward for strategy development. However,
Scenarios 1, 3 and 5 were largely discounted for the reasons stated above.

9.40

Scenario 2 represents the most realistic option at this stage in time coupled with elements of
Scenario 4 (and possibly Scenario 5) to be further investigated over coming years when greater
certainty may be obtained regarding the potential release of land and facilities at Devonport
(particularly South Yard). Whilst Scenario 2 was considered the most realistic basis for strategy
development over the next few years, stakeholders were keen to ensure that a diversification
approach was not constrained by overly cautious and limited objectives.
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10. Recommendations and Next Steps
Introduction
10.1

The primary purpose of this study has been to prepare a comprehensive evidence base for the
Port of Plymouth with a view to providing inputs to a range of emerging and future spatial, landuse, transport and economic development plans, policies and initiatives. As discussed below,
these potentially may include the preparation of a port masterplan for Plymouth.

10.2

Having regard to the implications of the evidence base, we have identified a range of core
recommendations and associated next steps for the consideration of Plymouth City Council, port
authorities and operators, marine businesses and other key local and regional stakeholders.
These recommendations are based on the independent observations and conclusions reached by
the Atkins multi-disciplinary team which conducted the study.

Recommendation 1a: Preparation of Port of Plymouth
Master Plan.
10.3

In pursuing a strategy of diversification and growth, the Port of Plymouth would benefit
significantly from the preparation of a Port master plan. This would provide a strong basis for
promoting the Port and the wider city of Plymouth. Moreover, it would provide a solid framework
for prioritising potential investment in the port and associated infrastructure by both the private
and public sectors. The master plan would also provide a unique opportunity for taking a more
strategy and coherent approach to the planning and development of the Port of Plymouth as a
whole. This could incorporate potential recommendations for optimising administrative
arrangements to support the diverse range of activities undertaken in Plymouth.

10.4

The main challenge reflects the extent to which it is feasible to combine the plans and aspirations
of four port authorities. As a possible and less ambitious alternative, the master plan could be
undertaken jointly by ABP and Cattewater Harbour Commissioners. This would have the benefit
of focusing on the development and diversification of commercial port activities in Plymouth which
are at the heart of the DfT’s guidance on preparing port master plans.

Recommendation 1b - Preparation of Plymouth Coastal or
Port Area Action Plan.
10.5

As a possible alternative or complement to a Port of Plymouth master plan could be the
preparation of an Area Action Plan for the Plymouth coastal and marine areas or specifically the
port areas alone. This AAP could link in with the new proposed Marine Plan being imposed by
Government and set by the Marine Management Organisation.

10.6

The merits of prepared a strongly port and coastal focused AAP would need to be evaluated
relative to the benefits of a port master plan. Clearly the AAP would be constrained by the need
to adhere to legislation and the requirements of the formal planning process.

Recommendation 2: Safeguarding port and marine
employment sites
10.7

As discussed in section 4, the Plymouth Core Strategy plans for the creation of an additional
37,000 jobs in the Plymouth Travel to Work Area during the period 2006-2026. For the Plymouth
PUA, the target of 27,500 new jobs is identified. As part of this growth strategy, the Core Strategy
identifies six key sectors which will be central to the delivery of the planned expansion in
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employment. Importantly, this includes marine industries which are expected to deliver an
additional 520 jobs.
10.8

Given the importance attached to marine industries in contributing to economic growth and
diversification, Policy CS05 of the Core Strategy states that for marine employment sites, priority
will be given to safeguarding such sites for marine industrial uses that genuinely require a
waterfront location. Given the economic significance of the marine and maritime sector to the
economy of Plymouth, we consider that this policy should be proactively enhanced. Indeed, as
highlighted in Section 7, we estimate that the sector accounts for approximately 19% of all
employment in Plymouth and up to 25% of the city’s total GVA (including naval and MoD
activities). Furthermore, the economic significance of marine and maritime sector in Plymouth is
reinforced by the fact that it represents a relatively high-value set of business activities which are
critical to the on-going diversification of the Plymouth economy. The need for diversification is a
fundamental strand of Plymouth’s economic strategy particularly given the city’s dominant role as
a service economy.

10.9

Before key sites are developed for non-marine uses, thorough consideration should be given to
the need to actively safeguard them for marine employment use. This is particularly important
given the acute shortage of suitable and affordable land and waterside infrastructure in Plymouth
to accommodate the future needs of the port and marine / maritime economic activity.

10.10

Without the provision of key waterside land and infrastructure, the expansion of existing viable
businesses will be prevented and may result in the relocation or closure of some businesses.
Similarly, failure to make necessary land and infrastructure available, new enterprises will not
have the opportunity to become established in Plymouth.

10.11

In taking forward the objective of safeguarding marine employment sites that genuinely require a
waterfront location (or easy access to the waterfront), we recommend that a policy similar to CS05
is supported by a clear rationale including the establishment of firm assessment criteria which
reflect the differing requirements of marine and maritime activities. Importantly, policies should
recognise that not all marine / maritime employment sites will be limited to those with access to
the water although those sites adjacent to the waterfront should be highlighted as being of upmost
importance. Marine related sites which are ‘off coast’ but require a degree of safeguarding may
include storage and distribution facilities, repair services and other suppliers strongly reliant on
port and related customers.

10.12

In identifying sites and the criteria required to define marine / maritime sites, it will be essential
that the City Council works closely with SWRDA and key port and business representatives to
ensure that safeguarding policies are robust and capable of implementation.

10.13

The first step should include the provision of clear guidelines outlining the range of port and
marine/maritime activities that have requirements for waterside sites and associated infrastructure
in order to ensure economic and operational viability. Importantly, given the diversity of activities
that make up the port and marine/maritime sector, it is imperative to highlight that the land and
infrastructure requirements of different business types can vary significantly. Policies based on
the assumption that ‘one size fits all’ will inevitably fail to meet the underlying objective of
safeguarding the required sites. For example, the needs of a commercial cargo operator are
substantially different from that of a ferry company or a marina provider. Consequently, the
criteria that are applied in order to assess whether or not specific sites are safeguarded or
allocated for port / marine use should be sufficiently flexible in order to accommodate the varying
needs of this complex sector. However, all core port and waterside dependent businesses largely
share the common requirement of access to the water and the provision of bespoke marine
infrastructure and facilities. These key factors are essential for port and marine industries to
operate viably, safely and, in many cases, in accordance with legislation and regulation.

10.14

Even if a small marine enterprise has waterside needs which are modest, access to the water is
often critical to the viability of the business. For example, whilst it is possible to build recreational
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craft at a distance from the shore, but only if a launch site is practically accessible and available
when required.
10.15

Table 10.1 defines the range of port and marine/maritime activities, the site needs of which we
recommend should be prioritised in relevant Development Plan Documents.
Table 10.1 – Priority Port & Marine Activities Requiring Waterside Sites and Related Infrastructure

Port / Marine Activity Type
Oil, gas, petrochemicals and other
liquid cargoes.

Description
Maritime services utilised in the exploration,
development and exploitation of offshore oil
and gas fields.

Degree of Site
Safeguarding Required

Essential

Processing and of oil and related products and
their distribution to market.
Commercial port activities (containers)

Shipping, storage and transport of freight
containers and associated services.

Essential

Commercial port activities (bulk cargo
other than liquid).

Shipping, storage and transport of aggregates,
bulk materials and products and associated
services.

Essential

Commercial port activities (Passenger
and freight Roll on / Roll off)

Shipping services utilised in the transport of
goods and passengers.

Essential

Ship and boat building, maintenance
and repair.

Construction and repair of commercial, leisure
and naval vessels and associated services.

Essential

Marine manufacturing and
engineering.

Manufacture and servicing of marine and
related equipment including maritime
telecommunications.

Preferable

Commercial marine services

Maritime-related businesses including
insurance, brokerage, legal and other services.

Non essential

Defence / Naval

Military and civilian operations of the Royal
Navy and Ministry of Defence including primary
contractors (e.g. Babcock in Plymouth).

Essential

Leisure marine

Provision and servicing of marinas, berthing
and other waterfront leisure facilities.

Essential

Cruise industry and supporting
services

Provision of cruise berthing facilities and
passenger transfer services.

Essential

Fisheries

Landing, processing, sale and transport of
finfish and shellfish.

Essential

Port administration, safety and
salvage.

Public and private sector activities related to
vessel movements, safety and salvage.

Essential

Renewable energy

Manufacture, assembly, repair and distribution
of products related to the generation of energy
from off-shore renewable sources (wind, wave,
sunlight and rain).

Essential

Marine education, training and
research and development

Marine education and training facilities and
research activities including development
marine technologies.
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10.16

For each of the activity types set out in Table 10.1, the criteria used to assess the suitability of
sites should be flexibly applied and developed in consultation with key port authorities and
operators as well as marine business representatives. We consider this essential in order to
ensure the robustness of the policy approach. Key criteria may include:
•

Extent of existing or recent marine / maritime use for commercial, leisure or administrative
activities.

•

Existence of essential marine and waterfront infrastructure having regard to the diverse
needs of the port and marine / maritime sector.

•

Access to the water, particularly at locations which offer depths suitable to commercial port
or marine leisure operations.

•

Scope for hinderland sites to provide development opportunities to support existing
commercial or marine leisure facilities (including manufacturing, storage, repair and
distribution).

•

Commercial viability to support a range of port and marine / maritime activities (see Table
10.1).

•

Existing or potential access to existing or potential rail freight networks and facilities
(including intermodal terminals).

•

Good access to road networks central to the efficient and safe movement of goods and
products related to port operations.

•

Control of development proposals which could constrain the viability or operation of existing
port or marine / maritime activities (including sites located along key transport routes serving
the port).

10.17

There is a need to maintain a rolling programme of new marine business opportunities and
develop a portfolio of potentially suitable sites. In close and proactive consultation with the Royal
Navy and MoD, this should include periodic review of opportunities for commercial marine
businesses to operate at sites in Devonport which are no longer required for military and related
use. In maximising the future role of the port and related marine / maritime business activities in
growing and diversifying the Plymouth economy, it is imperative that the potential ‘release’ of sites
and waterside infrastructure at Devonport takes place in a planned and co-ordinated manner.
Piecemeal sale or leasing of sites, particularly for non-marine use, may constrain opportunities for
the viable use of adjacent or nearby sites and facilities for marine business activities. This
approach should be equally applicable to other major operational port locations in Plymouth where
market demand for specific commercial activities potentially may change significantly over time.

10.18

Whilst safeguarding key port and related sites should be a primary objective of the City Council
and its partners, policy and economic development initiatives should proactively seek to improve
the quality and viability of Plymouth’s existing portfolio of marine sites. This may include access
improvements and the upgrading of increasingly obsolete premises.

10.19

Reflecting the complex and diverse range of port and marine/maritime sites that require
safeguarding in Plymouth, we recommend that the City Council and its partners set in place the
development of a comprehensive portfolio database of significant sites. This would act as both a
promotional tool as well as providing a clear rationale as to why such sites should be safeguarded
for port and marine / maritime use. Key attributes may include:
•

Site name.

•

Location.

•

Site description.

•

Site planning history.
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10.20

•

Site size.

•

Port and marine / maritime activities on site.

•

Access factors – sea, road and rai.

•

Existing or potential economic significance.

•

Key development plan and environmental designations on and surrounding site.

•

Constraints or strengths to future port / marine operations and prospects.

•

Threats or opportunities to future port / marine operations and prospects.

The recent inquiry ruling by the Planning Inspectorate regarding a proposed development which
included the potential partial loss of a marine site (Bayly’s Boatyard) demonstrates the typical
challenges faced by policy makers in seeking to actively safeguard existing marine sites in
Plymouth.

Recommendation 3: Coherently raising the profile of the Port
of Plymouth
10.21

We recommend that greater emphasis is given to the marine and maritime sector in all spatial,
development and promotional plans for Plymouth and its sub-region. This should include taking
solid steps to explain the diverse and often niche nature of the sector and the inter-relationships
between different industries within the sector and with other parts of the wider economy. This
should include making a clear distinction between the requirements of different elements of the
marine / maritime sector, most notably commercial port activities and leisure marine activities.

10.22

Currently, the innovative and high-productivity elements of many businesses and institutions
associated with the Port and the city’s coastal location are poorly appreciated which potentially
hinders the scope for attracting future investment in essential infrastructure and enterprise support
systems.

10.23

Collectively, the City Council, surrounding local authorities, SWRDA, port authorities and business
representatives should take a leading role in raising the profile of the Port of Plymouth as the
heart of the area’s marine and maritime economy and the engine for further growth and
diversification.

10.24

Whilst greater coherence between key stakeholders will be fundamental to exploiting latent
economic value in the city’s marine and maritime sector, we consider that the identification of a
dedicated ‘Champion’ to represent the collective whole of Plymouth Port and associated marine /
maritime sector would act as a vital conduit in taking forward this process. The ability and drive to
represent the diverse nature and role of the port should be pre-requisite to the selection of a
champion. Moreover, the role of the champion and any associated organisational structure
should be defined with the primary remit of supporting the role of the port and marine industries as
a major contributor to the economy and communities of Plymouth.

Recommendation 4 – Cruise Market & Feasibility Study
10.25

We recommend that a market study comprising desk studies, consultation and market research is
required in order to inform a proposed feasibility study for the provision of a potential new cruise
terminal which would include alongside berthing and associated land based facilities at a location
to be selected within Plymouth Port. Key study tasks should be to:
•

Review the current market for cruise business in Northern Europe and prospects for future
growth.

•

Review current trends for increasing sizes of cruise ships.
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10.26

10.27

•

Identify appropriate established or proposed cruise itineraries for which a modern cruise
terminal at Plymouth would be an attraction.

•

Identify appropriate local tours (Plymouth, Devon. Cornwall etc) which would be attractive to
the cruise market.

•

Identify the optimal location for provision of a cruise berthing facility in Plymouth.

The key deliverable of the market study would be the evaluation of Plymouth as a cruise port
including the following assessments:
•

Plymouth’s potential position within existing and proposed cruise itineraries.

•

Forecasts for numbers of potential cruise ship calls per year.

•

Range of sizes of cruise ships which may be attracted to call at Plymouth.

•

Seasonal factors which would affect the scheduling of ship calls.

•

Typical durations of stay.

•

Assessment of potential berthing locations and identification of optimal location.

•

Business and implementation plan for delivering a new cruise facility in Plymouth.

•

Potential for growth.

In terms of identifying the most appropriate location for a new cruise facility in Plymouth, the
feasibility study should consider the relative importance of the following key factors:
•

Ease of navigation and marine access (on arrival and departure) from open sea and
Plymouth Sound.

•

Safety and efficiency of manoeuvring on and off the cruise terminal berths.

•

Potential marine risks and disruption to other marine traffic.

•

Capacity of the cruise terminal berths to accommodate alongside berthing for the range of
cruise ship types and sizes likely to call at Plymouth (dependent on market studies).

•

Proximity to Plymouth city centre, key attractions and heritage sites (including The Hoe,
Barbican, Mayflower Steps).

•

Back up adjacent landside areas and facilities to support cruise terminal facilities.

•

Proximity to other landside support facilities.

Recommendation 5 – Skills and Training Investment
10.28

Whilst this study has focussed primarily on the physical characteristics of the port and related
business activities, it will be imperative that policies and initiatives aimed at ensuring the adequate
supply of suitable land and infrastructure are complemented by a coherent skills and training
strategy. Building on Plymouth’s existing strengths as a centre for marine education and
research, this should focus on delivering integrated training programmes which are targeted on
meeting existing and emerging market needs. More employer-led training initiatives should be
actively encouraged.

Recommendation 6 – Planning for Climate Change
10.29

It will be important to establish a long term programme aimed at evaluating the potential effects of
sea level changes on port and marine operations. It will be essential that spatial, land-use and
economic policies can respond proactively to the implications of sea-level rises. Having regard to
the potential effects of sea level rises, future land-use and planning decisions should seek to
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ensure that port and waterside business activities can be protected or enhanced. In the future,
this may include the consideration of the relative costs and benefits of land reclamation options.

Recommendation 7 – Safeguarding Cattewater Branch Line
Track Bed
10.30

In line with Plymouth City Council’s and Devon County Council’s policy priority to encourage
sustainable transport and seeking to protect future opportunities for the movement of port-related
freight by rail, the Cattewater Branch Line Track Bed should be safeguarded against future
development an any forthcoming masterplan or policy initiative.
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